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PREFACE

Little is known in this country about the nature and the de-

tails of school curricula in Pestern Europe, although many a word of

praise is spoken--especially in polemic context--ahout the 'superi-

ority- of Euroneen schools. Research and writing in the field of

comparative education have largely concentrated on the social dimen-

sions of the scho/e4 (eccess to secondary schools, enrollment ratios,

structural reforms, pciliticz. of educa4lion). But what is being taught,

how the school prearamcs are arranged- these questions have been gen-

erally neglected. The nressnt study is an attempt at shedding some

light on the official school nrograms in three European countries.

France, West (lermany, and Italy have been selected not only

because I know them well and speak their languages, but chiefly be-

cause they are the three largest and leading qestern nations on the

continent. Their cultural and economic achievements are of world-

wide renown and influence. Their contacts among each other have been,

for centuries, intensive and not at all primarily bellicose as history

textbooks may lead us to believe. All three are very proud of their

European character and today collaborate in strengthening the unity of

Europe.

The three countries resemble each other in many respects that

are relevant for education. Their cultures have common roots and

comarable levels. Their industrial development (though slower in

Italy) is similar as are the social and material aspirations of the

Peoples. Their political systems (multi party, ideology-based)
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resemble each other more than each resembles that of say, England or

the U.S. Although lest Isrmany is a federal nation, the administra-

tive features within its Lander (= states) are similarly centralized

as those of rrance or Italy on the national level. The ministries of

education, for examnle, are nownrful authorities of central control.

Among the eleven Lander I selected four that represent a fair range

of urban and rural, Catholic and Protestant elements- Berlin, Hesse,

Northrhine-qestphalia, Bavaria.

The school systems of the nree countries share similar intel-

lectual and social foundations as well as the problems resulting from

this heritage. Their public schools rsceived their basic character

during the mid-nineteenth century, an era of social class divisions

which pervaded the schools and all ideas on suitable education for

the different strata of population. In recent years these nations

have begun attempts of adjusting their school systems to the needs of

modern tines. Similarly motivated by socio-economic changes, the

three countries are now aiming to onen secondary education to larger

numbers of their youth. After some preliminary steps, experiments,

and statements of nrincinles, during the 1c150's, the governments of

the three countries almost simultaneously (in 1963-64) but independ-

ently initiated concrete reforms in their school systems. These re-

forms are of great social significance 2 they replace the age-old

policy of restricted access to secondary schools--the traditional

instrument of class differentiation--by a policy of broadening the

access to secondary education. To accomplish their objectives, how-

ever, Prance, West Germany, and Italy chose somewhat different paths.

The changes focus on the mi(2dle level (grades 5 or 6 to 8),
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i.e., the years in which the decisions cn further school careers are

made. This is why this study concentrates on the curriculum of the

middle level, examining the development of the school programs that

accompany the structural changes of the reforms. lainly two ques-

tions guide the analysis of the official school programs and direc-

tives 1) in what manner and to what extent do the revised patterns

concu-: with the avowed goal of broadening educational opportunities,

and 2) to what extent do the revisions include modernization, i.e.,

attention to training in contemporary modes of thought, and in skills

and knowledge needed for ccmoetent living in our times?

The comparative analysis applied in this study seems useful in

demonstrating the range of different approaches in coping with

analogous problems under connarable conditions. It also serves to

highlight the common elements of the reform processes. this, in turn,

may lead to cautious generalizations about trends that seem typical

for continental (west) European school developments. The extent of

comparison has generally been limited to description, analysis, and

interpretation of the programs, omitting the explanation of the

causes of differences as functions of the complex variables in the

matrixes of national characteristics. Causal explanation would have

required much more attention to these 'background' variables in the

three societies.

It should furthermore be clearly stated that this study

assesses the normative dimensions, not the actual uses of the cur-

ricula. The picture of 'reality", in its many varieties, has quite a

different relevance--one of interest to social scientists and, for

example, to specialists in educational administration. This study
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deliberately concentrates on the ideas and Clans that give shape to

the instructional work of the schools. These ideas and developments

are assumed to be of interest to American educators. If the results

as shown in this renort do not annear startling or greatly inspiring,

one should keep in mind that we do not deal with frontiers of Euro-

pean education--which should also be investigated--but with blue-

prints for the broad and slow-moving national school systems. The

rank order of importance calls first for pieces of groundwork (such

as this study hopes to contribute) in understanding the existing na-

tional policies and advocated practices, which have a mandatory

character in European countries. Anv experimental features and

further advances in general school reform can be much better assessed

on the basis of systematic information on the prevalent general pat-

terns.

Procedures

The purpose of the study thus delineated explains the pro-

cedures I chose in carrying it out. First, my general knowledge of

European school reforms, acquired through nersonal background and my

*
earlier research in this field was supplemented by my general ori-

entation on curriculum questions from representative literature in

the U.S. The central phases of work were two research tours in the

three European countries during two successive summers. The first

one was exploratory, to gain an overview of the developments, to

outline the general task, and above all to find out what source

Undertaken, e.g., for my dissertation, Test German School
reform in Social-Political Context, Columbia taversiii-Jriiififion,
fT6T.



materials would be available. The return tour, after extensive

scrutiny of the documents obtained, served to fill gaps in data, to

seek answers to specific questions, to clarify 'hunches," and to re-

fire earlier impressions. In particular, the follow-up was useful in

letting ma observe the nature and degree of progress made.*

In France and Italy I visited the national ministries of edu-

cation; in Germany the ministries of the four Lander mentioned above

(the authority in Berlin is called "Senator for Education"), and in

addition the Office of the Permanent Conference of the Ministers of

Education in Bonn, as there is no federal ministry of education.

Furthermore, I interviewed numerous professors of education at uni-

versities and research centers, also school administrators and

teachers. I visited a number of schools, had many informal talks

with anybody interested in education, and scanned collections of cur-

rent periodicals (many not available in the U.S.) for relevant

articles. Interesting reports were received at the occasion of my

visit to the Office of Cultural Cooperation of the Council of Europe

in Strasbourg.

The personal contacts provided invaluable and reconfirmed the

necessity of on- the --spot investigations and person-to-person talks

for research in comparative education. The contacts with officials

also made it possible for me to obtain internal reports and other un-

published-materials of significance for the study. In their

In West Germany, for examole, during the interim months,
three new comprehensive programs had been issued for certain school
types in two of the Lander to conform with a general pattern that the
eleven Linder ministFiTof education had agreed on in the Summer of
1965.
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intellectual effects, these dialogues provided the proper perspec-

tives for, and interpretations of, the goals and dispositions of the

ministerial documents. rloreover, the meaning of terms and concepts,

at times misleading or veiled by official "pedagoguese," could be

clarified. (For example, how close in meaning is the French 'methode

actif" to the Italian "metodo induttivo?" Both terms are central

elements in the guidelines for teaching method.)

Awareness of precise definitions and connotations is par-

ticularly important in a cross-cultural comparative study in which

the common denominators of terms and concerts play a great role. In

this case, the often cumbersome documentary idioms of the three dif-

ferent languages had to be translated into the "neutral' fourth

(rnglish). For this essential process of evaluating and juxtaposing,

throughout the study of the extensive source materials, my own judg-

ment was greatly aided and refined by the discussions with the ex-

perts in the ministriss and the academic circles abroad.

One particular simplification in terminology, used in this re-

port, is the result of my decision to achieve greater readability of

the text and particularly of the charts it is the use of "academic,-

"semi-academic," and 'non-academic" as categories to denote the three

basic school types in these countries. None of the three terms is

used in any of the countries. I adopted the American "neutral"

terminology, with ample explanations of which types of school are in-

cluded in these categories.

The report is visually supported by a series of fourteen

charts that demonstrate the distribution of school hours for the var-

ious subjects taught in the middle grades. It is the only
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quantitative feature (but it was not included as a concession to those

who consider figures and statistics a sine-qua:non of any respectable

research). The design of the charts is original and may, I hope,

serve as a model for similar curriculum research studies.*

The amount of school time allocated for each subject has, in

the European "fixed curriculum, a functional importance that is

fairly similar to that of 'credits" attached to courses in American

schools (a system unknown in Europe). The charts make visible not

only the changes between the past and the current curricula but also

such other things as the role of foreign language study or sciences

in the schools, the proportion of time left for "non-academic sub-

jects" in the three countries, the total hours per school week (so

different for Prance and Germany, for example). Other charts show

the sums and the percentages (of the total time) of the hours al-

located to major groups of subjects, e.g., natural sciences, social

sciences.

The completion of this report nearly coincides with the pub-

lication of the second major international project of testing the

school achievements of students in twelve countries (The Interne-111.- 116 MID.NWWINNI.

tional Study of Achievement in Mathematics) sponsored/by the UNESCO

Institute for Education in Hamburg. The general interest in the ef-

fects of school education is assuming world-wide dimensions. May the

information offered in this report contribute in small measure to an

explanation of some of the international differences in the outcomes

of public school education.

*The raw figures for the charts were culled from the official

schedules, and the percentages were calculated by an assistant.
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I. THE MIDDLE LEVEL AS FOCUS OP THE RECENT nEromls

''Middle level' is used in this report to denote the

school phase following the four or five years of primary

school and, preceding the stage of advanced academic educa-

tion or of vocational training. It would correspond to the

American junior high school lowered by one grade level. (A

similar 4-year "intermecliate school'` beginning 'ith grade 5,

in replacenent of the junior high, has been introduced on an

experimental basis in the new York City school system in

1965.) By international convention and in official publica-

tions, e.g., of UNESCO, the school level following primary

education (without precise fixation of years) is called

"lower seconeary stage" (or ". . *choor if organized in

a separate institution).

The designation 'middle for this school level is

used in Italy in the name of "scuola media,' a school that

includes the 6th, 7th and 8th grades. The school type

formerly existing parallel to the scuola media, until its

recent official 'merger" with the latter, was called cuola

d'avviamento, (literally "getting-ahead' school). In

Germany several terms are used at the Volkschule (ele-

mentary school) the 5th through 8th or 9th grades are called

"Oberstufe (upper stage), or 'Hauntschule" (main school) in

the case of the recently established centralized schools with
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fully developed programs which receive elementary pupils

from small (mostly rural) elementary schools. At the

Gymnasium and the Realschule, the 5th through 7th grades

are called rUnterstufe" (lower stage), since they represent

the first three years at these schools.

France, too, has several designations for this school

level (here 5th through 9th year). since it represents the

first phase of secondary education it is called Prenier

(1st) Cycle: according to the latest directives, its four

years are divided into "cycle d'observation" (6th and 7th

year) and "cycle d'orientatioe (8th and 9th year). Before

the recent reforms (1959-64) there were numerous terms de-

noting the various types of school course available (follow-

ing the 5th grade) -classes fin d'etudesi" "cours comple-

mentaire " 'classes nouvellns, besides the corresponding
. ...HMN

coqkEt and lycee classes. All these terms have been

abolished with the unification of the milidle level in France.

The variety of terms for the "middle level' is an

indication, if not a symbol, for the uncertain nature as

well as the potential significance of these school years.

The course of primary education, in comparison, does not

arouse as much argumentation nor plans for revision (not-

withstanding the disputes over reading instruction and the

new math"). The first 4 or 5 years of school everywhere

are devoted to the three R's and rudiments of knowledge

about the natural and social environment. Rarely is the

beginning of a foreign language included at this stage.
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And while there are sane differences, from country to country

and often beteen rural and u

practices of teaching, the f

designed in response to bas

therefore, become general

(since the 1920's and

schools.

'3

ban areas in the program and

unctions of the primary years are

is neees of all children. It has,

ly accepted practice in Europe

O's) to maintain common primary

For the secondary stage of schooling in Furope, the

19th century practi

in all but the communist countries (where the common school,

ce of separate provisions has continued
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a question of s
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and Great
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is the typical Pattern). It was and remains

ignificance after how many years of school

is to occur. It is 4 years in nermany (with

ons of 5 or 0! it is 5 years in France, Italy,

Britain- it is 6 years in the Low Countries. An-

stion is what type of program should be offered at

ly secondary stage, when and where in addition to

assical academic schools -modern" types of academic

ols emerged. The classical type schools everywhere

nge into Latin imneeiately with an intensity that makes

ny later transition of pupils to or from these schools ex-

tremely difficult.

The greatest problem of all is that of deciding which

children should go to what type of school (the upper ele-

mentary school, the semi-acadenic school, or the modern or

classical high school). In recent decaees the awareness of

the inadequacy and irreversibility of these decisions has
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led to ubiquitous attempts to revise the procedures of selec-

tin and to revise the curriculum in these crucial school

years. The school reform plans in France, Italy and Germany

(as in other European countries) have focused the greatest

attention on this phase of the education systems, which is

undergoing innovations that are more imaginative and far-

reaching than any other features of the school systems.

The heightened interest in the function of the post-

primary y3ars of schooling has arisen not merely from peda-

gogical insight and the humanitarian impulse to upgrade the

instruction of hitherto inadequately educated segments of

the population. These motives had been articulated for many

years by reform-minded educators in the three countries. And

there was no lack of reform designs nor of experimentation

with new patterns. 1 What finally moved the ministries of

education and the legislatures to decide on significant re-

visions in the school programs for these middle grades was

1Well-known recent examples are the French "classes
nouvelles" of the 1940's and the "classes vilotes" of the
1950's, as well as the Decree of 6 January 1959 issued by
President de Gaulle, which called for an extension of com-
pulsory schooling and other changes. In Germany, several
Linder (states) have experimented with a "differentiated mid-
aiiIiVel" since the early 1950's; the "German Committee on
Education" published a series of reform proposals between 1954
and 1963, foremost the comprehensive "Rahmenplanr in 1959. In
Italy, experiments with reforms in the-FaBiiiiiidia have been
conducted since the early 1950's; reporEraeliiiare, how-
ever, not available in English. For details of the French and
the German post-war reforms, American readers are referred to
George Male, Education in France (1963), Ursula Kirkpatrick,
"The Rahmenplan for West-German School Reform," Comparative
Education Review, IV/1, June, 1960 and Ursula K.'Dpringer (same

97est Germany Turns to aildgmapolitik in Educational
Planning," Comparative Education Review, V/1, June, 1965.



primarily a national socio-economic concern. The scientific

and industrial developments today call for growing numbers of

highly educated people, and the customary small proportion of

university graduates in European countries proves quite in-

adequate to meet the needs. OECD projections` made evident

that the manpower situation will grow even worse in the future.

An enormous teacher shortage in West Germany since the

1940's led, in the early 1960's, to an all-Lander survey and

forecast of staff needs. 3 Several statistical studies 4
of

IT

school enrollment patterns of the Lander, of future demands

for teachers, etc.--which demonstrated ever-growing gaps be-

tween supply and cenand- -were so alarming as to call for

drastic measures. The intensity of public indignation over

the conditions of the schools is reflected in the common use

of terms such as "school chaos," "educational catastrophe,"

"the misery of the German Gymnasium," etc. in the public media,

in book titles, in conversations. In France and Italy there

was and is less of a teacher shortage and there is less overt

public discontent with the conditions of the school systems.

2
Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development,

Office for Scientific and Technical Personnel, Targets for
Education in Europe, Paris, 1962, and several more studies
published by tiiii-Biganization.

3Germany, Kultusminister-Konferenz, "Bedarfsfeststellung
1961-1970," Bonn, 1963.

4Practically all
economist of education,
Max-Planck Institute of

of these were inspired by the leading
Friedrich Edding, now a director at the
Educational Research in Berlin.
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But both countries are concerned about the development of

educated manpower and have thoroughly assessed their resources

and future needs in this respect as part of their comprehensive

economic development plans.

In France, these projections are contained in the

regular four-year development plans which were initiated after

World War II. The most elaborate assessment of the existing

productivity of the school system and forecasts of future

trends and needs are found in the "Fourth Plan," the "Quatriame

Plan de Dveloppement Economique et Social (1962-65)," as

Eapport.G4n4ral de la Commission de l'E uinement Scolaire,

Universitaire elSEatif. 5 In Italy, a 10-year plan for the

development of manpower was issued in 19551 "Schema di sviluppo

dell'occupazione e del reddito nel decennia dal 1955 al 1964.°

This plan led to a 10-year school development plan, "Piano

decennale di sviluppo della scuola," inspired by President

Fanfani in 1958: the latter, however, was not accorded suf-

ficient support and financing by the parliament.6

These national plans, as also the German "Bedarfsfest-

VALLear (= "Assessment of Needs"), clearly demonstrated that

5Published by the Commissariat Gdheial du Plan d'
Equipement et de la Productivite; Paris, Imprimerie Nationale,
1961. The school developments are mainly discussed in Chapters
II, III, and IV.

6 For a discussion of this plan see Lamberto Borghi and
Anthony Scarangello, "Italy's Ten-Year Education Plan,"
Comparative Education Review, IV/1, June, 1960.



a broad-scale solution to the problems could only be sought

in an increase of students in the academic schools as prospects

for future university and teacher training graduates. These

additional students must be found among the 'talent reserves,"

the able children of lower-class families who normally would

not send their children to academic schools. The motives of

lower class parents for not doing so were economic (the longer

postponed' earning capacity of their children) as well as social

(they feared their children would not adjust to the 'upper

class" character of the school). In addition, their children

even if generally able would have difficulty in coping with

the exacting programs of learning. Among the beginners of the

academic courses customarily 10 to 15 per cent were dropping

out. As demonstrated by surveys, most of the children who

failed toppled over the linguistic hurdles. Latta and also

modern foreign language--as taught in the lycee, Gymnasium,

etc.--proved especially hard for children of verbally less

cultured families. These children were usually not helped

along but "screened out" for their 'own benefit." (The

academic schools had always been openly selective and geared

to an "intellectual elite.") Often such pupils were otherwise

able, or they would not have been recommended by their primary

teachers.

In order to bring about the necessary changes in school

enrollment patterns, comprehensive reform plans were adopted

in the three countries. In France, a decree issued by President

de Gaulle on 6 January, 1959, extended compulsory schooling by
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2 years (in gradual steps) and established new procedures of

access to secondary education. A sequel decree of 3 August,

1963, instituted important innovations on the middle level:

the abolition of all vocational training curing those years

and enhanced opportunities for admission to academic schooling

by means of a unified curriculum program and by careful pupil

observation. This unification is carried even further- a

common school (with slightly different sections) on this level

has been promulgated for gradual implementation, the so-called

"Collage d'Enseignement Secondaire.-7 In Italy, a reduced

version of the Fanfani-Plan (of 1959) was passed in 1962, the

3-year plan "Provvedimenti per lo sviluopo della scuola nel

triennio 1962-1965' (= "Provisions for School Development

."). One effect of this parliamentary provision was an

elaborate 380-page report (including detailed statistics),

presented by Minister Gui in 1963, on the state of the educa-

tion systeme8 The other major effect was the national law,

passed on 31 December, 1962, on the institution and implementa-

tion of the 'scuola media statale," the unified middle school.

The law includes, as in France, the abolition of vocational

7These decrees, as all other documents on the reforms
on the lower secondary school level, are formed in be Premier
Cycle, publ. Minist4re de l'Education Nationale, Pails:
S.E.V.P.E.N., 1964.

8Relazione sullo stato della pubblica istruzione in
Italia, publ. by minister° della Pubblica IstruiTaine, Roma,
137771964).
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training on this level and the introduction of a modernized

curriculum that should provide greater facilities for transi-

tion to advanced secondary education.

In Germany, the afore-mentioned 'Bedarfsfeststellung"

did not lead to a comprehensive national plan, but it did

alert the Lander governments to the need of improving their

school facilities and revising their school programs. For

the sake of coordination, the heads of government established

an agreement on basic common needs (published in October, 1964)

concerning a lengthening of compulsory schooling, the up-

grading of non-academic school education, etc. In December,

1964, the education ministers followed up with an agreement

on "Emergency Measures in the Field of EducatiorC9 for general
17

implementation in the Lander.

The objectives of the reform decrees, plans, and

agreements, which were subsequently translated into directives

and guidelines by ministries of education, are remarkably

similar in the three countries. In broad outlines, these

measures were recommended as essential

1. Tf.) identify the abilities and inclinations of the

students;

9 "Vordringlich erforderliche Massnahmen auf dem Gebiet
des Bildungswesens.'i Both agreements are published in the
collection of documents, Sammlung der Beschlusse der Stindigen
Kultusministerkonferenz, ed. Paul Seipp and-A7Pialerer,
fieutia and Berlins Hermann Luchterhand, 1963 and continued.
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2. To win the able students and especially their

parents for the decision of longer school education

in academic programs;

3. To modify the academic school programs, especially

at the early secondary level, toward a more modern,

realistic character, and to give sufficient assist-

ance to students whose families cannot furnish the

educational background and help;

4. To arrange for easier transfer possibilities at

later stages than the normal starting point of

academic and semi-academic schools in order to give

chances to "late bloomers and 'late deciders'":

5. To upgrade the non-academic programs for children

of average abilities in order to provide sufficient

background for future technical and other semi-

academic training

6. To establish many more secondary schools easily

accessible to children from rural and working-class

areas (the sparsity of such schools was proven to

be a significant factor in enrollment practices).

These reforms were presented and defended not merely

as matters of national economic interest, but as means toward

a 'democratization" of the educational systems, which in fact

they are. It is an interesting reflection on the political

situations in France, Germany and Italy that under the motto

of "democratization" alone the same or similar antecedent re-

form proposals had not found enough official support. The
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road of school reform in the three countries had been paved

with disappointments. Only when factual surveys and statis-

tical projections demonstrated the present and future needs

for more traimNd manpower, were the legislators and admin-

istrators persuaded to accept the costly and partly radical

steps toward a more democratic distribution of educational

opportunities and the general upgrading of compulsory school-

ing. The reform-minded politicians, i.e., mostly those of

social-democratic leanings, and the 'progresAve educators

finally had their day.

The spirit of "denocratization" is an overt feature in

the ministerial directives that were issued to implement the

refo s.
10 The term itself is used in references and exhorta-

tions dispersed throughout the official directives, more so in

France and especially in Italy than in Germany, where nowadays

official language tends to be kept free of terms that may hint

at political ideology.

The major focus of the broad reform policies, and

correspondincrly of the ministerial directives for implementa-

tion centers on the middle level, i.e., those years that are

decisive for the subsequent school career of a child. The

planned innovations have a potentielly far-reaching effect,

not only for a more democratic distribution of educational

opportunities, but also for an eventual modernization of the

10
For details on these see Chapters IV and V.
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upper levels of academic education. The socio-political im-

pulse has mobilized new thoughts on curriculum, on student

observation and guidance, on improved teaching methods, and

on better cooperation with the Parents. Mile all these

facets were observed in the research for this Project, the

emphasis has been placed on the new developments in the cur-

riculum itself.



II. STRUCTUPr. AND CHARACTERISTICS

OF THE SCHOOL SYSTFMS

Basic Structure

The public education systems in Europe were designed

in a pattern that provided schools along parallel or over-

lapping tracks rather than uniting all children (of equal age

groups) under one school roof. The historical stratification

of European society explains the system of different provisions

for the children of the "educated" classes and the children of

the masses. Originally, the children were separated from the

first grade on, but since the end of the First Trorld War most

European nations introduced common school attendance through

the first 4 or 5 elementary grades.
11 From that level on, the

paths divided. a small minority of privileged children entered

the first stage of their long academic training. The mass of

children completed their 7 or 8 years of compulsory, education

in general or vocational elementary schools. (In Italy, the

majority used to terminate their schooling, in fact, after the

'quinta elementare. the 5th grade, even though the law pre-

scribed school attendance till age 14 since 1923. Even now-

adays, the school attendance laws are not fully enforced,

=11111.1111111

11In Germany this innovation was incorporated in the
Weimar Constitution of 1919, reflecting the progressive
ideology of the Social Democratic Party then in power.
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especially not in the south.12 This traditional structure of

parallel school types, subsequent to the common elementary

years, has been maintained in Germany, while it has been

modified in France and Italy by the recent reforms. The imple-

mentation of the reforms, however, is barely beginning. The

following description includes the traditional system and,

wherever applicable, the planned changes.

In the three countries, primary (elementary) school

begins at age 6; Germany and Italy provide no public kinder-

garten classes, France offers 4cole maternelle classes for

ages 3-6 in many places, but less than one half of all children

attend those classes. The names of the elementary school area

in Italy rscuola elementare," in France "eicole primaire," in

Germany "Volic.;schule" which in turn is divided into 'Grundschuld

(first 4 years) and 'ilauptschule" (a new term for the upper

4 or 5 years). This school combines all children for primary

education through 5 years in France and Italy, through 4 years

in Germany (except for the City of Berlin where, after World

War II, it was extended to 6 years).

In Italy, most of the elementary schools ended with

grade 5, except for some that continued for 2 or 3 years of

terminal elementary education. But the majority of non-academic

12For statistical details on European school enrollment
trends and quantitative comparisons of provisions for general
and professional education, see the excellent study by Raymond
Poignant, L'Enseignement dans les Pays du March4Commun, Paris.
Institut PiairlaTiue National, 1965.
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pupils (of those who did not quit. school at this point)

transferred to vocational post-elementary 3-year schools

called "scuola d'avviamento" (continuation school). In France

and in Germany the elementary schools normally continued up to

grade 8, offering a terminal elementary education (after which

the children began their apprenticeships). France, however,

had at this level also a number of trade schools that combined

general and vocational training (similar to the Italian scuola

d'avviamento). These were called "IALesd'cerAii3saeapprer"

from the 1930's to 1961, when they were absorbed as "technical

sections" in the "221142ta_Lenttianemattgingral." Germany

never included vocational training during the first 8 years of

school, but it has provided--since 191913--compulsory part-

time vocational education (8 to 12 hours weekly along with

apprenticeship or practical work) up to age 18 for all adoles-

cents not attending a full-time school. (This school is

called "Berufsschule.") Compulsory full-time education, in

all three countries, ended after 8 years of school, not at a

certain pupil age (as in the U.S.). In all three countries

there were and still are a small number of free full-time trade

and commercial schools (one or two-year courses), usually run

by the communities. There are also many private commercial

(and similar) schools.

13This provision, too, dates back to the Weimar
Constitution and appears again in the present one.
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The structural changes of the French and. Italian re-

forms have now abolished all vocational training throughout

the period of compulsory education, and have introduced--on

the post-primary level--a common school type combining all

students. academic, semi-academic, and non-academic alike.

What used to be the terminal elementary type of education is

now becoming a secondary type of general education with op-

portunities of transfer to more academic courses and of con-

tinued education, after graduation, at schools of higher levels.

Thus in Italy in 1963-64 the scuola d'avviamento has

been merged with the (academic) scuola media into a common

scuola media unificata." In France, first, in 1961, the two

types of non-academic post - primary schools (sallEaEmpli

mentaires, centres d'apnrentissarfe) and also the semi-academic

schools, imparting "short" general education (through the 9th

or 10th grade, called "enseignement gdn4ral courtl were all

merged into a new common school! the "collage d'enseignement

general." Later, in 1964, the reform was extended to include

also the lower 4 grades of the academic schools (the lyces).

This entirely unified lower secondary school has been termed

"college d'ensei nement secondaire." But different from the

Italian equivalent, it maintains different branches (usually

4 or 5) that correspond to the old-type separate schools at

this level. Another difference from the Italian reform con-

cerns the process of implementationl rather than completing

the change all at one time, the transition in France is gradual.

There exist as yet very few of the entirely unified collages in
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the big cities, where the nrestigious lyc4es, the strongholds

of traditionalism, are nernitted to continue receiving nupils

directly from the 5th grace of elementary schools. But the

first.sten, that of intro'ucina the cornron 2slIktTenseigne-

ment general (the snhool tune vithout the acatlemic classes)

has been i-Inlementee, everywhsre in Prance.

The length of co-loulsory schooling has been extended

from. 8 to 9 years in rermany and France. There are plans to

extend it one more year some ti-ne in the future. Italy has

not changed the traditional 8 years of cornulsory education.

For the academic type of education the old structure

has been largely nreservee, except that in Italy and France

the first phase of ths acaCerAc school has been opener also

to non-acaeerically geared pupils. Traditionally, the children

of the privileged classes- -after the 5th grade in France and

Italy, after the 4th rarle in reanytransfer to acaderic

schools, in Italy first for three years to the 'scuola media

then two years to a "ginnasin suPeriore, from there to the

liceo for final 3 years. rinnasio and licec are usually

combined in one school. In rrance and Germany there are no

differfzat staaes- the children enter the lyc4e" (in France)

at acre 11, and the "Gymnasium" (in nermany) at age 10) about

half of ther remain for the full course of 7 years (in France)

or 9 years (in (lemony). The other half drops out earlier;

usually after the coripletion of ten years of (total) schooling

at about age 16. This corresponds to the completion of the

Italian ginnasio, a point at which also in Italy many students
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break off their schooling. A wide variety of training programs

in business and semi-professional fields are available to those

who leave the academic secondary schools at this stage. Those

who remain and pass the grueling exams for graduation--called

"Baccalaurgat in Trance, "Maturitl" in Italy, and "Abitur" in

Germany--are entitled to enter any university of their choice

for any course of study. (There are some restrictions in

choice of study field for graduates of technical, economic, or

other special forms of academic secondary schools.)

In Germany, a third school type has developed parallel

to the Gymnasium and the upner part of the elementary school

("volkschule"). This school tyne is the "Realschule," formerly

called Mittelschule, which receives punils after 4 or 6 ele-

mentary school years and imparts 6 or 4 years of general semi-

academic education designed for "practical-minded" young people

who aim at medium-level careers in business, industries,

hospitals, etc. Although the Realschule originated in the

1850's, it never grew to any significance before World War II,

partly because many of the older Realschulen were stocked up

with 3 grades and thereby absorbed in the Gymnasium category,
14

and partly because this school type lacked rrestige and ideo-

logical backing. But since the 1950's the Realschule--which

roughly compares to the (complete) coll49e d'enseignement

14As
to demands,
with modern

"Oberrealschule" or "Real-gymnasium" in response
ding 19th century, for academic schools
rather than classical curricula.
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g4neral in Prance--attracts a fast-groring percentage of

children in Germany.

Traditional Characteristics+NI. ..[
The traditional characteristics of the different

school types Play a vital role in the current (and past)

struggles over school reform in the three countries. Struc-

tural changes are only a part of any educational revision;

they must be complemented by internal changes in program and

practices to fulfill the spirit of the desired reform. But

these internal changes involving character and concepts of

long-established school types are hard and slow to accomplish.

It is therefore correct to describe the traditional character-

istics as still existing, in order to place the new aspira-

tions in proper prospective.

The characteristics are rooted in religious, philosoph-

ical, socio-economic, political and Pedagogical traditions,

which are too complex to discuss in this context. A brief

description of the overt characteristics (and their effects)

must suffice. For our purposes it is best to distinguish be-

tween 1) the officially assigned objectives and character-

istics; 2) the actual characteristics in their sociological

and practical effects; 3) the Problems related to the char-

acteristics.

1. The three countries, as traditionally all of Europe,

have maintained different types of schools because this system

is believed to serve best the different needs of social strata.

Historically, the sharp division of classes with different
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life styles made it unthinkable to have all children receive

the sane kind of. schooling. Nowadays, it -is still largely the-

pattern of occupational categories that is used, e.g. in

Germany, as basis for the different scopes of the schools, al-

though the division of children in the different school types

is officially based on their ability, not social class.

Since the establishment of public schools, the mass of

children were assumed to be incapable of advanced learning and

to be destined for rural and laboring life careers. Their

schools therefore were designed to make them into God-fearing,

hard-working, law-abiding citizens, equipped with basic knowl-

edge in reading, writing, armithmetic, religion, and a bit of

history and geography. Too much knowledge was considered

damaging to their contentment and therefore eangerous.15

Religion was highly stressed. The teachers of these schools

usually came from the lower and lower middle classes, had

limited, if any, secondary schooling and had usually finished

their training for teaching by the age of 18. During the past

half-century, both curriculum and teacher-training were some-

what strengthened, and the official directives have mitigated

the overt assumotions of "dead-alley' life chances and limited

15
This viewpoint on the part of the governments in the

19th century is clearly documented in official decrees of that
era, as for example in the rerman school regulations by
rinister Stiehl for Prussia, issued after the revolutionary
events of 1848.
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needs for knowledge.
16 Instead, new emphases were placed on

'adequate-preparation for life in "practical occupations" and

household (for girls), thus sliglItly shifting the basis of

reference from social class characteristics and needs to oc-

cupational goals and neePs, which in turn depend-- presumably --

on personal abilities and inclinations.
17

The academic seconeary schools of the three countries

are direct heirs of the Latin Schools of past centuries. The

spirit of learned humanism, until this day, is the essential

root of objectives and curricula of these schools as evident

in their chief emphasis on linguistic and literary studies.

Knowledge of the ancient languages and the literature of the

great masters, in past centuries the preserve of merely the

small number of scholars (not the upper classes of European

society in general), became the mark of distinction of the

"educated" or -cultured" strata of society after the intel-

lectual and social changes of the 18th century. qhen the

monarchical governments, in the early 19th century, established

schools for the sons of the privileged classes, the natural

sciences and other studies of the "realities' of the world

11.1
16Yet as late as 1947, the directives in effect till

1962 for the Italian Scuola d'avviamento for mechanical train-
ing stated that the ciaturar-Iiiiiiiii4"Figeneral education) in

this school is kept at a level defined by the modest needs of
the laborer." Italy, "Scuola di Avviamento Industriale, Ovarie
Progra, (October 1959), p. 3.

17For example, German directives for instruction in the
Volkschule always stress the importance cf teaching through
concrete experiences: manipulation of objects, audio-visual
aids, trips into the environment, etc., and all kinds of
"Anschauung," because these features are thought to be the
learning means most natural to the "practical minds. In addi-

tion, of course, drill is stressed, while abstract thought
processes are minimized.
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were still too undeveloped to comnete for positions of

importance in the learned schools. Some room, though, was

made for mathematics and history. Since the late 19th

century in Germany, and the early 20th century in France and

Italy, there were instituted new versions of the academic

schools that stressed the sciences and mathematics in the

upper grades. Yet the preponderance of time and effort was- -

and still largely is--devoted to language and literature

studies in all the academic schools. As an illustration, the

proportion of weekly school hours devoted to literary and

language studies throughout the academic school years may be

examined! in the classical secondary schools in Germany these

studies absorb almost 50 per cent of all school time, in

France and Italy, a little more than 50 per cent. Even in

the 'modern" and the scientific type of academic schools the

Proportion is about 30 per cent for France and Germany, and

nearly 50 per cent in Italy.
18

Several factors contributed to the tenacious survival

of the humanistic character of the academic schools. One was

the time of their formal establishment on a national basis

during the era of neo-humanism and idealism, when, e.g., in

Germany eminent intellectuals provided philosophic rationales

18Calculations from figures presented in Raymond
Poignant, L'Enseignement dans les Pays du Marchd'Commun,
op. cit., Annex no. XI, pp. 318-19.
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for the formative value of classical studies to the mental,

moral and esthetic development of the person. Another factor

was the growing nationalism, which in France and particularly

in Italy until this day considers the study of Latin cultural

heritage as well as the national literary classics a source

of patriotic pride and strength. German nationalism (in con-

junction with the rKulturphilosophie" of the early 20th

century) modified the emphasis on the classics and wholly or

partially replaced it by modern languages and stress on

German linguistics and literature.

An additional explanation for the persistence of the

emphasis on literary studies is the fact that the admin-

istrators and educators responsible for the organization and

progress of the school systems (foremost the ministerial of-

ficials) in the three countries have all been products (and

defenders) of classical and literary studies. rarely did a

scientist or mathematician hold a responsible position at a

ministry of education. Last but not least, the Church inter-

ests in Italy and in the German Lander with strong Catholic

influence have always been in support of classical languages

as major school subjects.

To conclude. the academic schools were originally de-

signed to form "la persona colta," "den gebildeten Menschen"

by studies of the languages and literary classics of the

cultural past. Present attempts to revise this tradition

are underway, as illustrated by this statement found in a
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French ministerial directive of 1960 (dealing with the guid-

ance of pupils) . . "it would be truly unacceptable, in our

epoch, to reserve only to the classical humanities the privi-

lege of high cultureP19 But the statement implies that this

conception is still widely held.

2. The major practical and sociological effects of

the official functions assigned to the academic schools have

cone under heavy criticism in recent years. They can be

summarized as follows% The students are overloaded by heavy

demands on memory work and linguistic studies. The orienta-

tion of study programs is concentrated on the past. The

natural and social sciences, while assuming ever-growing

importance in modern life, are sorely underrepresented in

these schools.

The students' minds are mainly trained in book-learning

which emphasizes established authority rather than intel-

lectual curiosity/ and development of rational approaches to

problems of reality.

These schools with their esoteric programs and their

stress on linguistic skills discriminate against children

from lower classes who lack the background conducive to

language ttudies. Moreover, they tend to reinforce class

differences by perpetuating a distinct superiority of the

19France, Ministere de l'Education Nationale, Le
Premier Cycle, on. cit., p. 17.
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educated elite with its prestige and snob appeal.

3. The problems resulting from the characteristics of

the schools are the basis for the present efforts in three

countries to modernize the education system. One problem is

the situation--incongruent to modern society--that the masses

of population obtain a few years of "terminal' schooling in

the rudiments of applicable skills and are condemned, with a

few exceptions, never to rise to positions of learning and

prestige. The children of the small privileged strata, on

the other hand, are given an education that differs not only

in quantity and quality, but that supposedly "forms" them in

the ideal image of a "cultured person." The selection for

such conferment of privilege should in theory follow the

ability and inclination of the children; in reality, however,

it is made by the parents' wishes, as has been amply demon-

strated by statistics in the three countries.

The early division of the children (at age 10 or 11)

and the differences in curricula and teaching styles have

made it nearly impossible to change decisions on school

careers, thus fixing a child's life chances at a very young

age with little hope for revision.

A major problem on the national level today--as men-

tioned in the preceding chapter - -is the small number of

university graduates in mathematics and the sciences, a number

totally insufficient for the modern economic and industrial

structure of the nations. In Germany, there is great dearth
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of academically trained personnel in nearly all fields,

especially teaching and the sciences. The only way to in-

crease the number of graduates is to expand the number of

secondary school students. There are reserves of able chil-

dren, especially reserves of girls, in families of the rural

and working classes. To such families, however, the esoteric

character and non-practical curricula of the academic schools

hold little appeal for their children; or these children, if

transferred to these schools, cannot cope with the linguistic

demands which, especially during the early grades, function

as main selective criteria.

Among other problems related to the characteristics of

the schools only one more should be mentioned. Neither of

the school types, elementary or secondary, has been assigned

the function of fostering the spirit of inquiry, creativity,

and scientific method, or the democratic skills of coopera-

tion, citizenship, etc. Official awareness of these short-

comings is made evident in the French, German and Italian

detailed directives explaining the new instructional emphases

of the recent reforms. The professional literature of all

three countries abounds in suggestions of modernizing the

style and focus of instruction.

These critical observations on the different charac-

teristics of the school types are not meant to belittle the

strong sides and past achievements of the education systems.

In France, Germany, and Italy the elementary and vocational
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schools have produced generations of people whose basic edu-

cation, well-trained skills, diligence, and sense of duty

have richly contributed to the flourishing strength of their

nations. The graduates of the French lyc4e, the Italian

liceo and the German Gymnasium tend to be truly "literate"

persons, well-skilled in oral and written expression, trained

in the habits of work discipline, knowledgeable in the conven-

tional canon of literary classics both of their own and the

classical culture. They know European history and world

geography as well as the fundamental scientific theories.

Above all they are imbued with a respect for intellect,

"culture,' and the artful use of language.

Whether the educated elite of the three countries has

ever reflected the lofty ideals of a truly humanistic spirit,

or the "Bildungsideal," is another question, which may elicit

a skeptical answer in view of the countries' history. Perhaps

these ideals cannot be attained by the study of languages and

the classics on the school level. A certain degree of disil-

lusionment with the traditional ideals is noticeable in

Germany, less so in France and Italy. Nevertheless, the

satisfaction with the inherited style of academic schools is

still strong enough to prevent any significant changes in

academic education toward either the American or the East

European patterns. Instead, other ways were chosen to ac-

commodate the (now welcome) influx of students from wider

social strata: parallel to the existing types of academic
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schools, additional types have been instituted where the

emphases are either on scientific-technical studies or on

the social sciences, including economics. This diversifica-

tion, which appears not on the middle but on the upper level

of academic schools, has been developed especially in France

and ferrnany, less so in Italy.



III. NATURE AND PLANNING OF THE CURRICULUM

Nature

Description. The structure of the curriculum plays a

much greater role in Europe than in the United States, where

(on the high school level) a variety of courses is offered to

a student so that he may design, with guidance, This own"

curriculum. In the European systems, the schools have fixed

curricula for all students to follow. Yet there are two sorts

of choices for the students (after the decision on secondary

school type has been made)! 1) which of the two or several

branches within the school is the best suited to the student,

and 2) whether to take one or more supplementary electives.

For each school type (and if there are different

branches, for each of these) t!.1.i subjects to be taught are

carefully planned from the first to the last grade. The

planning extends both to the content covered and to the

school hours spent on the subject. As to the latter, the

time is counted in weekly hours per grade (for example, the

5-year liceo classico in Italy teaches 2 weekly hours of

history per year, that is 10 total hours; or the upper part

of the Volkschule in Bavaria, Germany, offers 2 hours of

music in grade 5 and 6, then 1 hour of music in grades 7, 8, 9;

the total is 7 hours of music for the total five grades).

Most of the subjects are taken by the students
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throughout all the years of their school. Annual or bi-

ennial self-contained courses are not customary in European

schools, except for some electives and a few subjects that

are taught only to the limited extent of 1 or 2 years (e.g.

philosophy in the top grade of a French lycee). Evidently,

this system places greater value on continuous contact with

the school subjects throughout the students' different age

levels than on a concentrated treatment of subjects for one

or two years (as in the U.S.) One of the consequences is,

in the European system, a greater amount of repetition of

'earnings, but at levels of increasing depth and difficulty,

somewhat like the "spiral curriculum" proposed by Prof. Bruner

of Harvard.

A weekly schedule for a student usually contains 7 to

10 (or even more) subjects, the number increasing in the

higher grades where new languages or sciences are added. The

combined subject-hours per week average from 28 to 33 with no

study neriods but plenty of homework (often 2 to 3, even 4

hours a day). School time is distributed over 6 days a week,

with the exception of France with its traditional "free

Thursday," which, however, in a number of lyc4es is not kept

because of shift schedules due to building shortages.

Explanation. Europeans maintain the prescribed

programs of study in their schools because of their belief

in the formative value of a structured integration of sub-

jects. The different patterns of combinations, especially
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for the academic schools, have a central core and a guiding

idea that are considered essential for achieving true educa-

tion. (This is comparable, e.g., to the liberal arts ideal

of many American colleges, while the American high school

type of curriculum is looked at by Europe as a "smorgasbord"

of learnings.)

For the classical schools the ancient languages repre-

sent the core, for the modern lycees and modern Gymnasien,
20

the core is modern languages or mathematics and science. The

original guiding ideal was the image of "humanistic man," to

which were later added the inspirational values from (theo-

retical) studies of science and from the great literature of

modern times. These prototypes were not conceived as one-

sided but roundly educating in the sense of the French "cul-

ture gerie:iale" or the German "Allgemeinbildung." Therefore

the supplementary subjects are required (though in less

quantity), and they are--ideally--designed and taught with

integrative references to the core subject.

The various school subjects are ascribed different

degrees of formative value. Still following humanistic tradi-

tion, the subjects dealing with language and written thought

(religion/philosophy, mother tongue/literature, all foreign

languages) are believed to have greater educational value

20For foreign language words, the foreign form of
Plurals is consistently applied. For "Gymnasium" it is
i'ymnasien."
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than, for example, science or geography, because the latter

supposedly teach mainly facts. Mathematics is held in great

esteem as training logical thought. Traditionally history

was ranked as a "minor" subject, music and art even lower, but

in recent years, the German systems have given greater impor-

tance to these three. The rank order of subjects is evident

not only in the number of class hours but also in the amount

of homework assigned and the required number of compositions

(or tests) written in class per year. Failure in one major

subject, if coupled with other low grades( usually requires

a repetition of the entire school year; for minor subjects,

the breaking-point is two failures (with other low grades).

To the less-academic or non-academic schools, the

above-mentioned ideals do not apply. Traditionally their

spiritual core was religion (and public Volksschulen in some

Catholic regions of Germany continue to prescribe 4 hours of

religion each week). But the role of religion is diminishing

today. (In France, religion is altogether abolished as a

school subject; instead, the French schools for the masses

maintain the free Thursday for religious instruction to be

given by the churches.) The curriculum of these schools is

designed to prepare the students for practical life and work,

but the "realistic" subjects and the "non-abstract" ways in

which the teaching should be conducted are not considered as

having "formative" value in the sense of academic tradition.

An instructional core, an intellectual ideal is missing; and
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this fact is reflected in the present curriculum reforms,

which for the non-academic schools are based on criteria more

pragmatic and psychological than are used in the designs for

the academic schools.

There are some exceptions to this situation. In

Germany, the primary school years (after the first two grades)

center on "Heimatkunde" (social studies of the local and

regional environment) as the integrative core subject,21 in

the tradition of Pestalozzian principles, which are still a

major influential force in German elementary education. More-

over, in France and Germany, where compulsory schooling is ex-

tended to 9 years (with the future prospect of 10), attempts

are now made to introduce the central core of "preparation

for the modern world of work' in the 8th and 9th grade. But

there exist as yet no experiences to guide the planners, nor

are there instructors trained to teach these features (the

schools are staffed by elementary school teachers), and there

is no agreement on the desirable proportion of "general" vs.

"utilitarian" education in these grades.

One major criterion for the programing of subject con-

tent and the methods of teaching is the psychological develop-

ment of the children. This criterion plays a much greater role

2
1This is reiterated, e.g., in the directives concern-

ing instructional content in the ministerial guidelines for
the Bavarian Volksschule of July, 1966. ("Amtsblatt . . .°
of July 5, 1966, p. 192.
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in the non-academic than in the academic schools (whose

teachers in France and Italy are not at all, and in Germany

only scantily, trained in educational psychology).

Implications. Several implications for the curriculum

on the middle level can be gathered from this survey of gen-

eral characteristics!

Traditionally, there have always been two parallel

patterns of curriculum (or three where semi-academic school-

types exist) for the grade levels 6 (or 5 in Germany) to 8

(and now 9 in France and Germany) while on the grade levels

below that (the primary grades) the school systems have only

one curriculum for the one common school, and on the grade

levels beyond the 8th or 9th year (i.e. beyond the terminal

points of non-academic schools) a clearly defined academic

curriculum exists that shows only differences in emphasis

(classics, modern languages, science).

These two (or three) main patterns of curriculum on

the middle level have always been significantly different,

analogous to the different nature and purposes of the school

types. Contrary to the lower and upper levels, on the middle

level, a central core, a major emphasis, has not been

developed. In the non-academic schools. these years are

leading to terminal education; in the academic schools, they

are serving as preparation for the subsequent clearly articu-

lated courses of study.

For purposes of reforms or innovations, the "unfixed"
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character of the middle grades is a boon and a bane at the

same time. a boon since fewer ideological traditions have to

be overcome: a bane since, in want of guiding ideals, the

curriculum planners tend to adopt the guiding ideals of the

academic schools now also for the designs of the common pro-

grams of the middle level.

The attempts to mitigate.the pronounced curriculum

differences on the middle grades level, or even to unify the

curriculum for all children in these grades, face the dif-

ficulty of obtaining agreement (and cooperation) between

teachers and administrators of two distinctly different out-

looks and training.

Planning

Procedures. Different from the American practices,

the questions of the curriculum are not left to the discre-

tion of the teachers or the schools, but are centrally

determined by the ministries of education, i.e., on the

national level in France and Italy, on the Lander level in

Federal Germany.

Curriculum matters are taken very seriously in all

three countries, and it is not unusual for controversial

issues in this realm to be discussed and decided by the na-

tional (or Lander) parliaments. (There are no school boards.)

Sometimes public and political involvement in curriculum

changes becomes intense, especially when the latter have a

socio-political impact, as in the changes of Latin instruction
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in the newly established unified form of the scuola media in

Italy. 22

The planning of the curricula is a task of the min-

isterial departments in charge of the different school types

(elementary schools, middle schools, academic high schools,

etc.). For the designing and the revising of the plans, com-

mittees consistim of officials, regional supervisors (in-

spectors) , experienced principals, and teachers from peda-

gogical insitutes are formed to do the work. Neither class-

room teachers ncr specialists from related fields participate

in these committees, but they, are ccJlisulted to varying

degrees. It is not easy to gather information about the

"making" of curriculum designs, since nothing is published

about the procedures in any of the countries. The account

here presented draws on 1) information from personal inter-

views with officials in the ministries 2) introductory

statements in documents dealing with curriculum design; and

3) inferences from analysis of the finished curricula.

In the Italian and French documents presenting the

new curricula, there are no references to the genesis of the

new directives. The latter are issued as government decrees

22
Two illustrations- When the Bavarian Ministry of

Education, in 1961, planned to reduce from 13 to 11 the
number of subjects taught during the last (13th) school year,
the question of which subjects to drop was heatedly debated
in Parliament aild caused front-page headlines in the news-
papers. In Italy, the question of the starting-point and
extent of Latin instruction in the middle grades provoked
bitter disputes among the party factions in the national
parliament in 1962.
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France too, while some decrees originate directly from the

head of state.

In the German Lancer, the equivalent documents are

termed "communications"; they are not "decrees" but "direc-

tives" or "guidelines," and are submitted not as definitive

but for a try-out period (of a few years). The communications

usually include a broad request for criticism that may arise

during the early phases of implementation. One Bavarian doc-

ument on the new curriculum for the Gymnasium (of 26 August,

1964) referred in the introduction to those who assisted in

working out the plansl for each school subject there was a

special committee composed of "renowned professionals,"

mostly experienced teachers of the pedagogical seminars, who

are resnonsible for the training of teachers in didactics and

methods of the subjects under revision. Other participants

were representatives of the professional teacher associations.

University scholars were consulted on all acadenic subjects

at the final stage of the task; numerous classroom teachers

were shown the draft with the request for criticism.

The curriculum committees for the different schools do

not usually collaborate, yet they do consider the designs of

the other school types, particularly with respect to the

provisions in grades that precede or follow their own school

type, in order to dovetail the designs. Serious attention is

given to entrance requirements--to expectations that higher
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schools have for transfers or graduates from lower schools

(the universities for graduates of the academic high schools,

the latter for pupils from middle level and the e2lementary

schools).

In general there is no true integration of the cur-

ricula of the afferent school levels, since the character-

istics and purposes of the schools are viewed to be different.

Exceptions (among the school systems here examined) are the

approaches taken by Berlin and Hesse which have planned the

curricula with a total view on the various school types. Also

in the other systems there are some efforts of enhancing the

integration at least on the middle level. This trend, in fact,

is part of the present reform moveinent.

Forces influencing planning. That are the forces and

motives that influence the planning of the curricula, espe-

cially the present ubiquitous revisions? A major impulse,

obviously, cones from structural reforms which in turn are

determined by the national or Lander parliaments. In addition,

policy decisions of the legislature and of the ministerial

executives require adjustments in the curriculum. Occasion-

ally there are special demands concerning the introduction or

strengthening of particular subjects, such as civic education,

which in Germany (in 1959) and Italy (in 1958) was an object

of national governmental concern and directives to the educa-

tion ministries.23 In Federal Germany, with its system of

23For details see Chapter VI:.
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affairs, the chiefs of the

during the last twelve years,

several inter-Lander agreements concerning curriculum revi-

sions. These agreements, which are official state contracts?4

aim at achieving a closer coordination in three areas° the

foreign language sequence in the Gymnasium7 the curriculum of

the last two years before the Abitur exams; and the beginning

--in spring or fall--of the school year.

Organized forces that stimulate curriculum revisions,

by general criticism or pressures, are the political parties,

business and industry, labor, the professions, the universities

and, of course, the teachers' associations. Some of these

interest groups present detailed proposals of desired changes

and/or publish articles and brochures intended to gain public

support for their ideas. To what extend such pressures are

individually effective is difficult to gauge, since the ac-

complished innovations are usually the product of an interplay

of forces. Opposition to many reform plans, especially on the

lower and upper secondary school levels, tends to be strong

among the academic teachers and university professors, who

fear a watering-down of standards whenever requirements and

instructional content of the academic schools are subjected to

revisions. In contrast to the recent American trend of re-

nowned scholars 1,such as the Professors Zacharias of MIT and

24
Notably the one of 1955 called "DUsseldorf Agreement"

and its sequel of 1964, the "Hamburg Agreement."
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Bruner of Harvard) offering their Proposals for the up-dating of

school curricula, there seems to be no such initiative as yet in

the three countries under study.

There is, however, among those responsible for curriculum

design, a general "groundswell" of awareness that modernization of

instructional content and practices is necessary. A comparison of

designs and directives of earlier years (the 40's and 1950's) with

those issued in recent years (the mid-1960's) bears witness to that

fact. The changes, to be sure, are rarely drastic. But experi-

mentation with more ra'ical changes in instructional patterns is

encouraged by the ministries of education, provided the latter's

permission for the experiment has been obtained. Some of the

German Lander ministries actively and financially support certain

experiments, such as new comprehensive schools with integrated cur-

ricula in Berlin and Hesse. In Italy, most of the scuola media's

experiments were sponsored by the ministry.

Generally, it seems that the original stimulus for most of the

novel features has come from progressive-minded educators them-

selves. Many of the present ideas have their origins in the peda-

gogically fertile years of the 1920's and have been promulgated by

groups like the New Education Fellowship or similar professional

associations, Training or stutTy centers, such as the Pedagogical

Institute at Sevres (France) under the inspiring direction of Mme.

Hatanguais, have been important pioneers in the movement. After

TIorld War II, the Italian Ministry of Education organized ten

study centers (individually called "Centro Didatticon), each devoted

to a particular aspect of public education (e.g., the elementary

school, the scuola media, the relations between school and family,
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etc.). In West Germany, the united nation-wide teachers federations
f,t

(the Allgemeine Deutsche Lehrer-Verbande, comprising largely ele-

mentary school teachers) have advocated and designed reforms fox

many years (since the 1920's). Varied experimentation has been car-

ried out in private schools, which--in contrast to those in the U.S.

--tend to be more progressive than the public schools. Important

research was and is provided by the German Institute for Interna-

tional Pedagogical Research in Frankfurt, and since recent years,

the Max-Planck Institute for Educational Research in Berlin. In

all three countries, professional congresses and journals arc the

chief arenas for the debate and publication of reform ideas promul-

gated by teachers.

In the European countries, the teacher's functions with regard

to curriculum are somewhat different from those in the United

States. The European teacher does not establish the general objec-

tives nor the general outlines nor the areas of emphasis of his an-

nual course, but he does choose the means, the materials and methods

by which he wishes to attain the determined goals. In planning his

work, the teacher knows from the overall curriculum plan what his

particular class has covered in previous years and is learning in

other subjects parallel to his ccurse. This awareness provides more

certainty for his planning than some American teachers enjoy. On

the ether hand, the European teacher must observe his obligation to

"cover" the prescribed objectives and portions cf the subject as

outlined in the overall plan; otherwise his colleagues have reason

to complain when they take over from an incomplted course coverage.

24e -
.:11(,ire rezeutcnatabl& rerorxruDibasf.; were -time '"1.11rumen-Tize

°Va.:96W gameraily me,saraea a coTanterpiece tx) the Crillan CPA-
raittee ! "116.1Aneap :I ball" otr_. 1939:; azd the Witebt.,clean-la.b.i!:a off 1.1916Z:
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And in situations where external exams25 pre given, comparable to

New York State's Regents exams, the studentsand the teachers- -

would fare badly if the materials were not covered. With regard to

examinations and the pressures they exert cn teaching and learning,

there is a general trend among the educators in the three countries

of aiming toward reducing the extent and the severity of the ex-

ternal examinations, which have traditionally been a scourge of

European academic schools. The public generally favors the trend,

but conservative intellectuals oppose it at times. This is illus-

trated in the recant case in Italy, where the dispute over the final

exams at the end of the first completed three-year course of the

scuola media drew wide newspaper coverage. (The Corriere della

Sera, the leading Milan daily, under big headlines--e.g., "Esaminati

dai lord professori gli alunni della terze medlarprinted articlai

deploring the non- indicative nature of the planned internal exams7

their legal validity was doubted, since the Constitution of 1925

prescribed State examinations for all diploma-issuing public

schools, and there were other objections.)

Generally, two circumstances of the present developments act

in support of changes in the old examination system; one is the

tentative character of the revised curricula with the accompanying

uncertainty over justified expectations of attainments. The other

is the great influx cf pupils from heterogeneous backgrounds into

academic types of school, which necessitates an emphasis on

25External exams are nowadays only used at the terminal point
of a school for graduation or transition to the subsequent school
type, but not at the end of each year (as in Now Ycrk State), and
not at all at the elementary school level including the post-
primary terminal sequence.

26Editions of 31 October, 1965, 2C May, 1966, 9 July, 1966 and
others.
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"orientation" rather than the selective "pass-flunk' practices.

(This is the motivation of the new scuola-media exam procedure,

which is explained in a ministerial decreer27 the exams cannot be

based on a rigidly fixed study program, but must assess the pupil's

individual ability, development and intere..ts, his educational and

social background, etc. Not "selective purposes," but "orientative

evaluation" is the scope of the new scubla media exam. The decree

is a beautiful example of modern pedagogical thought in the spirit

of 'progressive education.

The amount of freedom in the choice of subject matter content

that is left to the classroom teachers varies according to the

degree of details prescribed by the ministries and also by the de-

mands of school administrators or supervisors. The latter demands

cannot be adequately assessed, since they vary from school to

school. Yet the ministerial directives furnish clues that permit

valid estimates of the teachers' realms of choice regarding content.

For all three countries, these realms are broader in the non-

academic schools and narrower for all subjects in the academic

schools (especially from the 9th year level on). A feature illus-

trating a certain extent of choice is that of reading materials in

the mother tongue and in the foreign languages. These materials

(pieces of literature) may be selected from lists that the direc-

tives present for each grade level. In France an additional note

specifies that each year the teachers of French and of the foreign

languages decide as a y,roup which pieces of literature are to be

27Italy, Ministro della Pubblica Istruzione, Scuola Media
Statale, Decree of the !linister of 15 October, 19637 63 pp.
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read that year in each grade in order to avoid repetitions. In

Italy and Germany the individual teacher presumably himself chooses

from the selection prescribed. The German bander directives (but

not those of France and Italy) stress the importance of letting

pupils select books for individual reading and some poems for

memorizing, beyond the basic comr'on requirements.

For the non-academic (and semi-academic) schools (grades 5 or

6 through 9) the teacher has more freedom. For example, the read-

ing materials are only indicated by general catego;ies of topic,

type and historical period. One may infer from this difference in

approach that the small number of graduates from academic schools

is assumed to be able and obligated to master a basic canon of

literature, the large number of non-academic graduates, however,

not.

The Italian scuola media deserves a special comment with re-

gard to freedom in curriculum matter. This--for Western Europe- -

radically new school type has been assigned an official curriculum

plan of such broad design that theoretically the teacher has a

similar degree of freedom as American teachers usually have. On

the other hand, the official directives are supplemented by an

abundance of informative and guiding materials on objectives and

didactics in the different subjects. (The materials, published by

the Centro Didattico for the scuola media, are fruits of several

years' experimentation preceding the promulgation of the reform in

1962.)

The selection of general textbooks is usually an indicator of

freedom in teaching. In the three countries alike, textbooks re-

quire approval by the ministries. Prom ample lists of such
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anproved texts, and teachers (and sometimes the subject departments)

may choose. There exists by now a growing supply of modernized

texts that look similar to their American counterparts.

A vast if not complete freedom is left to the teacher in

choosing his metes of instruction. The curriculum directives of

the three countries stress the importance of initiative and imagin

nation, that the teacher should apply in adapting his instruction

to his students' characteristics. That refers not merely to teach-

ing techniques (e.g., discovery method, group discussion, spelling

exercises), but also to "didactics," i.e., the handling of the con-

tent in the way that it becomes "learning" (e.g., analyzing a prob-

lem, pointing to relationships, selecting one case as model for a

generalization, etc.).

Any comments that the directives contain on the question of

methods are merely intended as suggestive, not prescriptive. The

extensiveness of such comments varies greatly in the official di-

rectives, from none at all, for traditional subjects in French and

Italian academic schools, to elaborate discussions of several pages

for "new subjects, such as civic education in Italy.and. France, or

for new approaches to "old" subjects, such as in mathematics (in

France and Germany). The most systematic and elaborate forms of

curriculum directives are those of the German Lander. For each

subject they contain statements of a) objectives, b) required con-

tent, c) guidelines (suggestions) for instructional practices,

sometimes, e.g., including examples of topics for composition.

Several circumstances may explain the consistently more elaborate

guidelines in the German curriculum nlans: Secondary school teach-

ing in Germany rests more firmly on principles of didactics,
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methods of teaching and general pedagogy, in which all teachers

receive at least a year's training. The Italian and French

academic school teaching has paid little if any attention to the

professional basis of teaching, and their certified teachers need

no training in it. In addition, the proportion of inexperienced

teachers is greater in Germany (due to the teacher shortage) than

in the other two countries. And last but not least, the German

school systems have advanced more in the area of internal reforms,

while the Italian and French systems have concentrated on struc-

tural reforms, but move with growing emphasis now also to revisions

in school practices.

In the current professional literature of France and Italy,

however, the problems of more up-to-date and more efficient methods

of instruction (in a broad sense) are accorded much space. Leading

in this initiative are the ministries of education in these two

countries, who are sponsoring (but do not themselves edit or con-

trol) periodicals on the problems of secondary school teaching,

obviously in view of the recent reforms on the middle level. In

Italy, the two main journals of this kind are Ricerche Didattiche,

a monthly in its sixteenth year, edited by Professor Gesualdo

Nosengo (Rome), and La Scuola Uedia e i Suoi Problemi, a monthly

in its eleventh year, edited by Professor Camillo Tamborlini

(Rome), director of the Centro Didattico for the scuola media and

one of the most active pioneers for this new school type.

In France, there is Cal11.erspe.:islagoiues (with 7 to 9 annual

issues) edited by 'Francois Goblot (Lyon) , which is devoted to 'a

free exchange of opinions and experiences among the teachers on the

secondary school level," as stated in the masthead. The journal
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has supplements called "Textes et Documents," each offering ma-

terials and suggestions on a particular teaching topic. The weekly

L'Education Nationale, in addition, contains chiefly general in-_
formative news and articles, but also contributions on teaching

practices. Both journals are ir.:sued by S.E.V.P.E.N., the publish-

ing service! of the ministry of education in Paris.



IV. CHANGES IA GENERAL CURRICULUM POLICIES

The Extent of Revisionary Activities

Since the Second World !Tar the education ministries of the

three countries have issued numerous decrees and circulars concern-

ing changes in official programs of study. For example, the French

manual "Horaires et Programmes de 1'Enseignement du Second Degrac'

("Programs and Schedules of Secondary School Instruction') went

through fifteen different editions during the past twenty years.

While some of its revisions were only minor, others were signifi-

cant. Another example! between 1955 and 1966, Bavaria (Germany)

issued three different versions of programs and schedules for the

upper part of its Volksschule (grades 5-8, later 9). In Italy, too,

the "aggiornamcnto" activities were lively during the last few

years.

This broad activity mainly resulted from pragmatic needs, as

indicated in the preceding chapter, e.g., structural reforms in the

school system, changes in the socio-economic conditions. But basic

concepts of the functions of school education are also changing;

the ultimate, though still distant, goal is the mobilization of all

human minds to full capacity. To be sure, even the most advanced

curriculum plans are still far from adequate even if measured by

the designers' own stated objectives. But the movement is under

way; old ideological assumptions are crumbling, the shadows of the

19th century are disappearing, though more steadily north of the

Alps than south. The most important breakthrough in Germany,

France, and also Italy came in the early 60's, when the education

ministries themselves -- century -old bastions of conservatism- -took
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up leadership for reforms on the crucial level of the middle grades.

In Germany the eleven ministers of education reached several

agreements aiming at coordination of the Lnder school systems, and

at modernization of the teaching practices in the academic schools.

The latest agreement is a nine-nage document of 'Guidelines and

Recommendations on the Organization of Instruction in Grades 5-11

of the Gymnasien," issued in June of 1966.28 It discusses the

sequence of subjects per grade, the special character of grades 5

and 6, and questions of didacticsand methods in relation to the

psychological develloment of the students. As in this instances

curriculum reforms in the three countries typically extend to the

secondary, not the primary school level.

Main Objectives of Recent Curriculum Plans

The major documents presenting the revised comprehensive cur-

ricula for the various types of school explain - -in their introduc-

tions as well as in the various sections dealing with particular

subjects--the general objectives of the revisions. (In France and

Italy, the explanations are brief: in the German Lander, they are

more explicit.) The objectives fall into two broad categories!

social and intellectual.

Social objecties. In all three countries the emphasis is on

the need to replace the former post - primary type of schooling

(serving the majority of children) with a more thorough, up-dated,

general secondary education. Children should be prepared to par-

ticipate "ad una cultura e ad una society realmente moderna,"
29.

28Germany, Kultusminister-Konferenz, "Richt.inien and
Empfehlungen zur Ordnung des Unterrichts in den Klassen 5-11 der
Gymnasien," reprinted in Bildung und Erziehung, 19/4, Juli-August
1966.

29Italy, Scuola Media Statale, Orari-Programmi, 2.21.. cit., p.
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which is characterised by "le dtveloppement consid4iable des tech-

niques, la transformation de l'organisation du travail (work), mais

aussi l'evolution des esorits et des moeurs (customs).
t130 Further-

more, "modern society demands that the Volksschlule today give more

consideration to the scientific, technical, and mathematical as well

as to the social and political realms."31 Both the Italian and

French curriculum documents refer explicitly to the national school

reform laws.
32 These laws incorporate elaborate explanations of the

social bases of the reforms. The French documents reiterate in

brief the essence of the twofold scope of the reform: the prolonga-

tion of compulsory schooling and the improved orientation (guidance)

of the pupils.

The orientation or "observation" of the pupils is emphasized as

a major task for the middle level (lower secondary) in all three

countries. (This will 1a discussed in detail in the next section,)

It relates to the general curriculum objectives in that. the studies

should as much as possible ba adapted to the tastes and aptitudes of

each child, as well as to the vocational needs of the nation.'33

Intellectual obi9ctiveso In part, these are an integral fea-

ture of the social objectives (as some of the references above

indicate). In a concise statement (of the Italian document), they

30France, Le Premier 512E11, op. cit., p, 1.

31Germany, Bavaria, Introduction of the "Richtlinien fur die
bayerische Volksschule," in "Amtsblatt des Bayer. Staatsninisteriume
fur Unterricht and Kultus" of 5 July, 1966.

32 In Italy, the law of 31 December, 1962, in France, the decree
of 6 January, 1959 with the supplementary decree of 3 August, 1963.

33
France, Le Premier Cycle, 2 2. cit., p. 1.
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concern the "democratic principle of raising ',.he level of education

and instruction individually for each citizen and generally for all

the Italian nation, thus increasing the capacity for participation

and the contribution to the cultural and civic values.'34

In another dimension, the intellectual objectives refer to the

curriculum content by stressing the need for a careful selection of

the materials taught in each subject. French and German documents

dealing with academic schools explicitly reject past tendencies to

strive for "encyclopedic' knowledge° the equivalent Italian document

warns not to weigh down the pupil's mind with "unassimilated infor-

mation, with "raw material'("materiale bruto") that does not become

formative ("che non diviene culture") but provokes aversion to learn

r
ing. .

35 Similarly the statement in the Bavarian directives

for the Volksschule- "The instructional content must carry forma-

tive substance ("Bildungsgehalt") which can be personally compre-

hended, which will generate valid insights, and will influence at-

titudes."
36

Statements such as these hint at the twofold problem that the

revisions try to cope with: the overburdening of students (mainly

those in academic school programs) with unmanageable amounts of

work. Parents, physicians, psychologists and the teachers them-

selves have, for years, orotested against the overload, and the

newspapers in the three countries abound with articles on this

topic. The main cause of the overload (well known also to American

34Italy, Scuola Media Statale, 2E. cit., p. 9.

35Italy, Orari and Proczrammi--Ginnasio e. Liceo Classico, p. 3.

36Germany, Bavaria, "Richtlinien fur die Volksschule,"
Amtsblatt of July 9, 1966.



educators) is the enormous increase of knowledge in most fields,

not to mention the ever broader realms of life that the schools are

expected to include in their instructional programs (e.g., civics,

hygiene, sex education, safety education). It is obvious. in the

European systems: the streamlining of content requirements has not

kept pace with these additions.

The revised curriculum directives take account of the problem

in their introductory comments which stress the importance of apply-

ing sound criteria for the selection (limitation) of subject matter,

and urge the distinction between relevant and less relevant facts to

be taught. This rather vague advice is, in a few instances (e.g.,

the plans of Berlin and Hesse) supported by indication of basic

facts or insights to be mastered and by examples of learning ma-

terials helpful in the teaching process.

Special mention should here be mace of an instructional method

that has gained wide attention among German educators during the

past few years. It is called "Exemplarisches Lehren" and compares

with the American "teaching through models." Renowned supporters

of this approach are, e.g., Josef Derbolav (Das Exemplarische im

Bildusraum des Gymnasiums, 1957) , Martin tlagenschein (Das

Exemplarische Lehren, 1954), and Hans Scheuerl (Die Fxemplarische

Lehrer 1958). In brief, the method means to impart--if possible,

through concrete experiences--"categorical, basic notions and key

insights"37 on which further learning can be structured. It at-

tempts to cope with the overwhelming mass of content matter, by

37Ernst Meyer, Praxis des Exemplarischen, Stuttgart, Klett,
1962, p. 150.
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selecting essentials, by illuminating the structure, the typical,

and the generalities. 38
As can be expected, there are controversies

over the hEmmalmjAtm:rt which lends itself better to some

subjects (the sciences) than others (history, literature). The of-

ficial directives rarely mention it in their recommendations. But

all teacher training institutes include it, to a greater or lesser

degree, in their didactics courses.

New Procedural Approaches

Aside from the vantitative problem of instructional content

(and the related considerations of method), the qualitative char-

acteristics of the school curricula have been given attention. With

respect to the entire school system, the discussion is cursory in

France and Italy: here the school types of the systems are treated

separately. 39
Therefore the French and Italian views on aims and

characteristics of the new curricula will be analyzed in the section

dealing with the middle level. Among the four German Lander in-

cluded in this study, the practice varies Bavaria and Northrhine-

Westphalia follow patterns similar to the Italian and French (i.e.,

separate treatment of characteristics), while Besse and es?yecially

Berlin have taken a total-view. In the following, the guiding

ideas of thes'e two designs will be discussed. Their direction ap-

pears to point the way for other German (if not European) school

systems.

38
See definition in Josef Dolch, Grundbegriffe der Padago ischen

Fachsprache, 3rd ed., Miinchen, Ehrenwiiarig517p. 9.

39
The ministerial departments for the different school types

still work rather independently from each other; in Italy they are
housed in different buildings: the department of the scuola media is
located miles away from the main building of the miniFfiiREaWa-
tion.
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The Hessian ministry of education issued its comprehensive
40

curriculum plan in 1955-57, two years before the Federal German

"Rahmenplan" (of 1959) was published, and several years before the

other Lander arrived at their present modernized versions of cur-

riculum plans. The commission pre7)aring the plan included educators

from all school types, and before the plan was published it was sub-

mitted for criticism to 1) teachers of all categories, 2) various

interest groups and professional organizations, and 3) parents

(i.e., representatives of parents' organizations). In Hesse, the

parents are accorded--by post-14,4r constitutional provisions--a

greater influence on school policy and practice than in any other

German Land. This development nay be traced to Americn inspiration

during the Occupation years.

The Hessian plan -las designed for the existing pattern of

school structure, namely four years of common elementary school

followed by one of three devices either four years (and since 1962

five years) of Hauptschule, or six years of Realschule or nine years

of Gymnasium. Thus a structural 'commonness" of schools has not

been attained, but Hesse has established several entirely common

public schools running from 1st through 13th grade, which have be-

come showpieces for visiting educators from all over. Many more

such schools are projected for the future, at the rate that the

communities desire them and the Land government is able to give

financial supporta

40Germany, Hesse, "Bildungsplane fur die allgemeinbildenden
Schulen im Lande Hessen," in Amtsblatt of March, 1956 and January,
1957.

40aSee Schule unsarer Zzit: Zildun,ymmge in Giessen, publ.
Der Hessische Kultusminister, TIles a en, n.d. 1966 , p. 44; and
LandesVerband Hessi211 der Gerwerkschaft Erziehung and Wissenschaft,
"Auf dem Wage zur GesaMtschule," Frankfurt, n.d. (1965).
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The traditional tri-partite educational structure, while still

maintained in Hesse, is not, as in the other German Lander plans,

justified on the grounds of a conceptual division of (adult occu-

pations into three categories (practical, clerical-technical, ex-

ecutive-professional), with their concomitant three different sets

of purposes and practices. In fact, the typology of three occupa-

tional groups is rejected because the job requirementsespecially

today--are too complex for any direct correlation with the three

different school types. Poreover, in our rapidly changing economy

it cannot he projected for ten-year old children what the require-

ments will be for the occupations they will take up as adults. The

Hessian plan stresses the unity of basic educational concepts that

govern the objectives of curriculum plans. Central to these objec-

tives is the view of a common society whose members, while pursuing

different occupations, share common needs of preparation for modern

living. Consequently, a set of guidelines is presented for the

policies and programs of studies in all schools alike!

1. There must be a unified approach in planning the program

in the various subjects, e.g., the program for arithmetic/mathe-

matics is planned by a committee of educators from all levels for

the entire course of grades 1-13. General points of emphasis in

content and method are determined, especially for the parallel

tracks (grades 6-9) of the different school types. Such coordina-

tion has not only the pragmatic advantage of facilitating the ad-

justment of students transfering from one school-type to another,

but also that of better orientation about the attainments-to-be-

expected.

2. The subject committees are to strive for limitation.; of
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content details (principle of concentration) and for means to

raise the efficiency of teaching (including use of audio-visual

aids, the public media, etc.).

3. Subjects are to be re-structured--the traditional analogy

to university disciplines is to be replaced by an orientation of

subjects toward the realms of life which the subjects are to serve.

Thus subjects should be combined and planned together, and, as far

as possible, taught in a coordinated, if not altogether integratedi

manner. (This is called "Gesamtunterricht"---total instruction,"

a misleading term, since it recalls the one-mom schoolhouse style

or the "Jack-of-all-tradee tyre teacher, both of which are cer-

tainly not meant in this case.)

4. The revisions in the program of instruction must be re-

alistically based on chancres in society. Diminishing family educa-

tion should be compensated for by school instruction that combines

such traditional courses as needlework, cooking, and (parts of)

biology into one course that centers on 'family living'; this

course should be offered to boys, too. The schools should also

teach hygiene as well as typing, and traffic education. Such

courses call for methods that aim not merely at intellectual learn-

ing but also at learning of behavior and acquisition of skills.

The same applies, e.g., to civic education, which is to be stipple-

mented by activities, group work, and the practicing of skills re-

quired of a modern citizen.

5. The traditional notions of child psychology must be re-

examined in view of the fact that modern mass media expose children

to a wide range of stimuli. Teaching should connect with, rather

than ignore, what children learn through T.V., radio, advertising,
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etc. Sex education is one case in point in this context.

6.- A foreign language (English) must become a regular sub-

ject for all Volkschule students to broaden their horizons and

facilitate transition to academic schools.

These overall principles have been translated into the

specific curricula for the three school types. They were suffi-

ciently advanced to anticipate the needs of the coming years, needs

which moved the other Lander, during the last decade, to issue cur-

ricula revisions that brought them closer to the programs and guide-

lines of the Hessian school system.

The Most Advanced Approach
to Curriculum Design

In all the official publications of the three countries

under study, the most modern ideas on curriculum design are found

in a statement of policies for the planning of curriculum guidelines

for the education system in Berlin. This policy statement, issued

in March of 1965 as working paper for internal use, represents the

pedagogical application of a general reform program which the

Senator for School Affairs, Dr. Karl-Heinz Evers, presented to the

public in 1964.41

Several features of the Berlin policies closely resemble

those of Hesse. The curriculum plans are worked out by committees

comprising educators from all school types and levels, so that a

vertical coordination for the subjects throughout all grades and a

horizontal coordination for the various school types (that follow

after grade 6) will be accomplished. Coordinated planning for the

41Berlin, Senator fur das Schulwesen, Denkschrift zur
inneren Schulreform, 1964.*
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different subjects and limitation of content are governing princi-

ples as they are in Hesse. To facilitate limitation of content, the

curriculum guidelines are to set certain basic objectives in knowl-

edge, skills, and behaviours to be attained at various levels in the

different subjects. For additional learnings a "didactical rank

order" is suggested t%at leaves the teacher broad realms of free

initiative. Furthermore, teachers should try to distinguish between

"exemplary" (model) and "orientative" (informational) types of learn

ing in their instructional planning.

In other important aspects the new Berlin policies reach be-

yond those of Hesse. They reflect a commitment to modernity not

only in theory but in concrete attempts to infuse the curriculum

with realistic elements that will prepare today's children for the

changing demands of urban life. The following brief summary renders

the main points of the Berlin policies,

Since we know so little about the future external conditions

of living, educators must foster more than ever the inner human

capacities and the abilities of self-education and initiative. They

must strive, through genuine personal encounter with their students,

to help them develop self-awareness and self-realization.

In contrast with the traditional ideology of "Bildung" with

its &4alistic concept of higher education for an elite and popular

education for the masses, the modern school must be congruent with a

pluralistic and highly mobile society. This includes the recogni-

tion of interpersonal, responsibilities and of the fact "that no one

alone possesses the truth." Also in contrast with traditional

ideology, the school must train young people for the realities of

the world, not against them. (Many German apostles of culture still
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look disdainfully at the "materialistic" realms of practical life

and technology.) Educators should develop in the students an under-

standing and respect for the complex world of industry and commerce

as an achievement of human minds and actions. They must prepare the

young to find their place in the competitive occupational structure

which is largely characterized by corporate organization, team work,

and the impersonal discipline imposed by the composite patterns of

specialized functions. Preparation for future work can no longer be

practical training in one particular permanent occupation, but (in

view of constant change) it must include more theoretical founda-

tions and general abilities that will facilitate adaptation to new

functions as well as advancement within a field of work.

The recognition of modern realities--in science and tech-

nology, and in the economic and political spheres--must include the

awareness of contrasts and contradictions. The school must help

prepare young people to cope rationally with conflict, as opposed to

the tradition of ignoring or abhorring genuine conflict while

idealizing harmony, albeit an illusion of harmony. (This seems a

significant objective, in view of the much-needed maturing of German

social and political attitudes.) Ample attention is given to the

political education of the young citizens, with emphasis--beyond the

learning of facts and insights--on political behaviour. The active

participation as well As the passive yet critical rola of citizens

is considered in this training. The school is urged to counteract

the tendencies toward apathy and resignation by teaching not only an

understanding of the process of power formation in a democracy but

also by providing the climate fnr practice in cooperative work, in

teams, committees, panels, etc., including the routines of democratic

procedures.
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Because of the general increase in leisure time, the Berlin

plans call for the development of knowledge, tastes, and skills in

activities that help enrich the personal life. Proper use of tele-

vision, radio, and newspapers are related to this phase of educa-

tion. Finally the schools should actively cooperate with the other

education forces: the home, the churches, youth groups, community

organizations, and institutions for adult education.

These general principles are finding application in a number

of novel features, some of which seen of particular interest to

American educators (only these will here be mentioned):

1. The teaching during the first primary years (1-4) should

capitalize on the manifold "secondary experiences" which children

gain through the public media; radio and television must have a

place in primary education.

2. A program for basic technical education must be planned

for grades 1-10; on the secondary level it will be integrated with

manual work, mathematics, and the sciences. Definite attainment

goals in technical concept formation will be set for the end of the

6th, 8th, and 10th grades.

3. The subject "household work" (home economics) for boys

and girls in common must be oriented toward modern social condi-

tions as well as toward the purposes of basic technical education.

4. Attainment goals for the end of the 6th grade will in-

clude understandings in the use of radio, television, and movies.

5. An instructional program in the use of newspapers and

magazines is proposed for grades 7 and 8. For the end of grade 8,

attainment goals are to be set for the learning of proper use of

newspapers, films, radio, and television; similarly for grades 9

and 10.
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6. Grades 9 and 10 (the final years for the majority of

students) should consider the aspects of increased leisure time in

co-curricular programs (electives or workshops) devoted to photog-

raphy, movies, T.V., theatre, school newspaper, literature (espe-

cially juvenile contemporary publications), play-acting, astronomy,

politics, art, music, dance.

7. Grades 9 and 10 will also include realistic orientation

programs about the world of work, including practicums in industrial

and business firms and social agencies.

8. Programs for sex education will be developed. The same

also for traffic education.

9. The adequacy of the curriculum in the sciences and in

political education will be examined. For science on the highest

grade levels (11-13), a program for an interdisciplinary approach

will be designed. (The same approach is already operative in these

grades in political education.)

10. In physical education, a systematic cooperation with

(non-school) sports clubs is recommended, especially in the area of

co-curricular activities (interest groups, teams, etc.),

The details of these planned innovations and revisions are

being worked out by committees and subcommittees. For special prob-

lems experts ou%side the school system are being consulted. Dead-

lines were set for the different steps of the work that extend from

the Spring of 1965 to the end of 1966. It will be most interesting

to observe the final outcome of this truly modern curriculum design

for V.12 schools of Berlin.



V. INNOVATIONS ON THE PIDDLE LEVEL

The focus of the recent reforms center on the first years of

secondary schooling, when the educational careers of children and

thereby their future life chances are decided. The importance now

accorded to this school phase is made evident in the multitude of

laws and administrative provisions aimed at a fundamental recon-

struction of the middle grades. In Italy, the collection of all

the laws and provisions concerning only the new scuola media com-

prise a volume of 550 pages. 42
In France the corresponding collec-

tion (up to 1964) concerning "Le Premier Cycle" is a book of 256

pages. 43
In Germany, tbe situation is different, since the middle

school years continue to be separately merged with the existing

three school types. While extensive revisions ware undertaken on

this level in all the German Lander, no special collection of the

respective documents has been made. The latter must be culled from

the various Isn.ler plans and programs of study and from several
44

documents of the Stgndige Kultusminister-Konferenz (the Permanent

Conference of Education Ministers of the Lander), located in Bonn.

42G. di Stefano, ed., Raccolta defile disposizioni legislative
e amministrative sulfa Sow; a Media, Moviiiat6 Circoli della
BidiLaca, Roma, 1966.

22
43
France, Ministere de 1'Education Nationaloi Le Premier

.40
L

44
The latter documents are collected in SammlutlEarleahliissa

der Standigen Kultusminister-Konferenz, op. cit.
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The following analysis of reform provisions for the middle

level will concentrate on! A) organizational structure, B) enroll-

ment of students, and C) curriculum revisions for non-academic edu-

cation. Special features in methods, individual assistance, evalu-

ation of students, will be included in the last chapter.

Organizational Structure

The structural revisions of the schools have already been

mentioned in Chapter II. They differ in the three countries.

Italy undertook the most radical change by introducing the scuola

media unificata in 1962. This school replaces the former three

parallel school types: scuola media inferiore (academic), scuola

d'avviamento (general and vocational training combined)4 and the

terminal elementary school classes. France chose a middle way (and

a very gradual system of implementation)! the four-year "premier

cycle" of secondary education now receives all children alike. It

consists of two "classes d'observation" and two "classes d'orienta-

tion." During the two years of "observation classes" there is a

common curriculum for all, but the children are divided into paral-

lel classes of different academic standards, corresponding to the

old-type different schools! classical and modern I (for the "long"

academic course), modern II (for the "short" academic course), and

"transitional classes" for the group of lowest achievers (still

comprising about 50 per cent of the age group). These differen-

tiated "observation classes` provide for all children procedures

for individual evaluation and orientation (try-out opportunities).

Those who prove to be able students pass on to the two-year

"classes d'orientation"--again following identical curriculum

programs--while the less able students (i.e., most of the
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"transition classes" complete their schooling in two years of

"classes pratiques.
,45a

The Vest German Lander introduced the least organizational

changes. The majority of children continue to attend the upper

part of Volksschulen, now called "Hauntschulen' (often centralized

schools for pupils from several feeder elementary schools), for

which now upgraded, diversified programs are being developed, while

12 to 15 per cent of the children transfer to the semi-academic

Realschulen and 12 to 17 per cent transfer to Gyrnnasien. There

are, however, beginnings of common first two classes on the secon-
it

dary level (grades 5 and 6) in several German Lander. They are

called "Forderklassen" ("supportive" or 'promotive classes") or

"neobachtungsklassen" (observation classes) and may be organized at

either a Volkssch_ule or a Gymnasium (also sometimes at a Realschule.

Originally designed for the purpose of providing try-out opportuni-

ties and better orientation before the final decision of further
I"?

school careers, the Forderstufe was the main feature of the compre-

hensive "Rahmenplan" (of 1959) for West German School Reform.45

The plan proposed that all children, including future Gymnasium

students, would go through the common middle level, where some sub-

jects are taught in heterogeneous groupings and some subjects

(English, mathematics, German) are taught in homogeneous sections

that are adapted to different abilities. But the scheme aroused so

much resistance at the time that the whole Rahmenplan never got off

45AmSee Chapter 4, footnote 1.
''a The transitional classes seem slow in b
statistics obtained from the French Educati
for 1965/66 that among the roughly 300,000
oriented sixth-graders (comprising half of
6.6% attended transitional classes The vast
in the final primary school classes ("Fin d

uilding up. Recent
on Ministrl, show
non-academically
the age-grouW% only
majority remained
'Etudes Primaires".)
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the ground. A few years later, in 1963, the ministers of education

themselves recommended this feature as one approach for improved

identification and fostering of latent talent reserves. Finally,

the chiefs of government of the eleven Lander, in their Hamburg

Agreement of October, 1964, gave their official sanction to a

"Forder-oder Beobachtunsktufe" (observation cycle) on the 5th and

6th year level. It is gradually being tried out in a number of

schools.

Where these "FOrderklaasen" have been instituted by now,

usually just a few clearly academic-oriented children attend them;

they largely take in children from less educationally advanced

families, providing them with "try-out opportunities" and heightened

chances of adjustment to subsequent academic schools. In this re-

gard these classes closely resemble the French "classes de transi-

tion."

Despite their lopsided academic balance, the Fgrderklassen ex-

periments produced significant numbers of students who after the

two years transferred to a Gymnasium and performed there relatively

well. This has been demonstrated by "follow-up" studies in Hessia

and Lower Saxony, the two Landex with the largest number (several

dozen) of schools with Forderklassen. 46
The success of these

classes rests largely on a system of differentiation of instruction

(adapted to ability groups), modern methods such as group work of

46Among the sizeable literature on this topic, two accounts
contain the essential description and evaluation of the experiments
Der differenzierte. Mittelbau, ed. Gewerkschaft Erziehung and
IlissenscHiTETTFU676FiNiaiThchule Verlag, Essen, 1957. Fritz
Uplegger and Hans Goetz, Die F6rderstufen-4hnlichen Schulversuche
in Hessen, Hannover-Berlin, SCSroedel-Verrag, 1963.
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the students, individual attention by the teachers, and a minimiz-

ing of anxiety (over marks, promotion, etc.). Comparisons of these

features with similar French and Italian experiments are found in

Chapter VIII.

The question of a common school (or common classes of instruc-

tion) at the middle level arouses strong controversy in all three

countries. Italy introduced the new scuolo media against violent

resistance. (Among others, one of the most renowned professors of

education, who is ordinario of the Istituto Magistrale at the

University of Rome, explained his opposition in a booklet, Contro

la Scuola Unica.
47 And in the opinion of some influential person-

alities, it is not even certain that the scuola media unificata will

survive. The reasons for the opposition include overt motives the

fear of dilution of standards because of the highly heterogeneous

composition of classes, and the "loss of time" for the covering of

the academic programs in their traditional form and extent. The

representatives of the classical type of education, in particular,

claim that Latin must be started in the 6th--and in Germany even

the 5th--school year, or the entire full program (including Greek,

a modern language and all the literary classics deemed necessary

for this humanistic type of education) would suffer. The Italian

opposition, such as the one expressed by Professor Volpicelli, rests

its case strongly on theoretical views which conceive the different

school types as oriented on particular ideals which would be lost

in a mixing of the types. (See Chapter II.) The German and French

counterparts, in turn, rest their stand on the functional benefits

47Luigi Volpicelli, op. cit., Armando, Roma, 1960.
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to the students, who--categorized in three broad ability groups-- -

are presumed to profit best from different styles and content of

teaching.

The less overt motives for the opposition to common lower

secondary grades rest on sociological factors, such as vested

interests in tradition and the different prestige attached to

school types and their teachers. There is very little cooperation

or professional contact between the different categories of teach-

ers. (The academic teachers are called "professors" in France and

Italy and carry similar academic titles in Germany, while all the

other teachers are "instituteurs," "insegnanti," or "Lehrer,"--

plain teachers.) The chasm between the types of school extends from

the local levels to the ministries. These facts explain the dif-

ficulties that had to be overcome even where small advances have

been attained in the direction of common middle level classes for

the sake of better decisions on school careers and a general up-

grading of popular education.

Enrollment of Students

The selection of students for secondary school types has

changed greatly in the three countries. The basic policies for

admission underwent an almost complete reversal in recent years

once decidedly selective, the academic schools permitted access

only through the narrow gates of admission examinations. These

exams, imposed on 10 and 11 year-old children as criteria for

decisions that would affect their future life careers, have been

recognized as cruel, unfair and inadequate in most European coun-

tries during the 1950's. France and Germany first replaced the
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examinations by more moddrate forms of observed performance in

"normal" classroom teaching situations (including tests) during a

trial period lasting usually two weeks. The emphasis was still on

"selection" and "rejection of the unfit."

Then came the reversal of policies during 1962 and 1963, with

the recognition of the need to channel many more children than be-

fore through academic schools. Consequently, not only were the

barriers let down, but deliberate efforts were started to get all

children of above-average ability enrolled in the academic or semi-

academic schools. For this purpose of more adequate assessment of

the children's potential, France and Italy began taking in all

children alike into the first stage of secondary school. The socio

political spirit of this innovation is illustrated, e.g., in a

French ministerial directive on "recruitment" for the observation

classes which begins: "La d6mocratisation du cycle d'observation

pose deux problbmes distincts . . ." (author's underlining). As

the second of these problems is stated the need to convince

eventually the families of the students of the true interests of

their children."48 To have parents of rural and working-class

background embrace higher educational aspirations for their chil-

dren has now become the crux of the school enrollment problem. One

way to cope with the indifference of lower-class parents and chil-

dren is the French innovation (in 1963) that no pupils can remain

in the elementary school beyond twelve years of age. This rule

eliminates the usually large number of repeaters in this school

who have a negative influence on scholastic standards and social

48France, Le Premier Cycle, op. cit., p. 181.
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behavior. Such retarded students will by included in the transfer

to classes of lower secondary cycle (the afore-mentioned "classes

de transition"X. Here, along with other non-academically oriented

children, they willAave opportunities to catch up in the more

challenging environment of a "collage."

In France and Germany, before decisions on the children's

school careers are made, teachers must inform the parents in writ-

ing about the type of secondary education recommended for their

child. "There parents hesitate to decide for academic training not-

withstanding the teacher's recommendations, the teachers must ar-

range personal meetings with the parents and try to persuade them.

The ministries of education are publishing pamphlets with detailed

information on school types, future career chances, costs of train-

ing, financial returns to be expected, etc.
49 These are sent home

through the pupils, and the parents have to acknowledge receipt."

Usually the parents are also invited to orientation meetings at the

school.

In addition, the incentives of (governmental) financial

assistance are increasing, as are transportation aids (school buses,

reduced or free commuter tickets). The mass media (radio, tele-

vision, newspapers) are regularly put to the service of broad public

49In France, e.g., a typical pamphlet is "Que Ferez-vous de Vos
Enfants!°published by the Ministare de l'Education Nationale, Parisi

1963. In Germany: an example is "Aus Ihrem Kind soil etwas werden"
(Your Child Should Get Somewhere), published by the Bavarian
Ministry of Education, Munich, no date (1964). These pamphlets are
designed in "advertising" style, with pictures: graphs, and are in

popular language.

50The procedures of family information are spelled out in de-
tail by official directives, such as 'Circulaire du 24 mars, 1962,'
reprinted in Le Premier Cycle, op. cit., p. 182.
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information, and the ministries, for the past few years, have main-

tained public relations departments that plan information campaigns,

publish materials, and offer counseling services.51

All these measures are efforts at overgaming the ignorance of

the broad public and its mistrust of school authorities in order to

create a more supportive attitude for expanded school attendance.

This is not an easy job because of the strong tradition of public

indifference to school matters that developed as a corollary to the

highly centralized administrative systems of the three countries.

The complex structural patterns of the various school types (beyond

the primary level) as well as the continuous revisions and reforms

cause further bewilderment that impedes popular confidence in the

education systems in the three countries.

Curriculum Revisions for Non -Academic Education

(Note; This section will analyze the general curriculum pat-

terns; the next two chapters will deal with the detailed features

of the programs of study.)

A common comparative treatment of the three countries in re-

gard to curriculum can only extend to broad characteristics and

practices. As to the instructional programs, there is the com-

plication that only Italy and France begin their middle (the early

secondary) level after five years of primary school, while the

German Lander begin after four years (except Berlin which begins

51The respective French instructions read! "Une campagne d'

information par la presse et la radio est preevue sur le plan na-

tional. Il est ne"cessaire que les conseils departementaux d'A
orientation utilisent dans toute la mesure du possible ces memes

modes d'intervention.' Ibid., p. 183.
In some German regions, university students (e.g. of Freiburg and
Frankfurt) have recently volunteered to conduct, in rural areas,
campaigns ("Bildungswerbung") for enrollment in Gymna6itn,
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after six): besides that, the Lander differ among themselves in

their curriculum designs and emphases.

Several novel characteristics distinguish, more or less, all

the present curriculum patterns from the earlier models for the

school level under study. These innovations concern mainly: 1) the

similarity of instructional programs for all children at least dur-

ing the first two years following the primary school, this includes,

e.g., the offering of foreign language also to non-academic stu-

dents, 2) patterns of differentiation (on the 8th grade level) for

non-academic students, based on abilities and preferences; this

feature, which gives capable students the chance of more advanced

learnings than their schools formerly offered, is found mainly in

Germany.

Extension of "Commonness" (or similarity) of School Programs.

The common school program is most fully realized in the Italian

scuola media5. All pupils during 'the first .year (entering from 5th

grade of elementary school) take ten subjects- religion, Italian,

social studies, modern foreign language, mathematics, general sci-

ence, practical work ("applicazioni techniche"), art, music, and

physical education, a total weekly schedule of twenty-five hours.

The second year continues with the same subjects but for two impor-

tant differences- the two hours of practical work and the one hour

of music become electives, and a-nuch disputed--combination of

`Italian with elements of Latin' is taken by all pupils for nine

hours a week. The third year, in turn, drons this coibination; in-

stead it offers straight Italian (required) and straight Latin (as

elective). The other two electives--practical work and music--are

52
See chart r-.1.



carried through the third year.

To sum 11D, there is sore differentiation. The less able

children will elect practical work, and the able children, in the

third year, elect Latin. But the essential point is that all chil-

dren participate in the required introduction to Latin "within

Italian' in the second year, thereby benefitting from a unique try-

out opportunity in an unconventional, non-rigid setting. This is

an innovation of socio-political impact, since knowledge of Latin

has always been the dividing line between the "educated" and the

'non-educated" classes. A further novelty is the course in 'prac-

tical work" for all children alike during the first year of scuola

media. Both this and the Latin feature reflect the aim of greater

"democratization" in the school.

In France, the common 'rogram of study has been instituted

only for the first two secondary school years (not three as in

Italy), in the "classes d'observation. 53
Whether in lyc4es,

col4msd'enseignement g614ral, or the new comprehensive collages

d'enseignement secondaire--all 6th and 7th grades (still called in

the old lyc4e manner of downward counting -sixiaglme" (VIe) and

ncinqui4me- (Ve) follow the same schedule of eleven subjects

mathematics, observational science, history/geography, civic in-

struction (only 1/2 hour weekly), Frell±; Latin in the classical

sections (and in its place science lab work in the other sections),

modern language, drawing, music, manual work, and physical educa-

tion. The total schedules per week are low! only 24-1/2 hours.

These are supplemented, however, by one half-day weekly in the

53See charts III and IV.
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"open air," (i.e., for sport activities).

Different from the Italian system, the French includes no

electives. The perennial question of an early start in Latin for

the students aiming at the classical type of education is solved by

maintaining entire classical sections from the first year of sec-

ondary school on. (Italy with its provision for Latin as an elec-

tive in the third year no doubt also maintains different class sec-

tions composed on the criterion of Latin.) The decision for Latin

is made earlier than in Italy: after the first trimester of the

sixieme. That means, during the first 3-1/2 months of the secondary

school level, the children are taking, besides their regular begin-

ning course in a modern language, a very full dosis of French. The

latter includes some linguistic elements that serve to evaluate the

pupils' potential for Latin. After this first trimester, French is

reduced for those pupils who may enter the classical sections with

Latin. In sum, this system, too, has instituted orientation oppor-

tunities for academic careers, which in theory are available to all,

except the lowest ranks of students.

The pupils who do not elect Latin at this point have another

chance of opting for the classical sections at the end of the first

year (sixiame); for them the following year (cinquieme) will have

an adjusted program of studies to enable them to catch up with the

regular beginners of the classical sections. Vice versa, "drop-

outs" from the classical sections who, after the first year, trans-

fer to "modern" and "technical" sections receive additional modern

foreign language instruction to catch up in this field. These

features are examples of the several new provisions for easier

transfer between the different sections or branches outside the
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ordinary points of starting or transfer. From the 8th school year

on, however, zilch individual deviations are much more difficult,

since the programs of study from then on follow increasingly

divergent patterns.

In Germany the curriculum situation is more complicated than

in France, not only because of the three different school types

that follow the first four primary grades, but also because of the

different patterns in the various Lander.54 A comparison of the

new with the old programs of study shows that generally on the 5th

and 6th grade level the similarity in programs for the three school

types has increased. But nowhere can be found the degree of iden-

tity for at least the two first post-primary grades as in Italy and

France (except in Berlin where the common elementary school runs

through grades 5 and 6). One subject that is generally allotted

more time in the Hauptschulen (non-academic) than in the Gymnasien

is religion (see Chart X ), again except for Berlin that does not

include religion as a regular school subject(but as one .available

after school hours). Another subject that accounts for differences

is manual work (shop) which is taught only in Hauptschulen. In the

Gymnasien, on the other hand, the study of the second foreign lan-

guage begins with the 7th grade, now uniformly by agreement among

the ander governments. This makes transfers from other school

types more difficult.

On the credit side of the ledger is the fact that since recent

years mathematics is scheduled for four hours weekly in all schools

(on the middle level). Another major subject, English, has been

54
See, for example, Charts VIIIIIX, and X for Lander differ-

ences in the semi-academic and non-academic school programs.
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introduced (in most cases since the early 1960's) as a regular

feature in all, i.e. also the non-academic schools. This innova-

tion facilitates any later-than-normal transfers of pupils to

academic or semi-academic schools, especially since the most recent

plans for the Hauptschulen (e.g., in Bavaria and Northrhine-

estphalia) have increased the weekly hours devoted to English.

A transfer to a classical Gymnasium at a later than the ordi-

nary starting point (the 5th grade) remains as difficult as before,

since this school begins with Latin, which is not offered at any

other school type at this level. Different from the French system

(and the Italian, of course), the German systems offer no "try-out"

opportunities in the classical branch of education. The "Latin4

Gymnasium has its own program, and--as the recent Hessian informa-

tion booklet on the public schools clearly states-- ". . . if a

child is to attend a classical Gymnasium, this decision must be

made already at the time of transition from the Grundschule (primary

school) to the Gmasium.`55 For proper perspective it must be

added that this type of Gymnasium attracts only a minority of chil-

dren and that classical education, since the turn of the century,

has ceased to play in Germany the eminent role that it still plays

in the "Latin" countries, such as France and Italy.

Nevertheless, the issue of foreign language studies (modern

and classical) still dominates all planning for curriculum reform

and easier transfer possibilities (for students) in Germany. It

is the main reason why a common middle stage for observation and

try-out opportunities, as suggested in the Rahmenplan (see Chapter

55
Schule unserer Zeit - Bildungswege in Hessen, ed. Hessische

Kultusminister, Wiesbaden, n.d. (1965).
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II) , was strongly opposed by those influential in school politics.

The Gymnasium people maintain that their school must run for nine

years to accomplish its objectives, and that the 5th and 6th years

are too important to leave them to any "common" arrangement of in-

struction, let alone to the Volksschule teachers. Even with the in-

clusion of a foreign language for all children at the 5th year

level (except the slow learners), the Gymnasium teachers point to

differences in approach, objectives and required attainments be-

tween the two school types as reasons for their insistence on keep-

ing the old system of separating the children after the 4th grade,

the earliest point in all of Europe.

In the future, perhaps, this traditionalism may be modified by

two developments: one is the successful experimentation with

"FOrderklassenr (see above), and the other is the general up-

grading of the goals and practices of instruction on t:4a upper

level of the Volksschule (grades 5-9) i.e., the new Hauptschule.

Patterns of Differentiation in Non-Academic Education. In the

academic schools of the three countries the differentiation of

parallel courses as yet does not begin on the middle level, except

that in France and Germany there is the choice between classical

and modern language sections (or schools). Similarly, the semi-

academic schools (in France and Germany) follow unified curricula,

except for Berlin and Bavaria. 56
The Berlin Realschule provides,

on thb 7th and 8th grade levels, four weekly hours of electives

that either add academic substance (choice of French or math/sci-

ence) or art courses or manual training. The Bavarian Realschule

56
See chart 1''.
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goes farthest in the direction of vocational training in this

school types it provides, in the 8th grade, up to ten hours of

electives in combinations that have either a technical, a commer-

cial, or a practical orientation. One minor differentiation in

all semi-academic schools exists in manual work the girls am
given household instruction, the boys crafts or shop training. The

same practice, of course, prevails in the non-academic schools and
in the academic schools wherever the subject is included.

The most significant patterns of differentiation are those

introduced during the last few years in the German Hauptschule.

Following the inter-Lander agreement on the strengthening of this

school type and the uniform addition of the 9th grade, new plans
for the school have been worked out. Among the four Lander in-

cluded in this study, three issued their latest revisions early in

the summer of 1966, end the fourth? Hesse, has already gone ahead

with the establishment of 150 Hauptschulen, many of them central-

ized rural schools, which receive special financial support.57

The novelty and essence of the Hauptschule is the differentia-

tion of the program of study from the 7th grade on. The patterns

vary from Land to Land (and probably from school to school, accord-
ing to the qualifications of the available teachers; but basically

the system aims at adjusting the combinations of subjects (and,

within these, the style of instruction) to ability groups of the

students7 moreover, specialized teachers (who in their training

majored in one particular subject) are replacing the all-around

57
Information for an interview with Dr. Krog at the HessianMinistry of Education in Tliesbaden in June of 1966.
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grade teachers at least from the 7th, if not from the 5th, year on

in several (but not all) subjects.

The subjects are divided into 'Kernfgchee (core subjects)

and "Kursfgcher" (course subjects). The "core subjects" (not to be

confused with the American "core teaching" of the social studies

with English, etc.) are basics that are taken by all students in

common. They always include religion, social studies, nature stud-

ies, German, and the so-called "technical subjects" (physical edu-

cation, music, art, manual work, home economics, etc.). The "course

subjects" vary in number? as a minimum they consist of English and

mathematics; these two subjects are not electives, but each is

divided into ability groups. As electives, the following "course

subjects' are offered! German (supplementary to "core' German),

physics, chemistry, sometimes biology, also supplementary music,

crafts and--in Bavaria--typing, stenography, technical design, ad-

vanced sewing, photography.

The number of the fixed hours for "core subjects" varies from

18 to 28 per week (it is higher in the Catholic-oriented Lander,

where alone 4 weekly hours are given to religion); and the total

of required hours per week is 32 or 34. The "course subjects"

comprise from 4 to 12 weekly hours (Bavaria representing the lower

figure, the other Lander ranking at various higher points in this

respect).

The choice of "course subjects" or ability groups depends on

the students' preferences and achievements. English, for example,

though listed as a regular course offering, is usually open only to

students with minimum grades of C in German (lower achievers have

to take additional basic German). The abler students are promoted
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in several major fields to the noint that they may in the end

qualify for transfer to either a Realschule or a Gymnasium. This
;11 1,1

is an answer to the problem of easier clittnImmu (transfer oppor-

tunities), which looms so large in all the debates over reforms.

One feature of the Hauptschule, which has been given much at-

tention in the new plans, is the introduction of the students to

the world of work. Berlin, for example, includes from the 7th

grade on a subject called "Arbeitslehre" (occupational studies) for

all students. Most Lander, however, concentrate on this element at

the 9th grade level. Therefore it will not be further discussed

here, although it represents an interesting novelty in German pub-

lic education.

The Lander guidelines for th3 new Hauptschule reflect much

thoughtful, modern thinking on an upgraded popular education. They

emphasize individualization of teaching, student work with partners

and in groups, and close coordination of instruction (in this con-

text, e.g., the Northrhine-Westphalian guidelines of 1966 use the

term "die Teamarbeit," but not meaning "team-teaching' in the

American sense). References to the need of adjusting the school to

the conditions of modern society are frequent. In particular, the

Bavarian and Northrhine-Tlestphalian Hauptschule has introduced co-

education (long established in Hesse and Berlin). Additional

changes toward modernity in Bavaria are reflected in the directives

(of 1966) which state that rural schools should follow the same

principles and requirements as the urban schools, and that the edu-

cation of girls should adopt the same requirement as that for boys.

("Also for girls, the instruction shall pay attention to self-

reliance and logical perceptions in learning, and shall foster
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rational thought as well as technical interest.")
58 Above all, the

guidelines offer precise, yet not binding, suggestions on the pro-

cedures of differentiated teaching. Much freedom is left to the

schools in the manner and speed of its implementation. It will

take years until faculty,

new system. Furthermore,

ing the full development.

administrators and parents adapt to the

the great shortage of teachers is delay-

58Bavaria, Amtsblatt of 5 July, 1966, p. 191.
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VIeDEILLOPILNTS IS SUBJ CT PROGRAM

The followingliiscussion of subject programs for the

three or four grades of the middle level intends to show primar-

ily what content (in broad outlines) and what emphases in in-

structional goals and methods are included in the official plans

for the subjects examined, and what new elements have been intro-

duced in the recent plans. dhile the presentations lend themselves

to comparisons with American school programs for the same age levels,

they cannot serve as indicators for the total subject programs in

the uropean schools. AS explained earlier, such programs are de-

signed for the entire school course in coordinated fashion.

In view of the necessary limits of this study, the stated aims

and objectives underlying the individual subjects programs were

given rather brief treatment, except in the case of social studies.

Specific objectives are usually indicated in the plans, but never in

"behavioral " termas (as recommended for American practice, e.g., by

John Goodlad in The Changing School Curriculums 1.

A further limitation of this chapter is that of dealing only

with the academic subjects. Had music, art, and physical education

been included, the results would have been very unbalanced: neither

France nor Italy have given these fields much attention in the reform

plans for the middle level. The German systems generally not only

devote more school time to these fields (see charts XIII --XVI),

but also appear more interested in modernizing instruction in these

non-academic subjects.

* John Goodlad, The Chaneinm School Curriculum A Report of
the Fund for the Advancement of .i;ducation, 1966.
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National Languaae

The guidelines for the subject of 'national language" shows

remarkable differences not only between the three countries but

also between the Lander within Germany. The differences depend on

the objectives, in each case, of instruction in the native tongue

and its literature as well as cn the degree of pragmatic orienta-

tion deemed desirable for the school. Traditionalism is reflected

in emphases on linguistic skills in formal grammar. verse meters

and perfection of style in written and oral expression- modern ap-

proaches, in turn, stress language as a living instrument for in-

dividual expression and for communication in various styles- -

artistic, informative, practical or entertaining. The range of

readings extends from purely literary studies to factual accounts

in current newsnapers and periodicals.

The French system more than any other maintains the tradi-

tional approach. Its linguistic studies throughout the observation

and orientation classes stress the formal structure. Exercises in

oral and written expression, even dictations, are to follow mainly

the models of the reading selections. The explication de texts

plays as dominant a role as it has done in the past. Uemorization

is recommended even of some Prose nieces. The texts selected for

reading are literary--starting in the 6th grade with Homer and the

French classics of the 17th century and continuing in the 7th and

8th grades with subsequent periods up to the early 20th century.

The addition of some (translated) pieces of foreign literature is

recommended. riot one reference is made to children's literature

nor to contemporary yritings of any sort or to the modern media of

communication. The conservatism continues through the 9th grade,
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for which even the most recent regulations (effective Septembers

1966) prescribe, besides Racine, rCclire, Rousseau and 19th century

novelists, the literary classics of the middle ages and the 16th

century.

It is remarkable that (since 1954) the program for French in

lycge classes is required identically for the semi-academic collges

d'enseignement g4n6ral. Since many graduates of that school ter-

minate their general education with the 9th graCe, they never have

encountered in their French classes anything written during or

about the present epoch. The uniform curriculum, on the other hand

offers students in larger numbers than before a thorough education

in their literary heritage and in correct, Precise, and cultured

language, including the typical text analyses (explications), and

frequent memorized recitations of pieces of literary writings.

("The recitation pieces may be brief, but they must be perfectly

known.") 59
The emphasis is clearly on discipline and perfection

in the use of language.

Contrary to the French, the Italians greatly changed the

native language program for the middle level. The old scuola media

serving academic pupils exclusively, was entirely oriented on Latin,

which started in the 1st grade of this school. One teacher always

taught both, Italian and Latin, with apparently a dominant stress

on the latter? the old guidelines pay much less attention to the

specifications for Italian than for Latin. In addition, the com-

bination included history and geography, and was called 'Lettere"

59
France, Horaires et Programmes de l'Enseignement du Second

Degre, 27th ed.-71965), P. f16-7--
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(analogous to the university faculty in which most of the scuola

media teachers have obtained their degree). The new scuola media

combining all pupils has corpletely new guidelines for Italian with

quite modern approaches to the didactics of the subject. There are

no specific requirements, neither for the linguistic nor the liter-

ary elements. Grammar should not be "conceived as a set of rules"

but as an awareness of linguistic facts." Readings should be 'as

broad as possible" and also °related to the living experience of

the pupil." "No chronological restrictions" are set for the read-

ings. the teacher' may choose from classical or modern authors,

Italian or foreign (in translation). Specified recommendations are

withheld "lest they assume normative character." Student interest,

level, and needs, and didactical purposes should govern the reading

selections. "To satisfy the eagerness for reading typical for the

age group," individual reading should amply supplement the common

class assignments.

Records, tape recordings, etc. are recommended to improve

diction and reduce regional accents. On the other hand, the lan-

guage "should not be treated as something finished once for all

times, but as something in the making, daily and through centu-

ries.
60

The linguistic studies should stress the inductive ap-

proach. This is especially recommended for the initiation to the

elements of Latin, which is part of the Italian instruction in the

second grade of the new scuola media. Contrary to the past prac-

tices (in the old scuola media) of first teaching the basic

morphology of Latin, and from there point to similarities and

60
Italy, Scuola i'ledia Statale Orari e Programmi, pp. 21-25.
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differences in modern Italian, the new approach is to begin with

simple Latin sentences for the rdiscovervr of the grammar rules

and the relations with Italian in an inductive manner. Among other

things, the teacher should point to the usefulness of the Latin

vocabulary as a 'reserve for the modern technical terminology." By

all means, the teacher should avoid the subordination of Italian

studies to those of Latin.

The new approach to the combination of Italian and Latin

represents the most difficult and disnuted feature of the unified

scuola media. The teachers are not experienced in this method, nor

widely in favor of it. As professori of academic background, they

have no systematic training in teaching methods and are generally

accustomed only to the traditional teaching used in the academic

schools. Many of them feel uncomfortable with the great hetero-

geneity of pupils in the unified scuola media. To compensate for

these facts, the Centro Didattico for the scuola media has been

holding regular in-service crurses and conferences in which the

teachers become acauainted with the new approaches. In addition,

new textbooks and an abundance of professional literature on the

instructional techniques have been published as aids for the

teachers.

In the German middle grades, the subject of the national lan-

guage has neither undergone complete change as in Italy, nor has it

remained in such traditional forms as in France. All Lgnder direc-

tives furnish elaborate guidelines for content and teaching ap-

proaches in German. In objectives and emphases these guidelines

resemble in spirit and tone the outlines of the newest Italian

scuola media plans. Contrary to the French, the German guidelines
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rarely mention terms such as "precision," "perfect," "correct,' and

never mention "explication" of reading texts. Instead, they empha-

size "feeling for the language," "self-expression," "enjoyment of

s" or other readings, and "musische Erziehung" i.e., aesthetic-

artistic education, as part of the functions of native language in-

struction. Compared to American practices in junior high school

English courses, the German schools place more emphasis on the

formal (grammar and style) and the artistic (poetic) elements, and

less emphasis on the psychological insights gained from reading

materials.

All Lander guieelines, fcr all different school types, show

the following characteristics As to the linguistic training, they

stress proper diction, the ability of using non-dialect speech, and

cultivation of a natural style and free expression. In grammar,

the basic elements, already begun in the 4th grade, are continued

in the 5th, 6th and 7th grades (parts of speech, sentence analyses,

subordinate clauses, etc.). Spelling is always taught in functional

context, with explanation of derivations, pre- and suffixes, etc.

Usually there are explicit warnings not to use mechanical approaches

in teaching spelling. ("Spelling bees,' for example, would not be

acceptable in German teaching.) Dictations for spelling practices

must always be nieces of text that make sense, never "collections

of difficult words.' The conception of language as a living, func-

tional and at times artistic means of communication is continuously

stressed. Teachers are held not to destroy but to foster the chil-

dren's natural fondness of speaking by limited use of criticism and

abundant praise and encouragement.

On the question of reading materials, the most recent (1966)
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guidelines show revisions of the earlier versions. The latter

(especially in Bavaria and Northrhine-tJestphalia) were largely

limited to fairy tales and legends, up to the 6th grade, then

tales and poems of 19th century writers and stories about the

rural life of the various regions of Germany. The newest plans,

however, give attention to contemporary writings, including some

by foreign authors (in translation), children's literature, stories

on city life situations and the modern world of work. Special men-

tion is made of including factual accounts from newspapers, peri-

odicals, and journals for children. There is a general trend of

reducing the use of readers and anthologies (still widely used in

France and Italy) and of broadening the selections. Most guide

lines recommend a certain minimum number of entire stories or books

to be read (not only excerpts as typical for anthologies). Poems

are still to be memorized--the number varies from "a few" to ten

per year--not 'for exercise purposes" but "for enrichment." In-

dividual reading is highly encouraged in all plans (although school

or class libraries are still "underdeveloped" in many cases).

Nowhere, not even in anv guidelines for academic schools, do

the programs reflect an attempt to expose children on the middle

level to the literary classics or to elements of the history of

literature. While French children in their 6th and 7th school

year read Molfere, Victor Hugo and authors of the Roman and medie-

val epochs, in the 8th year in addition Corneille, Voltaire, Balzac,

George Sand, and stories coordinated with the studies in history,

the German children on the same grade levels read pieces of 19th

and 20th century authors selected more in view of child psychology

and the broadening of life perspectives. (Among these authors and
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known by Americans are, e.cT., Jack London, mark Twain, Stevenson,

Melville, S. Lagerl8f, rinling, Schweitzer, St. Exup6ry.) Only in

the 8th grade, sore easier ballads of Goethe and Schiller are in-

cluded and sometimes Schiller's drama "Wilhelm Tell." In the upper

grades of the Gymnasien, the literary classics (mainly the German

dramatists and Shakespeare) are given a fuller treatment, but not

to the exclusion of contemporary writings.

Among the modern features added to the most recent guidelines

is the recommendation, for example, in the Bavarian Gymnasium pro-

grams, to include in the training of written expression such prac-

tical features as the writing of minutes, reports, and curricula

vita.e. Moreover, all German guidelines contain references to the

use of radio, television, films, and tape recordings in the in-

structional programs, either in the form of reports, discussions,

or references or as classroom features. The public media conduct

school programs similar as in the U.S. The latter, by the way, is

also true for Italy and, in a limited measure, for France. The

French curriculum directives, however, make no mention of it- the

Italian special use of television for instruction will be discussed

in AnfitIr 44:4-gam:
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Foreign Languages

Foreign language studies, as was nentioned repeatedly, still

play a dominant role in European secondary education. In formal

respects, foreign languages represent the criteria of differentia-

tion by class sections or school types (as in Germany) , and of the

admission to these sections based on the pupils' linguistic abili-

ties. In sociological respects, the families choose foreign lan-

guage programs for their children in patterns that closely correlate

with the social class structure. TTith respect to their substance,

foreign language studies are elements of complete novelty to the

children entering the middle grades. All other subjects in the mid-

dle grades have been encountereof on the primary school level (and

be it in informal ways) or are kept within the range of familiar

experiences of the children (such as science in the form of ele-

mentary observations). The novelty character contributes to the

imnortance accorded to the language courses by teachers, and to the

position of "favorite subject" that the foreign language frequently

holds for able students. On the other hand, a student's foreign

language achievements during the first years of secondary school

are more decisive for his further school career than his work in

other subjects. For German schools it has been revealed that in

95 per cent of failures during the first and second Gymnasium years

(usually resulting in transfers to less academic schools), poor

achievements in the foreign language accounted for the decisions.61

In contrast to the European situation, it is remarkable how

61See Helmut Schelsky, Anpassung oder Widerstand? Heidelberg-
Quelle and Meyer, 1961, p. 62.
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far the American schools have moved away from emphasis on languages.

Notwithstanding recent trends of renewed interest in earlier start-

ing points,' our schonl systens normally begin., a foreign language in

the 7th or the 9th grades, i.e., points at which many European chil

dren begin their second and third foreign language. And although

the American foreign language courses proceed more conccntratedly

(in 5 weekly hours), they normally do not hold a position of essen-

tial importance in the total program as they do in Europe. Thee

facts demonstrate the historical changes that have transformed the

original secondary schools--the "grammar schools" in English ter-

minology-into "high schools" of the typically American character.

The present expansion of foreign language programs in Euro-

pean countries to many non-academic students is motivated by socio-

political and practical considerations. Among these, the extension

of cultural education, of intellectual horizons, and of communica-

tive abilities to larger segments of the society are mentioned in

several guidelines (Italy, Berlin, etc.). The usefulness of ele-

mentary foreign language skills for many jobs in the contemporary

European moves toward closer economic cooperation is obvious. A

glance on lists of employment want-ads shows the increasing demand

for English, French, etc. in commercial and partly also in indus-

trial jobs.

On the international scene, the growing importance accorded

to modern foreign language instruction is evident in the fact that

during the last four years four major conferences chose this topic

as their major theme. One was an International Congress on Foreign

Language in Primary Education, convened by the UNESCO Institute for
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Education in Harburg in 1962, the second was the Annual Conference

of the European Ministers of Education in Vienna in 1964; the third

was the 2Rth Annual Conferenea-of the International Bureau of Edu-

cation (organized jointly with UNESCO) in Geneva in 1965, which

9ublished detailed recommendations addressed to the national minis-

tries of education; ane the fourth was an International Conference

on Modern Foreign Language Teaching organized by the Padagogische

Zentrum in Berlin in 1965. The papers and proceedings of this con-

ference were published in English in two volumes totaling nearly

eight hundred pages.
62

They contain interesting reports on new ap-

proaches, experiments, research, and evaluation in modern language

instruction at all levels of education.

The selection and the sequence of foreign languages have

considerable inoact on the children's entire school programs and

their future occupational careers. Traditionally, knowledge of

Latin was the indispensible criterion for admission to any academic

study and, concurrently, to higher social status. Today it is still

a prerequisite for most cf the traditional university disciplines in

Europe, but the strong dominance of Latin in secondary schools has

been reduced--in different countries to different degrees--by the

expansion of modern language studies and the increasing awareness

that the basic elements of science and social studies must find

adequate room in the school programs. In Germany, the "monopoly"

of Latin has been giving way since the early part of this century;

62lnternational
Conference, Modern Foreign Language Teaching,

Papers and reports . . . published by Pgdaqi7jigaTe ArbefEliEFMT---
and Pidagogisches Zentrum, Berlin, 2nd ed. 1965, available through
Franz Cornelsen Verlag, Berlin And Bielefeld.
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i.e., the classical lymnasien with Latin as first language and

dominant subject have decreased to a point where today only about

5 per cent of-the-ten-year old children (mostly boys) are enrolled

by their parents in a classical. Gymnasium. The great majority of

Gymnasien begin with English, and many of them offer Latin as

second or third language. 63 The entire curriculum in these schools

is oriented more on modern subjects. In the Latin-oriented

amnasAen, on the other hand, the classical culture is stressed,

Greek is usually taught from the 7th grade on, and a modern lan-

guageis added as a minor subject during two of the upper years.

(See Chart VII)

In France and Italy the situation is different. Latin still

plays a much greater role, for cultural and also social reasons.

Both countries with their Latin-based languages and civilizations

naturally feel a close affinity with the classical heritage and

have continued unto the present to educate the children of the upper

strata of society in the humanist tradition of a Latin-centered

school curriculum. Especially the middle level--the first years of

lycees in France and the scuola media in Italy--was the stage of

extensive emphases on the fundamentals of Latin, at the expense of

instruction in elementary science and any thorough study of a mod-

ern language. The recent reforms in both countries undertook

changes in this tradition, not only in view of the need for stronger

foundations in modern subjects, but also for socio-political rea-

sons: the desired expansion of secondary schooling to wider

6
3The extent of Latin instruction in West Germany is re-

ported in a survey published by Standige Kultusminister-Konferenz,
Zum Umfang des Lateinunterrichts, Dokunentation No. 8, Bonn, 1963.
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population strata called for curriculum offerings that would appear

more meaningful to families whose children would asnire to careers

in business-and industries:

The French authorities, therefore, introduced different sec-

tions on the middle level: the modern section with a living lan-

guage (English or German) and a classical section with Latin and a

living language starting almost simultaneously (Latin is begun

three months later than the modern languages) (See Chart III). The

latter program, seemingly quite burdensome for 11 to 13-year-old

children, is chosen by many families and holds definitely the

greater prestige among the public and the teachers." The heavy

grades (the "observation cycle") in reality acts as a catalyst

favoring the children of upper socio-economic groups whose home

backgrounds provide then with greater linguistic agility from the

outset. 65

The Italian reform (of 196263) introduced radical changes in

the scuola media by removing Latin from its central position in the

curriculum. While formerly Latin studies absorbed well over a third

of the weekly school hours in this school, today the curriculum--a

common one for all children--reflects a more balanced, modern ori-

entation. (See Chart XI) A modern language (usually French) is

started during the first year of scuola medial Latin integrated with

64
In the famous old lycees of Paris, the ?ercentage of enter-

/

ing students enrolling in the cassical section, is usually over
90 per cent, even for girls, as one of the dir3ctrices, Mme.
Laubier, stated (in an interview on June 15, 1966).

6 .

5T1Als was confirmed in interviews with lyceg!. teachers and
administrators in Paris in June of 1966.
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Italian is begun during the second year to offer "try-out' oppor-

tunities for all; the third year provides a full course of Latin as

an elective.. In this manner the study of Latin, in. Italy still the

"entrance ticket" to higher education and privileged positions in

society, is within reach of all able children, regardless of the

parents' background. There is no doubt that less Latin than before

is now being learned in the scuola media, and the ginnasio-liceo

teachers have to adjust their language programs accordingly: but

the gains are not only greater social justice but also a potential

increase of able young people prepared for advanced training and

occupations as an asset for society as a whole. Opposition against

the diminished preeminence of Latin in the scuola media was and

still is strong in certain influential circles. Newspapers and

magazines abounded in criticism of the reform when it was intro-

duced. 66

The emotional support that Latin as first and central lan-

guage of a school program arouses in traditionalist circles of the

educated class is not confined to Italy. It is found in varying

degrees also among many French and some German parents and teachers.

The issue is not whether Latin should be studied, at some stage, by

students aiming at higher education, but the argument is over the

early start of Latin and the total room it should occupy in the

school career of children. Defenders of a classics-oriented school

program usually argue on the grounds of humanist values, the in-

spiration to be gained from the classical writings, and the training

66For example, the Sunday edition of the Corriere della Sera
of 11-4-1962 showed a full page drawing in which-51.6figfirig72Eriaiin
were carrying signs with slogans such as "Latinum volumus" (we want
Latin) etc.
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in logic it supposetlly enhances. These features, of course, can

hardly enter the instructional programs of the middle level, where

the Latin classss are devoted to grammar and _drill in simple _

translation. In reality, a comnarison of curriculum programs for

Latin reveals the following interesting fact. If Latin is started

early, in grades 5 or 6 (as in many French and sore German academic

schools), the pupils have to spend 5 or 6 weekly school hours on it

for several years, including the many hours of homework, in order

to cover an amount of knowledge that can be equally well acquired

in much less tine if Latin is started as second or even third lan-

guage, i.e., at a later point. The final requirements (e.g., in

Germany, the "Grosse Latinum" in the Abitur) are identical. The

explanation, of course, is the maturing of cognitive abilities

that makes the learning of abstract concepts of linguistic intri-

cacies in Latin much easier during the years of adolescence, while

at a younger age vast amounts of drill must compensate for the

chileren's less developed capacities of grasping abstract language

stru:ture. However, the repetitive drill and the training of

memory" are assumed to be valuable by the supporters of an early

start in Latin; in other words, the presumed "formal discipline"

of the subject is a major argument in its favor as the first lan-

guage. Another argument is the assumption that knowledge of some

Latin will facilitate the subsequent learning of a modern foreign

language. Yet this assumption is contradicted by the modern

emphases, found in all directives, on "active methods" and the

inductive approach (in.contrast to the traditional grammar-centered

construction of sentences) in the teaching of living languages.
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In short, the insistence by certain groups on Latin as an

early and central subject of the curriculum rests less on rational

grounds than on speculative assumptions, if not extrinsic motiva-

tions- -the high socill prestige of Latin -ane its symbolic meaning

for a humanist culture in the European tradition.

Modern language instruction, too, is affected by socio-

political considerations. One of the trends, familiar also to

Americans concerned with curriculum planning, is the attempt to

broaden the fange of languages taught in the schools. For the

middle level, France seems to have the broadest range of offerings;

its curriculum directives refer to English, German, Arabic, Spanish

Italian, modern Hebrew, and Russian. But the first two are by far

predominant. In Germany, English and French are the only modern

languages offered at this level (except for Russian in some schools

of West-Berlin), while in the upper grades of Gymnasien also

Spanish, Italian, Russian, Hebrew, modern Greek, etc., may be of-

fared as third language, as far as qualified teachers are available.

Itr4nan schools teach French and occasionally German or English on

the middle level, and in upper grades English, Spanish, or German.

The directives mention no other modern languages.

Another and very important innovation typical of industri-

alized nations today is the growing expansion of foreign language

teaching to children who are not receiving an academic education,

i.e., to much wider segments of the population than before. All of

the conferences devoted to modern language instruction (see ahove)

have included strong recommendations to this effect in their pro-

ceedings. The expanding horizons in job opportunities, in travel,

and in communications have convinced the young people in Europe
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that knowledge of a :!oreign language is advantageous; there is no

question of popular interest and motivation. There are, however,

problems of implementing a vastly extended scheme of foreign lan-

guage instruction, foremost t!le availaility of taachers and_equip-.

ment, and the adjustment of traditional methods of teaching to the

needs and abilities of the newly included pupils. Another question

is whether and on what basis to exclude the least able pupils from

foreign language study.

The French and Italian systems offer a modern language to

all children in the medium-level schools (the cycle d' observation

of colleges and lycdesland the scuola media). But the children who

do not attend these schools, i.e., who finish their compulsory

education--if at all--in supplementary, primary school classes, have

no opportunities for foreign language studies. (The number of

these children, mainly living in rural areas, is steadily decreas-

ing, but still amounts to about 45 per cent of the age group.)

The German Lander systems have begun, during the past sev-

e7:%1 years, to extend foreign language teaching also to those chil-

drv-. who do not attend Gymnasien or Realschulen; this concerns

about 70 per cent of the age group who finish their general educa-

tion in the upper parts of Volksschulen, which are now being con-

verted into diversified Hauptschulen leading up to the 9th grade.

The overriding problem in Germany is the lack of qualified

teachers. Not only is there a general teacher shortage, but also

a shortage of elementary school teachers with a major in English or

French (which is needed to qualify). In addition, there is a

severe shortage of teacher training instructors for modern lan-

guages at the Pedagogical Institutes. The city-states (Berlin,
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Hamburg, Bremen) with a longer tradition of English teaching in the

Volksschule have less staffing difficulties. Progress is made in

other Lander, too, partly by using competent yet not certified

persons (e.g., housewives) as teachers of English. Northrhine-

Westphalia has gone farthest with this (in Germany still contro-

versial) practice. This Land reports the following progress of

English instruction in Volks- (Hauyt)schulen: of the 5th grades in

1963 participated only 5.5 per cent, in 1964, 6.5 per cent, and in

1965, 70.7 per cent. This obviously includes also many rural

schools. 67

Opinions differ on the Question whether to include low-

achieving students in the English language programs. Usually they

are excluded and given instead additional drill in German and

arithmetic. The cutting-off point is usually an average grade

corresponding to C-. Hamburg, however, has experimented for sev-

eral years with English in special classes (now numbering 45 with

a total of 650 students) for such slower students during the 5th

cne: .h grades. 68 The weekly hours for English were 5 during the

fint semester, 3 during the second in each of the years. The re-

port states that the students responded with great interest, with-

out exception wished to continue with English during the following

grade, and attained satisfactory achievements (about 700 to 800

words for the two years). The oral approach was mainly used no

67"
Fremdsprachen in der Volksschule," Bildung and Erziehung,

published by Internationes, Bonn, no. 3, 1966.

68
See P.W. Kahl, "Der Hanburger Schulversuch--English fur

alle Volksschdlerpr, in International Conference on Modern Foreign
Language Teaching, op. cit., pp. 8T=IE27
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writing was begun during the first 5 months. As a major success,

the teachers noted a strengthening of self- confidence in these

bhildren- and a gain in positive Attitude toward school learning in

general. Moreover, the 5th graders were found to learn more easily

by this method--which leaned heavily on direct imitation of sounds

and speech patterns--than the 6th graders and especially than the

older children who were repeaters.
69

For the regular language courses, the official directives

of the three countries contain guidelines on general emphases, at-

tainment goals for each school year, and suggestions for methods.

The German directives are most elaborate on these questions. For

all three countries, the guidelines stress the importance of

speaking (over writing and grammar drill) during the early years.

Proper pronunciation and intonation should be taught, according to

the German guidelines, by the teacher's frequent repetition of

Phrases in exemplary enunciation. The Berlin guidelines (of 1965,

for non-academic schools), for example, specify that the teacher

shenild first read to the class any new text, with the books closed

to get the children used to understanding the spoken passages. Un-

known words or contextual meanings should then be explained, demon-

strated, acted out, or drawn on the blackboard. Only after full

comprehension should the children start to read the passages. (This

690f interest, at this point, would be a discussion of the
(small) number of experiments, in France and Germany, with foreign
language teaching on the primary level, but since it does not con-
cern the middle level it is not included here. Several accounts
on this topic are found in the Papers and Reports of the above-
mentioned International Conference.
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method differs from which required the

students to prepare on their own a new lesson in the textbook,

thereby neglecting the practice of oral understanding.) The

"direct method" approach is prescribed in both the German and

Italian systems- this means that as far as possible only the for-

eign language is used, also in explanations. The French system,

instead, recommends the "active method" for the learning of gram-

mar, which means an inductive approach but not an avoidance of

the native language.

As means of enlivening the instruction, songs and poems

are mentioned, and also little scenes to be played in class, that

foreign visitors be invited to speak to the classes, etc.

The study of grammar, supplementing the "direct approach,"

is given detailed attention in the German and French guidelines.

The Italian guidelines make only broad references to grammar,

stating mainly that its rules should be taught following (not

preceding) the acquisition of speech patterns, and that transla-

tion exercises should be used only as auxiliary practices.

The standards of expected achievements in the English

courses at German Gymnasien can be estimated, to a certain extent,

from the number of words included in the guidelines as goals of

attainment. Northrhine-Westphalia (plans of 1963) sets the number

of 2500 English words for the first two years (5th and 6th grade),

Herse (plans of 1957, still in effect) mentions 2500 words as a

goal for the first three years (5th-7th grade).

For the non-academic and semi-academic schools in these
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Lander, no figures are indicated. Their requirements, of course,

are not as high. The Italian guidelines do not mention figures.

The French-directives set the maximum-number of new words -and

idioms at 600-700 for each of the 6th, 7th and 8th school year- -

which is a reduction from the goal of 800 words established in

earlier directives for academic schools. The accompanying instruc.

tion states: "Much more importance must always be accorded the

spontaneity and correctness of oral and written expression than

the quantity of words and idioms taught.""

The French directives--since the unification of curriculum

for the middle level--make no differences in program requirements

for the acaderic and the semi -acadenic branches. But special

directives for the latter--the colleges d'enseignement general --
or

explicitly refer to differences in approach: 'Rather than consid-

ering the language instruction as an ornament of the mind, the

teaching must provide a working instrument which may later serve

in a chosen career.'71 In other werds, the practical usage is

emphasized. How this objective can be combined with the program

regrarements specified identically with those for the academic

classes is not easy to perceive.

The modernization of instruction with the aid of audio-

visral machines is making headway to different degrees in the

countries under study. The program directives do not accurately

70Horaires et Programmes, op. cit., p. 82.

71Les d'Enseignement General, Instructions-
Horaires-Programmes, Paris, 1961, pp. 25 -26.'



reflect the advances made. The Italian guidelines only cursorily

recommend the use of such aids; the French do not mention them in

the plans for academic classes. But the last-mentioned instruc-

tions for the semi- academic colleges d'enseignement general recom-

mend the equipment of special rooms for language teaching, includ-

ing phonographs and tape-recorders. The clear warning is added

that only judicious use by teachers trained in the latest advances

in this area is indicated. To avoid errors and a "victimization

of pupils," the teachers must consult with the regional centers of

pedagogical information before purchasing any audio-visual equip-

ment. 72
The German directives reflect a less guarded approach to

the matter. They fully recommend the use of records, films, and

tape recordings as far as available. (The tradition of audio-

visual methods in German urban schools dates back to the 1920's).

Language laboratories have been installed in a number of schools.

A good deal of experimentation In language instruction goes on in

these countries, including programmed instruction and televised

courses. This came to light in all of the international confer-

ences on modern foreign language teaching mentioned above. Their

papers and proceedings report on novel approaches, research, and

evaluation in language teaching at all levels of education.

Among the ancient languages, only Latin will be here dis-

cussed, since Greek studies are begun on the middle level only in

the limited number of the strictly classical section in the

academic schools of France and Germany, i.e., in the 8th grade in

7
2Ibid., p. 37.
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France and the 7th grade in Germany. There seem to be few cur-

riculum changes for Latin instruction in France and Germany, in

contrast to Italy with its drastic changes for Latin in the

scuola media. Only some noteworthy features of the guidelines"

need here be mentioned. The greatest and much disputed novelty,

established for the second year of scuola media, is the integra-

tion of Latin with Italian teaching in a purely inductive, not

grammar-oriented approach. No training or previous experience of

this kind can help the teachers in their experimenting; they are

left greatest freedom of initiative, but save the aid of newly

written textbooks and also opportunities for in-service confer-

ences on this topic.

For the third year of scuola media (8th grade) the official

recommendations include the reading of continuous prose with

Italian translations at hand. This is intended to enliven the

instruction which is necessarily heavy in grammar and piece-meal

translations. French and German directives call for the reading

of extended prose (in both cases, Caesar's Gallic Wars) not before

the third year of Latin instruction. All three systems recommend

the inductive approach at least in atternation with the traditional

one. Great differences exist in the required amount of vocabulary

mast,' v. The highest is 'mentioned as 2500 for the first three

years of Latin in Northrhine-Westphalia (less in other German

Lander), while France requires about 1000 for the same time-span.

The Italian guidelines do not mention this point. Memorization of

73
For France, detailed guidelines on methods .and approach,

in addition to the bri^fer program directives have been published
by the Ministere de l' Education Nationale, Prancais, Grec,
Horaires, Instructions, Programmes, Paris, Iniiiiaadagogique
National, 1965.
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verses and prose pieces are recomnended in some of the German and

especially in the French directives. All guidelines emphasize the

importance of linguistic insights gained from Latin and of the

acquaintance with the classical civilization. It remains an open

question to what extent these objectives can be achieved during

the middle grades, i.e., with 11, 12 and 13-year-old children who

are learning Latin as first foreign language.

The cultural dimensions of modern foreign language courses

depend largely on the officially stated objectives. In all three

countries, the students are to learn about the contemporary life

of the people whose language they study. More thorough acquaint-

ance with the country's civilization is reserved for the school

years beyond the middle level. In the context of English courses

the attention given to the U.S. (not mentioned in the Italian

directives) is of interest. The French directives make one refer-

ence to AmerLca: the 8th grade reading should be selected from

"short stories and narratives of modern and contemporary English

and American authors."74 (Later readings are all from English

writs -rs of the past four centuries.) The present German directives

--in contrast to those of pre-war years--give equal attention to

American as to English civilization and literature. Readings on

the 8th and 9th grade level include, e.g. (for Hesse Gymnasien),

Jane Addams, and Helen Keller. In recent years the acquaintance

of students with the life in the countries whose languages are

learned has been greatly advanced by the increasing exchanges of

teachers and students and expanded foreign traveling by families,

individual young people and entire school classes.

74Horaires et Programmes, 22. cit., p.
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Social Studies

The social studiesincluding history, geography and

civics--have undergone significant curricular changes which are

evident in the numerous governmental directives dealing with

these subjects. Aside from an updating of the programs in history

and geography, the most significant developments occurred in the

field of civic education. 70
In France, detailed instructions for

the modernization of the social studies were issued in 1954, '55,

'57, '63, and special guidelines on civic education in 1961.71

Italy, less prolific in revisions of history and geography

programs, introduced (in 1958), as a new feature, the teaching of

civics integrated with history on the middle school level. The

political significance of this innovation is reflected in the

fact that it was decreed by the president of the republic.72 A

special characteristic of the Italian civics program is its uni-

form design for the different school types in advance of the uni-

fication of the scuola media. The motive explicitly stated was

that this subject "ignores differences of class, of census, of

career, of studies"(ibid., p. 16).

The German situation, in contrast, was and is more

70
For a comprehensive survey of European developments in

this field, see Civics and European Education at thf_t Prima and
Secondary Level, pubis e. .y Counci or Cu tura Cooperation of
The counca-R-turope, Strasbourg, 1963.

71
See Ministre de 1' Education Nationale, Instruction
Lycees, Ecoles Normales et Classes d'ObsiiViiiiirigaris,

.

72"
Decreto del presidente della repubblica,"13 giugno,

1958,Programmi per l'insegnamento della eduyazione civica in-
Piano di Studi er la Scuola Media Inferiore, published Pirola,
Milano, 960.
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involved. Civic education gained much attention during the re-

construction years following World War II.
73 The different

Lander handled the subject differently: either as a separate

course or integrated with history. In view of its national im-

portance, the ministers of education issued as one of theAr first

common resolutions (in 1950) a set of principles guiding the

political education in the schools. 74 This was followed, in 1953,

by a resolution that set forth detailed programs for the history

courses in the three types of school (Volksschule, Realschule,

Gymnasium). These ministerial history programs clearly reflect a

fact of reality that was soon to arouse the indignation of many

Germans and non-Germans: that in most Lander hardly any attention

was paid to the most recent history of Germany under National-

Socialism. (The only reference, in the Resolution, to the era

between 1930 and 1945 was the word "the dictatorships.") To

rectify this situation, which in 1959 caused headlines and heated

debates in the Federal legislature, the ministers of education

issued a resolution that outlined a number of measures to make

sure of the teaching of Germany's most recent past.75 Still more

specific on the topic of totalitarian regimes (Nazism and

Bolshevism) was a subsequent resolution in 1962,
76 accompanied by

73See Susan Shafer, Postwar American Influence on the West
Grmen Volksschule (Dissertation, University of Michigan, Ann
ALbor, 1964).

74 "Grundsatze zur politischen Bildung," Beschluss der
it

Kultusminister--Konferenz vom 15 Juni, 1950.

75 "Behandlung der jungsten Vergangenheit im Geschichts-
If

und gemeinschaftskundlichen Unterricht in den Schulen," Beschluss
der Kultusminister-Konferenz vom 11/12 Feb., 1960.

76Richtlinljen far die Behandlung des Totalitarismus im
Unterricht, Beschluss der Kultusminister-Konferenz vom 5 Juli,

1962.
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guidelines for writing of textbooks for the teaching of the most

recent historical era.
77

Turning to Italy, the question is, what actions the

Italian authorities have taken on the issue of teaching the young

generation about the twenty-three years of Fascism in Italy. The

answer is4rnothing." The ministerial guidelines for history pro-
*.

grams on all school levels contain no single reference to the ex-

istence of the fascist past, nor to the name of Mussolini. The

topics covering the era of 1915-1945 are simply mentioned as 'the

World Wars, the resistance, the liberation fight, the constitution

of the Italian Republic." Neither is there any reference to

fascism, dictatorship, or the like found in the several pages of

guidelines and programs for civic education (issued in 1958).
78

Different from the German situation, there seems to have been no

public or political indignation with this policy of ignoring a

national era of disgrace.

The general trends of modernizing the teaching of history

show some definite resemblances in the three countries. The

French "Instructions" of 1954 succinctly list three main features

that characterize the modern approach: a "broadening in time," a

`broadening in space," and a "broadening in the conception of

kOztory." The time extension refers to the inclusion of the

77L,lanpfehlung zur Gestaltung der Lehrbiicher fur den Unter-
richt in neuester Geschichte and Zeitgeschichte," Beschluss der
Kultusminister-Konferenz vom 5 Julie 1962.

78Ora1 information given in interviews with educators at
the Centro Didattico for the Scuola Media (in June, 1966) con-
firmed the absence of teaching about the fascist era in Italy.
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contemporary era--which for France (in 1954) still meant up to

1939 only. (The issue of the most recent epoch in history teach-

ing, while certainly of greatest interest, does not concern the

school level analyzed in this report and will therefore not be

discussed further.) The "space" extension should include an at-

tention to the history of non-European cultures. Again, on the

6th-8th grade level, this extension does not yet appear. (Even

on the highest school levels, it is hardly developed in the three

countries; only the formation of the United States is a standard

topic of the 18th century epoch as taught in France, Germany and

Italy, but on higher grade levels than those here discussed.)

The "broadening of conceptions" in history teaching does

concern the new approaches in the middle grades. It is, in the

terms of the French guidelines, the added study of "economic and

social facts, the description of civilizations and cultures, and

of the technical developments." The Italian guidelines go further

in mentioning "forms of work," "activities of production," "com-

merce, transportation, communication . . . scientific activities,

education
ft
and religious, moral, and civic concepts, soc:_al rela-

tions, and the distribution of powers in the state." No small

order for 11 to 14 year-old students. The German guidelines

iicr;lued by the ministers of education) also stress that ''besides

political, economic, and social developments also the cultural

and intellectual aspects should be given proper treatment."

How closely in reality the teachers live up to these

principles is likely to be a matter of individual differences. If

textbooks are considered an indication on this point, it can be

reported that several text samples inspected in the three
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countries (for the middle grades) did include these new emphases."

A common feature typical of the modern approach in history

courses is the complete absence of references to "patriotism,"

national pride, the "glorious". past, triumphs in war, etc. In

the past a notorious instrument of fostering ardent nationalism,

the study of history in present times, according to all guide-

lines and directives, has the scope of tracing the evolution of

man's civilization with a focus on the most familiar society°

one's own natica. The Italian guidelines, e.g., in their first

sentence, speak of "the aspects characteristic of the life of the

various people and their contributions to the growth of civiliza-

tion, understood as the common heritage of mankind." The French

program outlines for the ancient Eastern Mediterranean, the Greek

and the Roman civilizations, e.g., have added (since 1962) in

each case the topic of "what we owe to this civilization." And

the official guidelines, in the 1956 supplement, admonish (in

special italics print): "not to concentrate in exaggerated fash-

ion on the history of France to accord as much room as

possible to the facts of (general) civilization."

Similarly, the German guidelines call for a broadening of

perspectives from German to European to world-historical dimen-

s5ms. The "General Principles" of the Hessian school plans (of

"V.:;) discuss in several paragraphs the changed concepts in

German history. "Historic education, for Germans, cannot be

guided by a commonly taught and fanatically believed national

79European activities in textbook reform are discussed at
the end of this chapter.
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history myth. It has to strive for a calm and balanced consider-

ation of the various historical forces of the situation and

tasks of the German people in relation to the other peoples and

. . the basic tendencies of the history of mankind." Among the

events of "fundamental importance, which changed the face of the

earth, and must therefore be understood," are mentioned "the

American independence struggle, the French Revolution, the

Bolshevic Revolution, the rise of the colonial peoples." Repeat-

edly, the terms "sober and objective views" of events are used in

discussing the tasks of proper history instruction.

The similarity of important modern features introduced in

the three countries' history instruction does, however, not ex-

tend to the general role that history is assigned in the school

programs of these nations. The theoretical ideas that In the

various directives introduce the programs and the guidelines on

practices reflect quite different accents in France, West Germany

and Italy. Briefly speaking, the German accent is on political

education, the Italian accent on socialization, the French accent

on humanist orientation.

To begin with the last mentioned, the French official

"Instructions" (issued in 1954 and 1956) for the teaching of

history are intended to articulate "the role that must fall to

history in the acquisition of a humanist culture, adapted to the

concerns and needs of our epoch" (22.. cit., p. 31). In particular

history must serve "to clarify the reflections on human life and

social relations, on political and economic aspects, and to pro-

vide the mind with an arsenal of definitions which are indispen-

sable to whoever wants to think clearly" about issues of human
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relations and their roots in the past (2E. cit., pp. 38-39).

Finally, history should "procure that sense of the continuity of

human development of the solidarity of generations" that should

elicit in the young a strong orientation "toward service for the

common good."

The Italian emphases on the economic and cultural activi-

ties of different peoples, on the power structures in the states,

etc. reflect the primarily social orientation of history teaching

in the scuola media. This comes to light quite clearly in the

various recommendations and in-service training materials issued

by the Centro Didattico for this school. For example, the "Con-

cluding Declaration" of a "National Aggiornamento Course on the

Didactics of History" (in October, 1965) states as objective:

the historical consciousness that should assist the pupil
in a better adjustment to society and in an acquisition of
the norms of life. To this end the following activities
are combined: 1) the "historical work," i.e., intellectual
exercises of the pupils in historical research; 2) the life
of the class as a social group organized in sub-groups;
3) the study of the environment.80

In the German school systems, history is grouped together

with civics, geography and (in the 12th-13th school year) social

science--in the category "political education." Its essential

objectives are the study of political organization of societies,

tic recognition of political rights and responsibilities of in-

Urtdoals and groups. After much experimentation with various

arproaches, e.g., stress of cultural history of civilizations

80 "Dichiarazione Conclusive, Corso Nazionale di
Aggiornamento sulla Didattica dalla Storia," in La Scuola Media
e i Suoi Problemi, no. 14/XII, May/June, 1966.
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(similar to the French pattern) during the first post-war years,

the primary importance of training in political judgment has been

generally accepted today.
81 This consideration has also led to

the insistence--legislated in all ander today--that no school

must permit students to graduate without having learned the most

recent political history of Germany, difficult as its teaching

may be. (In Italy and France, this practice is not followed for

the reason that there has not yet developed an authoritative

scientific clarification, i.e., detached scholarly research, on

the course of recent events.) The political emphasis does not,

however, exclude broad attention to cultural and technical

achievements, as was mentioned earlier in this section.

The overall history programs of the three countries differ

foremost on the point of a cyclical treatment (meaning repetition)

of the historical epochs. Formerly, this system was standard

procedure in European schools. But in recent years, after the

lengthening of compulsory schooling, both France and Germany

abandoned a complete cyclical approach. (In France, a repetition

exists only for 10th and 11th g:rade academic students, who repeat

more thoroughly the 19th century (1789-1870), which is treated

more cursorily in the 9th grade to lead school leavers toward

more recent times in history. In Germany, only the 12th and 13th

grades, in their social science" course, review certain epochs

81A good review of these developments and the present

direction of programs and practices is contained in one of the

last publications of the German Committee on Education: "Der

Lehrgang Politische Weltkunde," Empfehlungen zur Neuordnung der

Heoheren Schule. Empfehlungen and Gutachten, no. bfliatiEher

Ausschuss fur das Erziehungs-und Bildungswesen,, Stuttgart: Klett,

1965.
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and events in their tonic-oriented study of social history.) The

Italian scuola media, terminal education for many students, offers

a three-year course from pre-history to modern times. Liceo

students subsequently spend five years repeating more thoroughly

the entire history. (The first of these years up to the end of

Greek antiquity, the second year on the Roman era, the third year

on the middle ages, and so forth. The emphasis is obviously on

ancient times, in accordance with the strongly humanistic orienta-

tion of this school.)

To American readers, it may be pointed out that in these

countries all schools assign at most two hours per week to history

not four or five as customary in America.

Within these overall history curricula, the structure of

the programs for each of the middle grades (6-8) varies consider-

ably in the three countries. The German guidelines refer more to

psychological considerations (of child development) than the

French and the Italian directives in their introductions to the

course plans. The German schools, consequently, proceed more

slowly in the beginnings of history introduction. Their 6th year

courses, in fact, offer no systematic study of historical events,

but instead lay the groundwork for an understanding of concepts

(concerning forms of social organization, human activities, etc.),

a sense of historical time, and an interest in the colorful past.

This is done by narratives ("Columbus discovers America"), visits

to historical relics of the environment, and attention to the ef-

fects that history has had on the children's own families. The

7th and 8th grades proceed in chronological order arranged ac-

cording to the years available in each of the three school types:
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3 in the Volksschule, 4 in the Realschule, 5 in the Gymnasium

(the latter finishes the chronological history with grade 11,

following it up with social science in grades 12 and 13).

The Italian arrangement has been mentioned above. In the

6th grade (first of scuola media) the history course extends from

antiquity to the beginning of the middle age, the 7th proceeds to

Napoleon, the 8th to our days." French children of the 6th grade

in all schools study pre-history, the Eastern Mediterranean

civilizations
i
and ancient Greece. The course is introduced by

the following topics: "Definition and usefulness of history.

General notions of chronology. The generations, the centuries;

the eras, the great periods. Prehistory and history. J2 Typical

for the French system of providing "clarity" of definition and

logical approach at the basis of instruction!

Similar in the three countries' curricular discussions for

history is the concern over excessive content coverage and details.

Explicit warnings are expressed to abstain from the danger of

encyclopedism." All directives recommend to treat the chronolog-

ical series of tonics listed in the programs as general guide-

posts and to select for more concentrated study such epochs,

events, or achievements that elucidate certain principles or

trends. Other criteria for more thorough treatment may also be

local connections with historical events or even particular

student interest in a historical period or personality. The

82
France, Horaires et Programmes . . p. 54.



freedom of selection rests with the individual teacher;
83

the

degree of detail in recommendations varies; it is greatest in the

German Lander guidelines, and least in the Italian directives.

Both the French and the German documents request that the teacher

present a summary account of events between two highlighted

epochs in order to assure chronological continuity. Except for

the highest school grades in France and Germany, where a topical

order in contemporary history prevails, historical continuity is

generally emphasized.

Much attention .1.s paid in the French and Italian guide-

lines to modern methods of history instruction. The French di-

rectives are the most elaborate in proposing certain practices

(which to an American educator would seem the usual features of

a training course in "methods.") In essence, the French teachers

are told to use the "active method," as it is stressed in all re-

cent directives, because apparently the teaching still widely

consists of lecturing and recitations. To enliven the instruc-

tion, much use should be made of confrontation with concrete

testimonies of the past: documents, pictures, artifacts, archi-

tecture, etc. No dearth of these resources in Italy, France and

Germany!

Notwithstanding these proposals, the French and German

guidelines acknowledge that, on the middle school level, the

backbone of history instruction still is the teacher's oral

8
3This responsibility is characterized in a current

German slogan as I'Mut zur Lucke"; that is teacher jargon meaning
"courage to omit."
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presentation of the new material. His clear, colorful, and in-

spiring presentation will bring to life the "dead" facts of past

times. Textbook reading should be used only to reinforce, fill

in, and illustrate the materials to be learned, not as in America

to provide the new presentations. In the view of the European

educators, it is the live word of the teacher that can best ex-

press for his students the drama, the pathos, and the insights

of history. The Italian recommendations on method, on the other

hand, emphasize the inductive approach, the "discovery" of facts

by the pupils as far as possible, in line with all other teaching

emphases in the scuola media.

One major aspect of modern history teaching is that of

integrating it with civics and/or geography. As was mentioned,

all three countries have introduced civics, but handle it in dif-

ferent ways. In the scuola media, it is integrated, as i4

geography, in the weekly schedule of four hours for the combina-

tion. Its program and objectives are stated in general termst

for the first two years the focus is on features of society, such

as family, work, rights and duties of individuals, public services

other social institutions, hygiene education, and traffic educa-

tion. The last year is devoted to thorough study of the constitu-

tion, other aspects of the state, and forms of international co-

operation. Pow much time precisely the teacher devotes to civic

education is left to his discretion, also the manner in which it

is actually "integrated" with history. France allots to civics

in grades 6-9 each one-half hour weekly, which may be arranged as

one hour every two weeks. Among these, one-half hour per month

must be devoted to traffic education (a relatively new feature
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now introduced in several European countries). The French civics

curriculum is more structured than the Italian; in 6th grade it cov-

ers "the community' (administration, services, comparison of rural

and urban communities), in 7th grade' "the Department," i.e., one of

the 88 districts into which France is divided (the institutions of

government, education, justice, finance, traffic, postal service and

agricultural services). In 8th grade: the economic and social organ-

ization (food provisions, power and water services, railroads, social

services, etc.).

In Germany, the provisions for civic education vary. All

Lander include it as a separate subject in the upper part of the

Volksschule (the 1-jaistsclile) and the Realschule, thus continuing

the practices--dating back to the T7eimar Republic era--of

"StaatsbUr erkunde." The Cymnasien everywhere treat the subject

thoroughly during the Oberstufe years (grades 11 -13), as mentioned

earlier. On the middle level (grades 6-8), some Lander, e.g.,

Bavaria, Northrhine-Westphalia, do not assign it a special course in

the Gymnasium curriculum but integrate "Sozialkunde" with other sub-

jects. Most Lander, however, do provide a special course for civics,

usually from the 7th or 8th grade on. The Gymnasium programs in

Hesse, for example, used to include one hour a week for civics from

the 5th grade on; then (in 1961-62), the pattern was changed to two

weekly hours from the 8th grade on.

The emphases in the Lander again differ to some extent. In

111

most Lander, especially those with Social-Democratic influence,

civic courses begin, in the earlier grades, with socio-economic

aspects (life in rural and urban areas, forms of work and trade,

communication, public services, etc.), then lead to political rights
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and duties of citizens, the structure of government on the several

levels, and the judicial and tax systems. Some Lander emphasize

political education more than social education, but all include the

aspects and instruments of international cooperation (the U.N., the

European organizations, etc.). All guidelines stress that it is

important to practice political behavior and skills in the class-

room and the total school life, foremost through forms of student

government.

In the three countries under study as well as in other West

European systems, the actual teaching of civics and its effects on

the pupils seem, in general, to lag considerably behind the of-

ficially stated objectives and plans. This impression is conveyed

by the survey of the European Council for Cultural Cooperation

(Civics and European Education, op. cit.) and by the numerous dis-

cussions of the topic in the recent European professional litera-

ture. Major reasons of the obvious difficulties in civic education

are not only the teachers' insufficient competence (lack of training

and experience in the fiel,d) but also the problems inherent in

teaching a subject that aims at forming behavior and attitudes as

much as it aims at imparting knowledge and understanding. The

former aims are intangible; they hardly lend themselves to direct

teaching or to meaningful evaluation. Moreover, the out-of-school

influences are notoriously strong in shaping social and political

attitudes. (All these problems are well-known also to American ed-

ucators.) The provision of suitable textbooks does not seem any

more to be a major problem. Among the French, German, and Italian

textbooks of civics for use in the middle grades, published in

recent years, some are excellent, while some are rather uninspiring.
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An international effort of strengthening civic education is

the "European Civics Campaign" which was started in 1962 by the

European Cultural Center in Geneva, and is sponsored by the Council

for Cultural Cooperation in Strasbourg to part of the Council of

Europe). This campaign," which has the support of the national

governments and several major European teachers' organizations,

comprises the following activities: conferences of the steering com-

mittee, regional training courses in specific aspects of civic

teaching, and such publications as a guide for teachers of civics,

handbooks on methodology containing model lessons, and a bibliography

of works on European affairs for use in civic education.

The third field in the social studies, geography, in compar-

ison to civics seems less problematic. An established subject in

European schools since the 18th century, school geography today re-

quires adjustments to modern exigencies as all other subjects do.

In the three countries under study, the recent reforms included an

up-dating of emphases and programs of study in geography. France,

in particular, revised the geography directives for the middle

grades in 1964; one result is new textbooks in geography, which are

the most modern and most beautifully executed of all French text-

books.

Common elements in the three countries are found, to a high

degree, in the main objectives of geography teaching: an understand-

ing of human living in relation to the physical conditions of the

84
For a description of the campaign, see Civics and European

Education, .9.2 cit., pp. 55-58.



environment, diminished emphases on physical geography, and the cor-

relation of geography with history and civics. To a lesser degree,

the countries' programs resemble each other in approach, progression

of content, and dimension of coverage. All recent directives stress

the learning of concepts as more important than an extensive accumu-

lation of facts and names.

The German guidelines explicitly call for limitation of con-

tent by the use of "exemplary" cases or models to facilitate the

learning of concepts. They also call attention to the frequent op-

portunities of connecting the instruction with the students' geo-

graphic background from viewing television and hearing or reading

about other lands. The French and Italian directives recommend the

"active method" (as for other subjects), meaning that the pupils

should inductively proceed to approach new materials through their

own observation of data and visual aids and then hypothesize in

analogy with cases studied earlier. Students' activities, i.e.,

drawing, charting, map reading, data-collecting, and note-taking,

are emphasized in all three countries. The social value of geography

study and the development of international understanding are given

importance in the Italian85 and several German guidelines.

Aside from ample use of maps, globes, pictures, films,

statistical data, travel reports, etc., direct observations of the

environment by means of excursions are recommended in all directives.

Again, the latter reflect national differences in focus similar to

85For Italy, see especially the conclusions of recent "Corso
nazionale di aggiornamento" on the teaching of geography in
"Didattica della Geografia," La Scuola Media e i Suoi Problemi,

22,.. cit., No. 13 (March-April, W077
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those found in the history guidelines. The Italian didactics (for

the scuola media, not the lio) focus on the pupil as learner, i.e.,

on psychological considerations; the French, in comparison, pay more

attention to the problem of adapting the subject to the level of the

students; in order to indicate the recommended degree of depth or

detail,
86 they include practical examples of questions or aspects to

be dealt with.

The school hours devoted to geography differ in the three

countries. In Italy, the scuola media devotes four weekly hours to

history, civics, and geography combined, which probably means an

average of 1-1/2 hours for geography. Franoeassignsl Weekly hour for

geography in the middle grades. The German Lander all have two

hours for the field in all school types. But in Italy, the three

middle grades have to cover the entire program of geography instruc-

tion, since many students proceed no further in their general educa-

tion. Those who continue in ginnasio-liceo have geography only in

the 9th and 10th grades; it is not taught in the higher classes.

(In France and Germany, geography is taught throughout the school

years, except the last where special integrated programs prevail.)

The programs of content assiged to each grade differ accord-

ingly. The scuola media deals with Italy (starting with the home

region) in the first year, with Europe in the second year ("countries

of major importance, especially in relation to Italy"), and with the

rest of the world in the third year, when some elements of astro-

nomical geography are also included.

86See Ministere de l'Education Nationale, Histoire et
Geographic, op. cit., pp. 43-54.
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Germany, too, begins with the home region (grade 5). The

Volksschule (or Hauntschule) then takes up Central Europe including

Germany in grade 6, the rest of Europe and the Western hemisphere in

grade 7, and the Eastern hemisphere beyond Europe in grade 8. The

Gymnasium plans follow a similar area approach, but in slower pro-

gression since more years are available. The programs in Hesse, for

example, give more time to non-European continents: grade 6 studies

Europe; grade 7, Africa, grade 8, Asia-Australia; grade 9, America;

grade 10, Germany. Each grade integrates general physical geography

with the areas studied (landforms, climates, geo-political elements)

and has assigned a portion of elementary astronomy (solar system,

time, dateline, etc.).

The French curriculum proceeds quite differently. The most

striking feature of the ministerial syllabus for geography is the

detailed assignment of a particular topic for each of the class

hours per year in grades 6 and 7. (For the higher grades the topics

are indicated in more general terms as they are e.g. in Germany.)

No other subject is treated any longer in this way which seems like

a relic of the past French practices--well known also outside the

world of education--of highly clgtralized, rigidly prescribed school

programs. In this case, the old procedure may have been followed

(although this is not indicated in the document) in order to make

sure that all of the broad content will he covered as planned in

the limited time available: only one hour a week, or half of what

the German and other school systems allot to geography.

The sequence of topics--as revised in 1964--shows another

difference to prevalent European practices: broadly speaking, it

starts from the distant and ends with the familiar, i.e., France.
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Grade 6 has a two-part program. Of the 33 lessons, 21 are given to

"general geography," 12 lessons to "Africa. "87 Grade 7 includes

"The Poles, America, Asia, Oceania," again in 33 prescribed lessons,

of which 7 deal with North America (3 of these with the United

States), 8 with Latin America, 14 with Asia, 2 with Australia and

Oceania. Grade 8 is assigned "Europe (minus France) and Soviet

Asia"; grade 9, "France and French-speaking Africa."

The sub-topics for the various regions always include the

physical geography of the area discussed. As a whole, it appears

that the French schools stress physical geography - -in a broad sense

--more than it seems to be stressed in the German and Italian guide-

lines, where human geography seems to be more emphasized. As in

other subjects, the French directives for geography place greater

value on accurate "definitions" and the individual notebooks of

students, where the materials studied should be carefully recorded,

with illustrations in the form of sketches, graphs, pictures, and

data.

8 7To illustrate the detailed distribution, this is the
sequence of topics: "The earth in space"--3 lessons, each precisely
outlined by 3 or 4 sub-topics covering the solar system, time count-
ing, light, heat, seasons; "continents and oceans"--2 lessons, with
sub-topics as above; "climates"--5 lessons, etc.; "the earth's sur-
face formation"--6 lessons, etc.; "elements of human geography"-- 5
lessons, etc. The 12 lessons on Africa, too, are precisely outlined.
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In closing this survey of developments in social studies

curricula, brief reference should be included to the international

cooperation in textbook improvements. Valuable efforts in the eval-

uation of social studies textbooks, as to their accuracy in general

and fairness toward foreign nations in particular, have begun in the

late 1940's. In the course of time, these efforts have led to nur

erous international meetings and agreements on this subject. French

and Cerman history teachers have devaicred particular initiative in

this direction. In 1951, the International Textbook Institute,

under the direction of Professor Georg Eckert, was established at

rraunschweig, Germany, as a non -governmental institution financed by

a number of professional organizations and public bodies. It is

sponzoring research, international conferences, and agreements on

exchange and evaluation of textbooks. Although the institute oncr-

ates wiesout official authority, its influence is that of a rcral

fora: which induces teachers to write textbooks and to select text-

books that are objective and will serve the case of international

peace.

For fureier information, see Kent Pillsbury, 'International

Cooperation in Textbook Evaluation. The Braunschweig Institute,"

Comparative Education Peview, Vol. X. No, 1 (February, 1966). and

Car August schigaer, D13 Schulbuchverbesserung Burch Internationale

Geistige ZusammenarbeiF, Braunschweig, G. 3estermdnn, lgri, a

thorough scholarly study of 214 pp. obtainable in the U.S. through

John Wiley, publisher.

+,41-ediv
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Mathematics

School mathematics is a field in which extensive curriculum

revisions have been introduced in Amlrican middle grades during the

past decade. In the European school systems under study, the of-

ficial guidelines reflect considerable resemblance in the overall

objectives (precision of thought, development of concepts, etc.) as

well as in the general recommendations for methods (leading from the

concrete to the abstract, from the individual example to the recog-

nition of laws). The programs and emphases in the three countries,

however, show considerable differences.

Of particular interest is the treatment given to the "new

mathematics," mainly the operation with sets, vectors, non-decimal

systems, and the use of linguistic-logical formulation of mathemati-

cal facts. The French directives (of 1955) refer to the "new mathe-

matics" only in quotation marks and speak of "the promoters of the

'new mathematics'" as apparently meaning people other than the

authors of the directives.
88 The French directives introduce the

non-traditional elements (vectors, "ies notions modernes," the vo-

cabulary of symbolism) not before the 10th grade. The Italian

scuola media guidelines recommend some reference to non-decimal

systems when first dealing with decimal fractions. The other modern

88
Horaires et Programmes op. cit., p. 112. This

highly cautious approach to modern mathematics surprises even more
when one notices the importance accorded to mathematics in general
as apparent from the extent of detailed discussion of programs and
topics in the ministerial directives for secondary education: 60
pages (of the total of 330 in the official syllabus) are devoted to
mathematics, which is surpassed only by the natural sciences and the
social studies, both of which are given elaborate discussions in
special brochures. All the other subjects are treated in much
briefer directives.



elements are not mentioned, but the value of concept formation (in

contrast to mere laborious number manipulations) is repeated several

times.

The German directives for Gymnasien, as revised during the

early 1960's, introduce the new eloments as early as the fifth grade

(e.g., sets, non-decimal systems, estimates of resultse use of let-

ters in explaining numerical relations and concepts). Vectors are

introduced in grade 8. The general objectives - -as stated for ex-

ample in the Bavarian guidelines of 1964--speak of a "new orienta-

tion" of mathematical instruction in view of the changed nature of

mathematical science and its new concepts and structural principles.

In contrast to the Gymnasien the Volksschulen (Hauptschulen) are not

at all included in these new approaches. They, too, have obtained

up-dated curricula, but instruction is directed toward applied mathe-

matics, such as figuring of percentages, interests, insurance tar-

iffs, prices, averages, statistical data. For all school types, the

guidelines stress the value of verbal formulations of the problems at

hand, of advance-estimates and of post-solution checks.

National differences also prevail in the schedule arrangements.

France and Italy assign three weekly hours to mathematics in the

plans for grades 6, 7, and 8, while Germany has generally four

weekly hours in all school types. As a special feature of the

French "observation cycle" (grades 6 and 7), the three weekly hours

are divided into two hours of regular course work and one hour of

"travaux pratiques" (practical work), where classes with more than

24 students--which is the normal case-are subdivided into two

groups for individualized work, additional explanations, and drill;
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practical work also includes the use of measuring instruments, math-

ematical drawing, etc.

The distribution of content programs shows the following

patterns: France, grade 6-- elementary geometry, including angles,

polygones, circles, spheres. Solid bodies, surface and volume.

Weight measures, specific weights. Even motion, acceleration. Per-

centages, simple interest. The practical work should also deal with

simple exercises in the field of astronomy, i.e., earth and sun,

moon phases, and seasons. Grade 7--Basic arithmetic, whole numbers,

2nd, 3rd and nth power, factoring, fractions (simple and decimal) in

simple operations, introduction of algebraic numbers. Geometry (all

types of angles and triangles, circles). Grade 8--Arithmetic,

smallest common denominator, largest common devisor. Algebra, up

to polynomes, relative numbers, equations (first degree), coordinates,

x-1 and xo , notion of variables and functions. Plane geometry con-

tinued. Grade 9 then leads to square roots and operations with

functions; basic elements of spheric geometry.

For a proper estimate of these programs it must be pointed

out that the mathematics curriculum is designed for the college

(semi-academic) and (fully academic) and college d'enseigne-

ment secondaire (comprehensive)classes. For the roughly 50 per cent

of French children who are no yet enrolled in these classes but

terminate their education in the "fin dqtudes" classes of primary

schools (the prevalent pattern in rural areas), no specific curricu-

lvm has been designed. The latest program directives, published in

1947 for these classes, are largely identical with those of 1938, as

stated in the latest edition of programmes et instruction commentes,
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/,'
Enseignement eleentaire. 89 There is also expressed a note of re-

gret about this fact: "En co qui concerne la classe de fin We/tudes,

on peut regretter l'absence d'instructions officielles precises et

pratiques."90 The commentary then advises the teachers to follow

the guidelines of 1938, which for the "fin d4tudes" classes (two

final years beyond the 5 elementary grades), offer no new content to

be learned in mathematics. Instead, the materials presented in the

5th elementary school year should be repeated so that the "mechanics

of arithmetic be completely acquired and firmly secured" (ibid., p.

233). Moreover, these mechanics should be practiced by application

to the "realities of daily life" and especially "in connection with

other subjects such as science, geography, civi4s (budget of the

community, taxes, . .)." This approach (in theory) bears strong

resemblance to the American core curriculum or "project method," ex-

cept that the French guidelines seem to stress (more than would be

found in American guidelines) precision of work, repetitions, and

oral exercises, i.e., drill in basic skills without the use of paper

and pencil.

The Italian guidelines for mathematics are much briefer than

those of the other two countries. (This is true for all subjects.)

In the introductory comments, which are modern in their approach,

attention is called to a close coordination of mathematics with the

related field lf "Observation and elements of natural science." The

plans count on one teacher covering both subjects, but doubts have

89Published by M. Lebettre and L. Vernal', Paris, Librairic A.
Clins, 1965, p. 219.

90
Ibid., p. 233.
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been voiced as to the success of such integration, since secondary

school teachers are merely prepared in one field."'

The programs assigned to the three grades of the new scuola

media closely resemble those of the old (strictly academic) scuola

media with some additions from the old scuola d'avviamento programs,

such as percentage and interest calculations. As the French so also

the Italian programs always have arithmetic and geometry running

parallel. (The German programs do the same.) Grade 6: whole

numbers, decimal fractions, introduction of powers and roots. Use

of tables. Divisibility. Fractions. Triangles, angles, quadrangles

Grade 7: Square roots, rational numbers. Elements of correspondence

and of functions. Interest, discount. Polygones, theorem of

Pythagoras. Scale reductions. Grade 8: Graphic presentation of

functions. Diagrams. Relative numbers. Equations of first degree.

Circle, solids, surface and volume.

For a comprehensive school type this mathematics program

seems quite ambitious. But as in the case of France, one must con-

sider that less than half of the children, up to now, are enrolled

in a scuola media, although enrollments are steadily rising. A

number of children still attend terminal elementary classes, but

their number is fast decreasing, and no distinct program for the

(-Lasses is available. (Moreover, as mentioned in earlier chaptam,

numerous children of poor working-class and rural background quit

school altogether after the 5-year elementary school.)

In Germany, the situation concerning mathematics is more

91
See Tullio Viola, "Sull'Insegnamento della Matematica e

delle Osservazioni ed Elementi di Scienze Naturali nella Nuova Scuola
Media," Relazione presentata alla Commissione Italiana per l'in-
segnamento Matematico, Genova, 29 Sep. 1963, report in offset.
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complex because of the different school types. For the purpose at

hand, only the programs for amaasien and yolks- or Hauptschulen will

be discussed; the Realschule programs may be estimated as lying some-

where between those two. For the Gymnasien, as mentioned earlier,

the revisions of recent years have drastically up- -dated the mathe-

matics curriculum. The programs have not only been enriched with new

elements but also accelerated; may features are taught nowadays two

years earlier than in past times (e.y., geometry). Parents often

complain of over-demands made on the capacities of their children,

but this may be as much a matter of teacher competence as of program

design. It should also be recalled that German schools devote four

weekly hours to mathematics compared to three in French and Italian

schools.

The following curriculum program is abridged from the Bavarian

guidelines for Gymnasien (1966) and for Hauptsch-ilen (1964).

Gymnasium grade 5 (first grade of this school): Natural numbers, zero

definition of quantities and sets. Decimal system with some refer-

ence to non-decimal systems. Basic number operations, letters may

be used in explaining arithmetic laws. Drill in mechanics, also

without use of paper and pencil. Advance estimate of result. Use of

parentheses. Text problems. All sorts of common measures. Prim

facItors, largest common, denominator, etc. Geometry: rectangle,

square and cube. Basic geometric concepts. Grade 6t Fractionn, .111

basic operations. ax = b, a± 0. Decimal fractions. Simple graphic

rceseAtation. Text problems. Percent. Cylinders, circle, angles

(introduction) . Grade 7: Algebra, simple linear equations. Letters

as symbols of rational numbers. Discussion of insoluble and multi-

soluble equations. Geometry proceeding from descriptive and mere
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measuring to analytic activities. Parallels, symmetry. Triangle,

congruence. Grade 8: Negative rational numbers. Vectors. Equa-

tions. The Cartesian coordinate systems. Linear functions, basic

characteristics, Point symmetry. Circle tangents. Calculation of

area. Prism, volume of prism. Projection (draft) of prisms.

The Volks- or Hauptschule program is quite different in that

it maintains a close relation to practical life. Designed for the

"lower" 60 per cent of the age group, it has no parallel in the

French and Italian directives (as explained above). Similarly, as

in the French general recommendations, there is stress on mastery

of basic onerations, on precision, logical comprehension, individual

thinking (e.g., in attempting different ways to solve a problem) and

inductive approach. One advice, typical for Germany, is added:

"Thoroughness ranks over speed."

Grade 5: The basic number operations, Introduction to frac-

tions, decimal fractions. All measures. Concepts of buying and

selling, income and expenditures, costs and savings. Graphic exer-

cises: lines, columns. Grade 6! Operations with fractions, factor-

ing, text problems. Average. Per cent. Application in cases of

daily lift. Increase, decrease. Graphic design on squared paper.

Grade 7: Fractions, per cent continued. Use of per cent in public

life, statistics. Simple figuring of interest. Wage and price

changes. Fro mille (in insurance use). Proportions. Problems deal-

ing with rent, lease, down payment, installment buying. Graphic de-

sign continued. Grade 8: Interest continued. Discount. Stocks,

mortgages, paying by check, foreign currencies. Use of simple table.

Graphic presentation of arithmetic problems and their results. The

circle as means of presentation.
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Geometry in the Volksschule is treated as a quasi-separate

subject that is called "Raumlehre" (spatial studies). Although it

shares the weekly four hours allotted to arithmetic (called "Rechnen"

in the Volksschule), the guidelines recommend to concentrate, for

periods of time, all four hours alternately on one of the two fields.

The overall objective of "Raumlehre" is to develop "the ability to

recognize, present and calculate spatial forms in their environment"

(not in the abstract, as typical for the Gymnasium). All instruc-

tion in this field starts from the concrete object and constantly

involves active manipulations on the part of the pupils: measuring,

weighing, building, molding, folding, cutting, combining, removing,

etc, All sorts of tools are kept available for this purpose. The

calculation of areas and bodies begins with sketches, hypotheses,

and estimates before formulae are applied. The calculation of areas

starts from the trio- dimensional units, not the length units; the

calculation of bodies starts from three-dimensional units (not two-

or one-dimensional units) . In other words, the procedure is clearly

inductive.

Annual programs: Grade 5: basic shapes familiar to-children;

recognition of surface areas on bodies (quadrangle, triangle, circle)

Angles. "Perceiving, representing, and calculating" squares and

rectangles. Drawing to scale. Area studies out-of-doors. Grade 6!

"Perceiving, representing, and calculating" triangles, parallelo-

grams, trapezoids. Cube, cubic measures. Prisms with quadrangular

and triangular bases. Grade 7. Circle, circular angles. Cylinders.

Problems involving specific weights. Grade 8: Regular and irregular

polygones. Pyrarnides, cone3.
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Natural Sciences

No other subject outranks science in importance when the

adequacy and the modern character of school programs are examined.

Science teaching today Plays a role as an economic factor, as a

cultural factor, and even as a political factor. Thep advances macles

toward a stronger position of science in the curricula of the three

countries under scrutiny appear modest, at least on the middle levy..

The most recent ministerial guidelines, to be sure, discuss in some

detail the introduction of elementary training in scientific methods,

but the syllabi give little room to such training, and its imple-

mentation seems especially hampered by the teachers' insufficient

training for the new approaches that are officially recommended.

Traditionally, French and German schools (academic and non-

academic) taught botany and some animal biology in grades 5, 6, and

7, for two weekly hours (in Germany) or one-and-one-half weekly hours

(in France). In grade 8 German pupils in addition studied elementary

physics (mechanics, optics, etc.), the French pupils (except those in

terminal classes) geology. The methods in these courses stressed

"observation" and categorization! in fact, the term used in France

for these courses was--and is--'scigncpsg2observation," and they

are listed this way in syllabi and schedules. Another term, occa-

sionally used, is "sciences naturelles." The German equivalent is

qlaturkunte," i.e., nature studies, which refers only to the living

phenomena of nature. For the study of physics and, in higher grades.

chsristry, the German academic schools use these terms, while th:

Volksschulen use "Waturlehre" (nature instruction). The German word

klaturwissenschaften" (natural sciences) as a comprehensive term is

used only in academic schools: nothing at the Volksschule -leer
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be termed "tlissenschaft," since by strong tradition and purpose this

school type is devoted to the non-Wissenschaft pedagogical approach.

In Italy, only the (semi- or non-academic) scuola d' avviamento

imparted some elements of science! the commercial avviamento schools

resembling in their science syllabus the French and German patterns,

the industrial schools relating, the instruction strictly to the vm-

cational training program."
93

Italy's academic schools offered the

first course in science not before grade 117 neither the scuola media

nor the ginnasio (grades 9-10) included any science teaching in the

curricula. Therefore many ?arsons in Italy--all those who left the

academic schools before grade 11--never had a lesson of science (or

biology) in their educational background.

The recent reforms show the intent to infuse some elements of

modern scientific training into the traditionally, word -- -and book-- -

dominated school programs. In the new Italian (common) scuola media,

two novel subjects were introduced! "osservalioni ed elementi_di

science natural." (two weekly hours in grades 6 and 7, three in

grade 8), and 'applicazioni techniche" (two weekly hours in grade 6).

The ministerial guidelines state as objectives of these courses the

development of "conscious observation, experimentation, reflection

on facts and phenomena." Starting from observation, the student

92_
in Germs, usage, the term "Wissenschaft" is broader in some

respect and narrmer in another than the English "science," as com-
monly used. It is broader in including any field of systematic in-
quiry and study, not only empirical sciences but also, e.g., litera-
ture and history (more specifically referred to as "Geistsswissen-
jollgtax"--sciences of the mind). It is narrower in that it refers
only to advanced scholarly activities! analysis, reflection,
synthesis, interpretation, criticism, etc.

931taly, Scuola di Avviamento Industrials, series "Programmi
Scolastici,' ed. Piroli,-Rilano, OP; p. 3.

,174,10,1d,
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should be guided to analyze, measure, verify, and learn the facts,

and above all learn about the method of scientific procedures. In

aedition, the teacher shall lead the student from the recognition

of the simple phenomenon to related facts and phenomena so that he

eay gain general familiarity with the realm of natural sciences. Tr

the end, the student should have acquired not only a feeling "for

the harony and beauty of nature" but also an "orderly and synthet.L.

cal view of the world that surrounds him."94

The subject areas to !De covered are merely indicated in broad

outlines° during the first two years, "spontaneous and guided obser-

vations in the field of biology--under morphological and physiologi-

cal aspects--and in the field of physics, including the most common

applications made by man" should be conducted. The third year will

follow this up with more systematic studies of the notions previously

gained,. An integrated approach to scientific studies is advise& as

an example, the guildelines point to the opportunities of connecting

the treatment of nutritive and reproductive functions of plants and

animals with observations ane concept formation in physical and chem-

ical respects. (Ibid.)

The new subject, "technical applications," is a modernized

version of the traditional "manual work" for "shop" in American

usage). It is planned to utilize the learning acquired in "observa-

tions and elements of natural sciences." Its scope is broad: to

satisfy the manipulative interests of children, to develop a sense

of dimensions and forms by means of graphic representations, to ac-

custom the young to consider functional and aesthetic elements in

glScuola Media Statale, Orari e Programmi, op. cit., p, 45.
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general constructive activities, to develop --through practice in

technical operations --elementary knowledge of materials and tools/

with their characteristics and functions." The students should be

quiesd toward reasoned doing" ("fare ragionato"), in other words,

tasks and operations should he planned and their results shouLa

be projected and estimated by the students themselves. This should

lead to habits of critical anticipation, reflective thought, and

application of previously learned theories. The projects should

preferably bc designed as group work, thus impressing on the students

the spirituel significance of human labor and its social aspects in

our present world.

These objectives and recommendations bear little resemblance

to the traditional style of manual work classes with their stress on

practice and perfection of manual skills. The new course instead

aims at intellectual and social training through the practical or

technical" projects, in the style of John Dewey's principles, the

influence of which may be sensed in the two new courses that

duce scientific and technical elements into the scuola media. A

further recommendation that fits into this style concerns "coeduca-

tion' as far as feasible, boys and girls should be taught together

on work projects in hone furnishings, horticulture, etc. For work

in other areas (metal work, household work) boys and girls will be

taught separately. Only one year of this course is prescribed for

all. During the second and third year, this course becomes elective

and is then competing with Latin as the alternative elective. This

circumstance leaves for "applicazioni tts!:10.2gile in these years a

less able student body, and therefore the level of teachinq mgv be

expected to differ considerably from the first year.
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Impressive in their modern spirit as these course designs ar7

their implementation raises understandable difficulties, primarily

because the teachers are not yet prepared for this type of instruc-

tion. The science course is planned to be taught by the mathematicc

teachers (Ilho have no training in science teaching), or by science

teachers (not prepared to teach mathematics). Science teachers,

moreover, have studied only one natural science field and thus arc

not properly prepared to teach the combination advocated for the

scuola media.
95 The technical application courses are usually

taught by former avviamento school teachers, who were trained in the

traditional manual craft instruction, but not in the Dewey-style ap-

proach. It will obviously take years until these new subjects, ex-

cept for sore fortunate circumstances, can be taught as envisioned

in the official plans.

The French situation is in some ways similar to the T*P °an

with resoect to the effort of introducing scientific method in the

common middle-level curriculum. Different, however, from Italian

custom, the pre-reform curriculum in the French lyce and collIgs

classes included some science on the middle level elementary botany,

biology, and geology. These courses have been maintained with in-

significant changes of subtopics. The 6th grade studies the human

body (skeleton, muscles, alimentary system), the vertebrates, and

flowering plants; the 7th grade studies the invertebrates, flowerless

plants, and, in form of a survey, the useful and non-usable animals

95
These problems are discussed in detail by Tullio Viola in

his report, "Sull'Insegnamento della Matematica c dalle Osservazioni

ed Elemanti di Scienze Naturali nella Nuova Scuola Media," RelarPinne

presentata alla Commissions Italiana per 1'Insegnamento Matematico,

Genova, 29 Sep. 1963.
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and plants, plus some aspects of the role of man in nature. The 8th

grads science program is entirely devoted to geology.

The schedule provides in all three grades one and one-half

weekly hours for this subject, to be utilized in this way: one hour

every two weeks of "course" (in the traditional manner), one hour

each weak for "practical work" with divided classes, i.e., groups of

no more than twenty-four students.

Th3 latest official guidelines (of 1964)
96

have reprinted

elaborate instructions of 1954 on the methods in natural science in-

struction. They stress the 'method of inauiry or rediscovery" and

sneak of the hope that this apnroach may gradually inspire not only

the teaching of science but all teaching on the secondary level. .

(ibid., p. 6). In this spirit, the detailed suggestions--including

a sample lesson for a 7th grade --- reiterate several times the impor-

tance of pupil activity. "The students actually should carry on the

lesson- the teacher merely guides and stimulates theme (p. 7). For a

proper implementation of this method, certain conditions are Ifaar-ribei

as necessary: the access to "local documentation," (concrete features

of the environment that can be directly observed) and the teacher's

familiarity with these features. The difference between "course

hour and 'practical work" is explained: the former serves to systema-

tize, synthesize, and to check on proper note-I-Nook recording and

mastery of the facts and concepts worked cut luring "practical work.'

Explicit warning is extended against le style dognatique" (which

should he reserved for higher grades only. For further detailed

96 Ministere de l'Education Nationale, Les Sciences Naturelles
dans les lycges clasilkapes et modernes, Paris, Institut Pgdagogique
National, n.d. (1964).
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suggestions, reference is made to reports in the "Cahiers

PSdagoqiques," which serve as practical guides in classroom pro-

cedures, especially in the novel approaches introduced by the re-

forms of the 1950's and '60's.

The sixteen pages of guidelinesincluding circulars of 1961

ane 1964--that are devoted to the conduct of this science course

give the impression that there exist difficulties in the scheduling

ane the general implementation as outlined in the official plans.

One problem seems to be the shortage of time allowed by the schedule

for nractical studies which require set-up of materials or even

trips outside the school grounds. The other problem mentioned is

the coordination of the practical work and spontaneous interest in

the two halves of the subdivided class with the theoretical or

"courser instruction which the class receives as a whole.

Mile the subject of 'sciences d'observatioe continues an

established tradition in the form of "science naturelle (biology

and geology), in 1960 a new subject has been added to the programs

of the "observation cycle" (the first tiro years of secondary selonile

but only in the modern, not in the classical sections. It is called

"travaux scientifiques experimentales" (experimental scientific

work) and is scheduled for one hour a week. The official guidelines

state three major objectives of this new course° a) to broaden the

students' opportunities to discover and develop their interests and

abilities; their potential aptitude for science should be judged on

a broader basis than achiev:ments in mathematics; their potential

aptitude for technical studies --be they industrial or economic- -

should be judged on a broader basis than the traditional manual

work7 h) Analogous to the literary education -gi_t1± i*ez t*.P.inirw: in
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linguistic logic and expression, the scientific education requires cl

progressive training in methods of experimental research and reason-

inc. Quoting from statements written by Langevin in 1931, the direc-

tives recommend to "continue the practical work of the primary

schools with their 'lecons de choses' by an introduction of physical-

chemical studies earlier than the traditional school programs pro-

vided." (ibid.) Reference is also made to the psychology of the pra

adolescent, who tends to strive for orientation in the matters of

reality and for generalizations from observed phenomena; c) The pur-

pose of experimental scientific work goes beyond the training in ob-

servation and reflection based on concrete sense impressions: it aims

at developing abstractions awl the ability to deal with qualities and

auantities in the various scientific media of communication, fPremos

linguistic formulations. In conclusion, the statement of goals

emphasizedl "Too often in the past the modern section has been de-

fined in negative terms, as a section without Latin. The experi-

mental scientific work attempts to give it a positive definition as

education for the modern world, as a source no less than the traai-

tional disciplinesof critical reflection, of abstract thought, of

human culture
4
(ibid., n. 237).

In discussing the content of this course, the directives

emphasize that no systematic program of content coverage should be

followed, because the focus is on scientific methods and attitudes.

lIn accordance with what always has been the ideal of our culture,

the accent will be placed on the methods of forming the mind, not on

the content nor on the acquisition of fixed knowledge." (p. 238)

Two categories of projects are outlineth one that combines elements

of geography and nature studies with those of mathematics, physi(lq,
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and chemistry. (Examples include "climate and man," "forest and

man,- "the eye and optical instruments. `) The other category leans

nor; toward mathematics and technical topics such as "the bicycla,

"the motor." The pedagogical methods recommended stress, even more

elaborately than for the sciences naturelles the principles of pupil

activity, of inquiry, experimentation, etc.

The "practical suggestions' that follow deal with questions

of staffing, scheduling, equipment, and collaboration. Staffing-

the teacher of history, geography, or nature studies should prefer-

ably teach the first category of topics. But any other teacher who

is interested and qualified may also be assigned. The second tyne

of tonics should be entrusted to a mathematics or -science teacher.

ro teacher, of course, had any training in this type of comprehensive_

approach. Schedule: greatest flexibility is advised. Hours can be

combined and perhaps supplemented by hours assigned to "directed

activities" (as nart of other courses). Collaboration teachers of

cliffs-rent subjects should closely coordinate their own planning with

this course. The class council (consisting of all teachers asqleyned

to teach a course in a given class section) should serve as clearing

center. Equipment- mainly measuring irstruments are mentioned as

required apparatus (no lab^ratories). As far as feasible the stu-

dents should make their own instruments and equipment, e.g., in man-

ual work courses.

Finally, the teachers are advised to keep themselves an ex-

perimental attitude toward this course, to use their imagination and

combine their initiative in implementing successfully this ntlw

gram feature, which "constitutes one of the fundamentA3 pAemenfq of

the school reform." (Ibid., p. 242)

AS
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How well the schools are able to carry out the plans and

recommendations is, of course, an open question. In view of the

problems, the answer to it should wait till several years have

' assed. But what seems of immediate interest is the design of such

course, which in defiance of all tradition is frankly devoted to

method, and not to any systematic content. There may be doubting

questions whether such a severance of "methods" from any orderly

disciplinary aoProach is advisable. (Present-day American approaches

seem to be in the opposite direction.) Above all, one may ask, why

not integrate the valuable features of this course with the related

subjects of the curriculum (sciences d'observation, geography,

history, etc.)? A good reason for not doing so is very likely the

assumption that only in a set-up unfettered by requirements of con-

tent mastery would the teachers concentrate on the proposed new

method as the sole focus of the course.

The revised subject, "manual work," also deserves mention

when new programs in scientific education are discussed, since ac-

corAing to the guidelines (of 1960) the objectives of "manual work'

now resemble closely those of the two afore-mentioned subjects.

''Manual work should train not only the manual skills in the narrower

sense but also the min(' in cenral; observation, imagination, in-

ventive spirit, judgment, taste. . . (Ibid., p. 228) The trainin7

programs for girls, for example, should go beyond the teaching of

manual household skills and of some recipes° their future tasks in a

modarn home requires abilities of organization and methodical pro-

cedures' their practical functions should be based on reflection and

intelligence.

In addition, the manual work course - -as ,the or i- elmerinntal
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method--should be used to detect the pupils' aptitudes and interests,

their work attitudes and even their levels of intelligence. Espe-

cially those children who are not vet adjusted to the modes of formal

thought and expression, TThinh prevail in most other subjects, will

have onportunitias of manifesting their notential, and often unex

pected, canacities in the various activities connected with concrete

objects.

It is noteworthy that manual work--a course of one hour a

week--is compulsory for all stu:Ients in all sections through the ninth

school year, three years longer thah in Italy. Following the ninth

school year it is available as an elective throughout, even in the

classical sections. Academic students--according to persons familiar

with Pr:nch school life- -often use this subject to gat some respite

between strenuous academic courses. Manual training certainly plays

a minor role in the traditional lyces with their heavy intellectuai

emphases. But the plans and principles of the revised course in

r:ianual work should offer good opportunities for those students who

desire advanced schooling but are less interested in the exclusively

literary-historical-matheraticdlapproach of the lycees. Again--the

design seems very promising and modern, its realization will have to

be assessed at sons future date.

In Germany, science curricula on the riddle level (grades 5-8)

have neither undergone major changes in content nor have they been

expanded by new courses, as in Italy and France. Though the official

guidelines stress modern approaches and emphases, this seems to be

more a strenqthening of what was consider .d "good teaching'' in

earlier years, rather than an introduction of novel elerentq into
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the style of instruction. For exariple, nature studies courses have

traditionally included concrete observations and 'activities' by the

pupils. Beyond these, the new directions (of the 1960's) focus in

elaborate fashion on cognitive learning objectives. From qualitative

(11:10 quantitative assessment, the pupils are to be led to recognize

generalizations, order systems, ecological and causal relationships,

also the physico-chemical components of living organisms, and the

practical application of natural phenomena to human living.

Experimental work as well as group projects --- designed as new

separate course in the French intermediate grades--are integrated

w::..chin the regular course programs in the German systems. The use

of instruments (microscopes, etc.) and visual aids is considered

necessary as are simple experiments by students, not merely experi-

ments demonstrated by the teacher. 'Book-and-chalk" learning ic m,P-

Plicitly condemned. An important part of the instruction are trips

to the outdoors, to botanical gardens, the zoo, and (for physics and

chemistry) industrial plants. German schools have a long tradition

of regularlvschedulingsix to eight "excursion days' per year, when

all classes take trips with their homeroom teachers. (Upper grades

may even spend several days, taking hiking trips or visiting places

of interest, even in foreign countries.)

Aesthetic elements and "reverence for nature" (in Catholic

classes usually coupled with religious overtones) play a greater

role in German schools than apparently in Italian or French schools.

School gardens are highly recommended in the guidelines (and fre-

cuontly found in reality) especially in city schools, to compensate

for the "alienationa from nature" so typical of modern urban living.

Both Berlin and Northrhine-Tlestphalia include comnrehensir programs
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Eauptschulen (not the academic schools) in conjunction with the

regular biology courses. Conservation is stressed in all Lander

plans. In Bavaria, the teaching of conservation as a task for CI:-

schools is even proclaimed in the state constitution..

The German system of parallel school types on the middle

level provides for different science programs in the Gyrnasium, the

Realschule, and the 2auptschule. While all tnre, school types have

botany-biology for two weekly hours in all middle grades, the time

of introduction for physics differs. The nymnasium begins to teach

physics systevcally for two weekly hours in the 8th grade, 97

while the Hauptschule and the Realschule include elements of physirq

in their science courses as early as the 5th grades, resp. 7th grades.

In regard to content, the science curricula in Germany are

mcre explicit and more topically organized than the French and

Italian programs. The Hauptschule programs, for example, ars gen-

erally designed according to the natural patterns of ecology! The

5th grade deals with the plants and animals most familiar to the

child- pets, farm animals, birds, butterflies, insects; the plants

of home, garden, and park in their seasonal sequence. 6th grade-

plants and animals of fields and teadows (grains and other farm

products, small wildlife). 7th made- plants and animals in forestg

swamns and water ecologies. 8th grade one-cell organisms, viruses,

etc., elementary genetics, the human body and hygiene. The Darwinian

theory is mentioned only in the rerlin program for the Hauptseluls

97
There are occasional variations among the Ionder- PmArian

allnasien begin physics not before grade 9.
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(the academic schools always include it), Biological facts of human

sex and reproduction are usually not included in the guidelines (nor

are they in the French or Italian directives).

As mentioned earlier, much attention is given to the objec-

tives, concepts, and didactical methods that the teachers should

keep in mind. There is repeated warning not to overload the pupils

with facts but instead to apply the "exemplary learning" approach,

i.e., using selected models for thorough study and treating similar

phenomena in less detail.

The Realschule follows a similar patttern, based on the

-e,hemata of c- .c.gy as they are familiar in the experience and ob-

servation of k:aldren.

The Oymnasien, in turn, have biology programs that are

structured more on the logical order of scientificjattegories, as is

auite apparent from the terminology used in the syllabi. Yet in the

lcwer grades (5 and 6), the topics of study are similarly selePte.:

from the familiar plants and animals of the home environment.

5th grade: flower plants -- general structure of blossom, leaf, stem,

etc. Basic elements of a living organism. The latter also exempli-

fied by mammals known to the child (pets). The human body.

6th gradel Certain families of garden flowers and plants. Seeds and

growth. Birds, the egg, living patterns the varieties of forms of

one functional feature, such as beak or wing.

7th grade° Trees, including conifera- grains and grasses; foreign

field plants and products. Small vertebrates and invertebrates,

fishes; extinct animals.
8th grade: Mosses, ferns, etc.; extinct plants. Worms, insects,

social behavior of animals, instinct pattsrns, ecological inter-

dependence. Comparison of analogous and homologous organs.

The Gymnasium guidelines of Northrhine-Westphalia (of 1963)

point out that the biology teacher of the 6th and 7th grades should

feel responsible for explaining to the children in informal

manner--when there is good opportunity to do so--the facts of the
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human sax characteristics. nven if human biology is not part of the

general plan for these years, connections could

topics of animal biology. Several other ander

marks regarding the biological elements of human

be made with suitable

include similar rs-

sex.
98

Illustrative of the attention to systematic training in

cognitive processes in the Gymnasium is this schema found in the

Northrhine-Westphalian directives:

Biology is well suited fcr the gradual transition in the
learning style as the children arrive from the Grundschuleo
where the teaching approach is "wholistic." In biology
teaching, the process of recognition and learning should
proceed--broadly speaking--in this nanner:

a) Perceiving the complex whole of
b) recognizing the component parts
c) isolating and observing certain

parts
d) presenting the structured whole

the object (the organism)
of the whole
individual feztures or

of the living organism.

This schema is followed by a series of practical suggestions, 17,011A-

ing the advice not to adhere to the basic steps in rigid fashion.

This brief account does not do justice to the didactical elaborations

of the guidelines but it may suffice to point out the obvious dif-

ference between this approach and the less analytical and more prag-

matically oriented approach in the Volksschlule. On the other hand,

the Gymnasium guidelines for biology do not neglect the sensitivity,

esthetic awareness, and love of nature that this course must foster

in the children. Concrete contacts with nature (trips, garden work,

etc.) as well as visual aids and the reading of stories about

animals and outdoor life are also recommended for the lower

Gymnasium grades.

93Bavaria, e.g., puts in more general terms: The understanding
of the sexual polarity of living organisms and of the genetic idea
should be prepared already in the early altmaaaiumgrades; but these
topics can be dealt with more thoroughly only later in the context
of other life processes." "Lehrplane ftir die HOherer Schulen in
Bayern," Amtsblatt . . . , op. cit., No. 17 of 16 Sept., 1964, p. 513.
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The nrograms and approaches in physics show even more differ-

ences than those in biology when the different school types are com-

pared. The Gymnasium introduces physics in the 8th grade, i.e.,

after the pupils have had three years of experience (in biology)

'ith oreciss definitions, inductive procedure, experimentation, and

elementary abstract thought Processes. The guidelines for physics

on this level recommend to still give much room to phenomenological

nzrception, and to lead students gradually to systematic abstraction.

The students are to learn to arrive at questions from the realities

observed in everyday life and to design experiments that would yield

answers to these questions. The exoeriments should be preceded by

hypotheses and Tstimates of results. Some experiments can be car-

ried out merely in thought, not in actualit ". In solving problems

sturlants should by no means try merely to apply memorized f-wmulas

without understanding the context.

The content of the 8th grade physics courses usually comnrisee

mechanics: energy, mass, weight, force, pressure in solids and

liquids, air, gases, etc. The anplication of mechanical laws in

modern technology should be amply demonstrated- this should also be

done by observations in industrial plants, construction sites, etc.

The Hessian Gymnasiun curriculum in science - -as revised in 1962- -

changed the 8th grade program from mechanics to elementary thermo-

dynamics and optics, postooning mechanics to the 10th grade, since

the latter requires a great deal of quantitative experiments and

mathematical calculations.

The Hauotschule curricula for science instruction include

simple notions of physics from the 5th grade on and elements of

chemistry from the 6th or 7th grads on. They are quits Ai.cf5.r.-4-
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from the Gymnasium programs and also vary greatly among the Lander.

Rut they all have in cormon the entirely inductive-pragmatic ap-

nroacht starting from some of the innumerable objects and technical

2rocesses of everyday life, the children are taught the basic con-

cepts and relations that govern the observable phenomena. The almost

overwhelming lists of possible topics presented in the syllabi are

arranged not in eclectic manner but so as to focus on a complex

entity observed (the water and all its characteristics, construction

of a building), or--more frequently--to focus on a field of physics

mechanics, heat, optics, electricity.

For the 5th and 6th grades, rscommended topical groups in::

elude "electrical appliances' to teach heat and light effects of

electric current, circuit, Cucts, etc.7 'ithe air" (rubber balls,

bicycle tires, pump, breathing, burning, wind) to teach air presenrci

currents, etc., "sounds" (auto horn, bell, starting pistol, thunder

and lightening, echo) to teach acoustics "house construction' and

°playground things" to teach mechanics. The 7th and 8th grades in-

clude household fuels, metals, foods, etc. to teach chemical elements.

Th3 approach, in general, seems to resemble that of the American

'general science" courses in the junior high schools.

One feature, however, would not be encountered in the U.S.

public schools. That is the different science curriculum for boys

and girls in the school plans of Bavaria and Northrhine-Westphalia

(Catholic influence). Girls--from the 6th, resp. 7th grades on --

have one weekly hour less than boys in science. Instead, they have

one more hour of hone economics (three per week) than the boys spend

in manual work (two per week). The girls are to get a good deal of

food chemistry in connection with their cooking instruction, while
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the boys have different chemistry topics in their science classes

(e.g., mineral chemistry).

In general, even if only a portion of the topics listed for

the tsacher's selection are dealt with, it seems that the students--

the non-academically oriented "mass" of the young people--obtain a

remarkably well-rounded orientation for living in the modern world

of technology. How wall these extensive science programs in the

Hauptschule are being implemented will depend, as usually, on the

training and competence of the teachers. The reform plans provide

for special teachers in a field like science. Teachers who during

their training majored in science are preferably assigned to such

courses. The training included didactics and methods of sciencs

instruction. Arong the Volks- and Hauptschule teachers they arem

consiCered the "elite," and they are in short supply because of

competing job attractions in industry, a dilemma familiar also to

American education.



VII. QUANTITATIVt COrIPARISONS OF CURRICULAR PROnRAMS

A comparative assessment of the number and distribution of

class hours assigned to the different subjects in European schoo3ce

has more relevance than American educators would probably assume.

To be sure, the quantity of instructional time can not tell anything

about the content, the method, cr the efficacy of teaching. But a

quantitative comparison is informative in several othtr ways. The

initial offering of the subjects on particular grade levels generally.

reflects European concentions of optimum learning age (e.g., for

foreign languages). The proportion of time allotted to a subject

demonstrates its relative importance in the total program: and the

changes in these proportions are good indicators of trends and

developments in basic policies and emphases in the public educltion

systems.

The tables, charts, and diagrams have been compiled for this

project from the various class schedules found in the latest minis-

terial directives of the three countries, most of them issued be-

tween 1963 and 1966. For comparison, the data from the preceding

issues of these sch=dules have been added, most of these dating back

to the late 1950's or early 1960's.99 The changes show distinctly

99The use of still earlier versions would have shown more
drastic changes in some cases, but would have been impractical for
several reasons. E.g., some of the structural school reforms did
not take place before the late '50's. Using the old structural
scheme would have rendered the comparisons less meaningful and the
number of school types involved even more cumbereeme than if alrealy

is.
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the most recent developments in Eurone.

West Germany, because of the variety of patterns among its

11 Lander, has been givsn more graphic presentations than France ane.

Italy with their uniform patterns. The selection of illustrations

is mainly based on the degree to which a Land pattern demonstrates

point under discussion or a special characteristic. Since this

project purports to show trends rather than an image of the total

situation, it seemed justified to use some features from one Land,

other features from other Lander.a
All the charts have been designed as general schemata, and

not in proportion to actual enrollments in the different school

types. Had the latter been done, the non-academic type or branch of

school would have to be drawn more than double as wide as the other

types (branches) combined, and the top columns of the academic pro-

grams would have been very thin, accounting for less than 10 per

cent of the age group.

Chart I shows the structure of the entire school systems of

France, nest Germany, and Italy, and the place of the 'middle level"

within the systers. The beginning of this level--internationally

known as lower secondary stage"--is clearly defined: it follows the

five (or four, in Germany) years of elementary (primary) school.

The end of this level has a structural demarcation only in Italy:

the terminal point of the scuola media. In Germany, until recent

years, this point (completion of the 8th grade) used to be the end

of the Volksschu/e, the latter now has been extended to nine years

in all Lander. In France, the completion of the 8th grade is, in

effects still the terminal point of schooling for nearly half of
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all children, mainly those in rural areas, who attend the still ex-

isting "classes de fin d'tudes." But the reform laws have extended

compulsory education to age fifteen (with the goal of sixteen pro-

j2cted for some time in the 1970's), even if at present the extandeC

school attendance cannot be either widely implemented or enforced.

In Italy, eight years of schooling (completion of the scuola media)

still marks the limit of the legal requirement, and even that cannot

be generally enforced, especially not in the South.

Chart II offers a graphic explanation of the various terms

used for the grades and grade combinations within the middle lev1.

The heavy lines frame the years of the middle level, but they should ;,

for France and Germany, not be mistaken for demarking terminal points'

of the school types (except for the French classes For

the French and German systems, the diagrams clearly show the sub-

division into three different school programs beginning with the VIC-.

resp. Vth grades, and the subdivision of the academic groups into

classical and modern-language types. In contrast to these, the new

unified scheme of the Italian middle school level is graphically

evident.

Charts III-XII show the curriculum developments for the dif-

ferent school types in the three countries. Some technical explana-

tions of the diagrams1 The vertical columns show the weekly schedule

of subject-hours for the different grades (VI. VII, VIII). The

thinly outlined columns indicate the 'old" plans, the heavily out-

lined columns the "new" ones, i.e., those currently in effect. The

figures above the columns are the totals of weekly school hours.

The charts beneath the columns contain the weekly hours pftr. elljact
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for the three years, both in raw figures and in percentage of tha

totals of weekly hours (in the three years). These three-year

combinations show (more clearly than figures for any single year

could) the quantitative changes, in othar words, the developments ^-

trends.

The terms here used for the school subjects have been some-

what standardized to facilitate comparisons. "National language'

means, of course, either French, or German, or Italian. "Social

studies,' a term not used in any of the three countries, includes

history, geography and civic instruction. In Italy, these three are

not separated in the schedule, in France history and geography are

combined but civic education (one-half weakly hour) is listed sepa-

rately; in Germany all three are separated in the schedules. "Math-

ematics' is used uniformly, even where (in non-academic programs)

the official terms may be 'arithmetic," etc. Similarly with natural

sciences° this term here includes subjects called 'sciences d'

observation" and rtravaux scientifiques experimentaux" as well as

"osservazioni ed elementi di scienze naturali" and "Physik,"

"Biologie," rNaturkunde " etc. 'Practical work" is used for

"travaux manuels," "applicazioni techniche," etc.

Charts III to V include the curriculum development in the

three main types of school programs of France. Chart III shows the

academic curriculum of the 1yc4e or the lyce branch within the com-

prehensive collage d'enseignement secondaire. The differences be-

tween the classical and the modern academic programs are apparent;

the classical one includes eight hours of foreign language (formerly

seven), Latin and a modern language, starting simultaneously in
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grade VI! while the modern type has only five hours of one (moesrn)

language, but instead two more hours of French and one more hour of

science. Notwithstanding these difficulties in time allotments, tlr:

curriculum programs (except for Latin) are identical in the two

branches, according to the official syllabus.

One curriculum feature that is found only in the French syst-,--

(not in the other two countries) is the one weekly hour of manual

work in all grades, even in the academic branches. Another unique

feature in France (paralleled only in the schools of Berlin) is the

absence of religious instruction in the school curriculum. Such in-

struction is provided by the religious bodies on Thursdays, which

t ±aditionally have been kept frees of school hours for this purpose.

In regard to quantitative changes, slight increases in the

total number of hours can be noticed in both branches, classical and

modern. In the latter, the additional hours were mainly assigned to

science (or more precisely, to "experimental scientific work' during

the twoyear observation stage), in the classical branch, the numhnr

of foreign language hours was increased, which now accounts for 34.2

ner cent of the total class hours on the middle level.

Chart IV shows the semi-academic curriculum structure of the

/ .0*

college d'enseignement general (or of this branch within a compre-

hensive collge d'enseignenent secondaire). Before the recent re-

forms, this type of education was called "enseignement g4nclral courte

a term which is still occasionally used. For the first two years- -

the "classes d'observation"--its curriculum is identical with that

of the 'modern° lycele classes. Both types, in fact, are termed

cmodern'! the lyc4ee branch, "modern I" (forme r'1 °Itiodern Ton-°)
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a second foreign language beginning in grade VIII: the co114ge

branch, 'modern (formerly "court' = short) with only one foreigr

language, but with more mathematics and science hours from grade

VIII on. The column for this grade shows a marked increase of homy.:,

in the latter two subjects (from four-and-one-half hours to eight

hours). It also shows slight increases of time for social stuCies,

foreign language, art, and practice]. work. These changes may be rs--

garded as an upgrading of the former "short general education' towarc

a no= thorough preparation for technical training and comparable ap-

plied fields in the modern industrial economy.

Chart V, devoted to French non-academic education, presented

some problems in the design because of the general flexibility of

program and the present state of flux in this type of schooling. Be-

fore the 1964 reform directives, the mass of children (about 60 per

cmt) who did not transfer to lyce, collAge, or enseignement court

classes after grade V, remained in their elementary schools until

they reached the age of fourteen. According to the official plans,

during the sixth year they had to repeat the program of the fifth

year, since it was assumed that they could not have attained the

goals of that year. (This program is shown in the first column.)

Then, upon completion of the fifth-year elementary school require-

ments, a number of children used to ?ass on to the "centres d'

apprentissage," which offered general and vocational training com-

bined. These centers have now been abolished, since the DeGaulle

reforms decreed that no vocational training may start before comple-

tion of grade 9 (or, in practice, age fourteen). The majority of

children continued for two years (their 7th and 8th) in t' ae,-^a114?
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classe de fin d'Aufts." This terminal class, in which some chil-

dren spent one year, others two years, followed a very unstructured

Program in adaptation to local circumstances and pupil abilities

(see second and fourth columns) . The guidelines for these classes

emnhasizad drill in reading, writing, arithmetic, ample physical

education outdoors, and a combination of practical work, crafts, and

elements of science. One subject given in these classes was called

''morale" according to the syllabus, it included old-fashioned pre-

cepts in common virtues, ethics, and citizenship. (On the chart, it

appears as "civics" in the old programs.)

The new program for non-academic educationdesigned to

serve in the future about 40 per cant of all French children -- aims

at replacing the former dead-end final classes with so-called

classes de transition," which keep the door open for able children

(and late bloomers!) to transfer to collage or even lyc41. classs.

These ''transition classes," in the future, are all to be housed in

ons of the secondary school types, to give them more secondary ;up-

graded) character and to facilitate the cases of later transfer.

But there exist as yet very few transition classes? the large bulk

of children are still completing school at age fourteen in fin d'

etudes classes of primary character.

The new plans, too, provide for a repetition of the fifth-

year program in the sixth year.. (See first column.) Then follows

one year (or sometimes two) of transition class. Its program (see

third column) stresses French and upgraded science instruction, as

a better Preparation for life and work in the world of modern

industries. What is missing in this program, however, is any chance

for foreign language training. In view of the *tress on language
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in the other school types it seems that any later transition to

these must involve considerable difficulties. (It should be men-

tioned that for such exceptional cases the plans provide special

classes d'accueil": receiving classes with intensified language in-

struction to help the children catch up with two years of missed

language training.

For the great majority of "non-transferring" children, the

last year (usually the Cth, and for repeaters the 9th, year) is a

classe terminal with a clearly work-nranaratory but not vocational

training program. (Sec the last column to the right.) The core of

the curriculum is a combination of studies of the local environiaent,

including the regional crafts agriculture, industries, etc., as an

orientation in the childron's future world of work. Vocational

guidance and (modern) civic instruction are included, but no longer

morale" as a special subject. No foreign language is being s:re;7ea.

Charts VI-X show patterns of the German curricula for the

three school types. Several general observations can be made in

comparing the schedules with those of the French system. All school

types offer more hours of mathematics (uniformly four hours a week in

all grades under study), also more time for art and music (two weekly

hours each compared to one in France) and they include religion as a

regular school subject.

The charts for the German curricula include the Vth grade,

because the demarcation between elementary (Grundschule) and the

lower secondary levels (Gymnasium, Realschule, Nauptschule) lies be-

tween grades IV and V. When comparing "total" hours devoted 4n

dividual subjects in the different countries, it is therefore
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advisable to use the percentages rather than the raw figures.

The German school week runs for six days, not five as in

Franca. Afternoons are kept free of school, except usually one

afternoon for sports, as in Francs.

Chart VI presents the schedule of the Gymnasium, modern

language and science type. As in the French lycL, the program

differences between the modern-language and the science branches do

not begin before grade X; in both countries, it is only the classi-

cal branch that has a different program right frora the beginning,

with Latin representing the core of instruction.

The Gymnasium begins a foreign language in grade V (commonly

English in the modern type) and adds the second foreign language

(7rench) in grade VII. (Both languages are started a year earlier

than is the case in French lycns.) This pattern has been uniformly

adopted in all German Lander by the Hamburg inter - Lander Agreement

of 1964. In absolute terns and percentages of the total school

hours, the German system incluc'es more hours for foreign languages

(24 per cent) and considerably fewer hours for the national language

(14.7 per cent) than does the French pattern (21.9 per cent resp.

24 per cent).

Of interest are the changes between the old (1956-7) schedule

(of Hesse) and the revised type (1961-2), still in effect. In three

of the grades the weekly school hours were increased. The one hour

of civics (here translated as "social studies" from "Sozialkunde")

has been removed from grades V, VI, and VII- it now starts in greflz

VIII (two weekly hours). Instead, the hours for art and music in

grades V and VI have been increased from two to three hours eanh.
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The guidelines of the revised curriculum reflect the growing concern

with a better preparation for the expanding leisure time in our

modern world.

Perhaps the most striking difference between the German and

the French modern academic curriculum is the schedule for grade VII!

The Carman 8th grader has thirty-three weekly school hours, which

include four hours of mathematics and four of two sciences. His

French counterpart has only twenty-four school hours a week, among

these three hours of mathematics and one-and-a-half hours of a

science.

Chart VII. The curriculum for the classical type of Gymnasia~

is identical for grades V and VI with that of the modern type, exceDt

that Latin takes the place of rnglish. In grade VII, the second

foreign language is added (English, five hours), but Latin is still

assigned six hours a week. Grade VIII has the addition of a third

foreign language, Greek, with six hours a week. Among the general

changes effected by the revisions of 1961 can be noted--in the

classical Gymnasium too--an increase of class hours in every grade,

and an increase of 10 per cent of class time for the non-academic

subjects (art, music, physical education).

The resulting heavy work load for students has its peak in the

VIIIth grade with a sch dula of thirty-six hours of instruction per

week (fourteen of these in foreign language), the highest amount of

any school type in any of the countries examined. Considering that

?upil has to spend an average of twelve to sixteen hours of homework

par week, one can marvel at these official provisions that load

thirteen-year-old children with fifty to fifty-five hours of school

work per week. This extreme is found only in the classical Gymnasium
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but the modern type has merely a few hours less per weak. No wonder

that many German parents, physicians, and educators protest against

the overload of work in the Gymnasium. A Fr:nch 8th grader in the

classical 17cee has twenty-five weekly school hours (see Chart III)

but also three foreign languages anC vary long hours of homework

toil. Here, too, the public complaints are vociferous.

Some changes in this situation are underway in the West

German Lander. Several of their school systems--among them Berlin

and Bavaria--have issued revised ananim curricula during 1966,

with new schedules that kept the '111th and VIlith grade weekly load

at thirty-two or thirty-three hours. The Conference of Ministers of

Education, in June of 1966, formally adopted a common set of 'Guide-

lines and Recommeneations for the Scheme of Instruction in Grades

5-11 of the gymnsiip.;
.100 These Guidelines were designed as a

sequel to the "Saarbracken Agreement' of 1960 and the "Stuttgart

Recommendations" of 1961, both devoted to the programs and instruc-

tional patterns of the upper level of the Gymnasium (grades 12-13).

Their aims were the modernizing and streamlining of the hitherto Ile

reasonable amounts of work and Abitur requirements. Similar objec-

tives guided the recent 1966 Guidelines for grades 5-11 adopted by

the Lander ministers.

The first part of these Guidelines deals with the organiza-

tional structure of grades 5-11, the second with "didactics and

100" Richtinlinien and Empfehlungen zur Ordnung des Unterrichte

in den Klassen 5 bis 11 der Gymnasien." Beschluss der Kultusmini-

sterkonferenz of 14-15 June, 1966, mimeogr., reprinted in Bildunq

and Erziehung, vol. 19, no. 4, July-August r, 247ff.
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methods for individual subjects on the different grade levels.

with respect to grades 5-8, the suggested program features closely

resemble the pattern of the Hessian system--for our charts selected

as model--except in two points: The third foreign language, also in

the classical Gymnasium, should not begin before grade 9, and the

total load of weekly hours should not surpass thirty hours in grade':

5 and 6, and thirty-two hours in grades 7 and 8. (Grades 9-11 may

have up to thirty-four hours) The Hessian ministry of education is

presently working on program revisions for the Gymnasium to conform

with these Guidelines, and the new schedules will go into effect in

the Fall of 1967.
101

Charts VIII and IX follow a different schema. They are

designed to demonstrate three different patterns of the Realschule

(semi-academic) in Hesse, Berlin, and Bavaria. Unlike the yolks-

schule and the Gymnasium, this youngest of the German school types

shows considerable variations in objectives and curriculum. Gener-

ally, the Realschule resembles the French "enseignement gefngral

court," now the prevalent program of the collkmdansedonement

general. Both offer one foreign modern language and are planned to

prepare their graduates for further technical, commercial, and semi-

professional training (e.g., in nursing, child-care, medium-level

administrative work). Since in Germany the Hauptschule (the non-

academic school for the majority of children) through the recent re-

forms now also offers a foreign language and a structured curriculum

with specialist teachers for certain subjects, the curricular

101Information from Dr. Krog of the Hessian Minisf47.17

Education, obtained by telephone in January, 1967.
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differences between the two--Hauptschule and. Realschule--seem very

small up to the end of grade VIII. Grade IX, the terminal year for

the Volksschule, shows pronounced differences, and grade X exists

only at the Realschule. In other features, e.g., achievement

standards, general ability of the student body, the teaching style:

and the intensity of religious elements (lass strong in Realschult

there are differences between the two schools.

Chart VIII shows the curricula of the two school types in

Hesse, which appear at first glance very similar. The Realschule

(the four columns to the right) has one less hour of religion each

year, and more hours of English. Both schools have two hours of

practical work in each grade. The Realschule has more hours of

social studies in grades VII and VIII.

Chart IX compares the versions of Realschule in Bavaria anA

Berlin. They resemble each other in that both begin after grade VI,

not after grade IV as in most other German Lander. Only the 7th and

8th grades are included in this chart, and in both cases the older

and the most recent (1965) versions of curriculum. A further re-

semblance in both concerns the number of hours set aside for elec-

tives' this feature is absent in the Hessian Realschule.

The kind of electives available is one indicator of the dif-

ferent character of the Realschulen in Berlin and Bavaria. The

former offers as electives either additional mathematics and science,

or a second foreign language, or arts and crafts of an advanced type,

e.g., interior and stage design, textile and clothes design, photog-

raphy and cinematography; in short, academic, technological, or

artistic subjects. The Bavarian pattern, from the VTTTI-11 7rPAet ewt.
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has a weaker academic and arts Program to start with (but has

religion!) , and adds combinations of electives that are vocationally

oriented- either commercial skills, technological skills, or home

:conornic skills. From a Berlin Realschule, ambitious graduates will

La ablz to transfer to a Gymnasium to complete the Abitur, the basis

fcr admission to higher education. From a Bavarian Realschule this

would harc'ly be noseible because of the school's vocational oriente

tion. For example, mathematics is hare not algebra and geometry but

technical mathematics or business arithmetic, according to the

chosen combination of electives.

Chart X demonstrates a Hauptschule curriculum in a Land, where

the 1966 reforms introduced some remarkable revisions. One major in-

novation--not apparent in this chart--is a flexible grouping of stu-

dents from the VIIth grade on. For the purpose of upgrading the edu-

cation of the broad population, the abler children (usually 60 to 70

per cent of the Hauptschule pupils) receive supplementary (mare ad-

vanced) instruction in major sujects, such as German. English; math-

ematics, and science. These are electives of which the student must

choose two or three. During those hours the weaker students get mor

practice in the basic elements and do not take English. The pattern

of this chart shows the schedule for the (abler) majority. In all

Lander, the bulk of program taken by all pupils in common is called

`Kern (= core) and the classes taken in separate groups are called

11.urse" (= courses). This Hauptschule curriculum also shows the

large amount of time given to religious instruction, which is typi-

cal for Catholic dominated Land governments. The latter also insist

on separate public schools for Catholic and Protestant children, as
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is the case in Northrhinergestphalia, Bavaria, Rhineland-Palatinate,

and Caarland.
102

A further feature of interest, found in son other Catholic

Lander too, is the difference in curriculum for boys and girls.

:-lucation, formerly nracticed only it small rural schools, is now

increasing on the rauptschule level. The ministerial directives of

Northrhine-'lestphalia (and similarly in Eavaria) state that our

modern age requires for girls an equally intzllectual education as

for boys. Accordingly, as the chart is showing, the 1966 plans have

reduced the differences in program schedule to only natural science

and practical work. For girls, the science instruction is combined

with home economics, Wale the boys have science classes separate

frcm their manual work classes. Moms economics for girls is liqii=11,7

given more time (anC stress) in Catholic-oriented Lander than in the

other Lander. (See, for example, the Hauptschule curriculum of

Hesse, Chart VIII° no separate treatment of boys and girls is in-

dicated in this schedule.)

Charts XI and XII show the curriculum changes brought about

by Italy's reform for the new scuola media, introduced in 1963.

The revisions in the acadenic as well as in the non- or semi-academic

programs have been more pronounce) than the changes in French and

102In Bavaria, public protest against this tradition of sepa-

rate schools is mounting, as noticeable from newspaper reports dur-

ing 1966. A grassroot movement is underway to effect a constitu-

tional amendment in this state whereby the nublic elementary schools

would be religiously integrated. The heavy emphasis or religion is

found only in the non-acadellic schools- the Gymnasium and nealschule

curricula inclues two wc,ekly hours of religion.
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German schools. Two school subjects were added that formerly did

not exist in the scuola medial civics (introduced in 1958) and,

above all, natural science.

Chart MI gives evidence of the innovations. Formerly, the

four subjects- Italian, Latin, history, and geography, were scheCul

as the core of the curriculum, occupying over half of the class !1;

per week and being taught by one teacher. By, all reports, oral and

written, most of this time was devoted to Latin studies, some to

Italian, and very, little to history and geography. The rest of the

schedule closely resembled that of the comparable French lyceie

classes. The new curriculum omits Latin in grade VI, and offers

instead a modern language (two hours only). It also assigns spec-

ified time to social studies (four hours, which include civicco ^la

science (two hours), In grade VII, Latin is offered combined with

Italian in a bloc of ten hours. The modern language is continued.

Grade VIII, in turn, offers Latin as an elective (four hours) sepa-

rate from Italian (five hours). The additional three hours in

modern language account for the total of seven hours in language

instruction. This is much less than the foreign language classes

in the equivalent German Gymnasium classes (classical or modern) anc

also less than in the French classical aggi course, but equal in

amount to the modern 12222. course. Since the new scuola media is

nlanned to serve all children, not any longer the academic elite

only, its program should also be compared to that of the semi-

academic schools in France and Germany. It appears that the latter

countries both offer more mathematics-and science and less foreign

language than the new scuola media in Italy. In other reeper4.s, thr
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weakly schedules anpear rather similar (except for the element cf

electives in the Realschulen in some of the Lander).

Chart XII compares the Program of the new scuola media--in

this case presented with the third-year elective of ranual work

rather than Latin--to the programs of two (of the five or six avail

able) tynes of the now defunct scuola d'avviamento. To present the

avviamento school curricula under the heading of "non-academic

schools" is only partially correct; the agricultural and industrial

types were certainly designed as non-academic, but the commercial

and hotel-trade avviamento schools could actually be regarded 'semi-

ac:Ik:emic° since their graduates could continue at a commercial licso,

and after graduation from there find access to certain university

faculties, especially economics.103

The chief differences between the avviamento programs and

those of the present common middle school concern the replacement of

vocational subjects with expanded general education, and the availa-

bility of Latin to all children, a matter of major social conseauence.

(As discussed earlier, the knowledge of this classical language

divides the population into "the educated" and "the masses.') On

the VIth grade level, the commercial type avviamento school program

was not strikingly different from the present common program. Dut

103The completely non-academic classes which were (and partly
still are) found as supplements to the 5-grad; elementary schools
(very similar to the French classes de fin d'etudes in rural areas)
have not been included in oui7FERTTE7FEFETIWiETEW. They had no
official curriculum structure and existed only in very limited
numbers. But some of these classes were conducted in quite imagina-
tive and successful ways. (See the observations of Joseph Justman
in The Italians and Their Schools, Phi Delta Kappan internationl
Monograph, Kent, Ohio, 1958.)
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the VIIth and the VIIIth grade programs with their extensive time

allotment to vocational training allowed much less time (and probably

interest) for -general education." Yet; general education is the

central objective of the new scuola media. In one feature, the

abolished avviamento programs were 'ahead" of the old scuola media-

they had always included some training in natural science. The cur

ricula for the educated elite, instead, postponed the first encounter

with science instruction to the 11th grade, a level which marrystu-

dants never even reached. The new scuola media includes science in

each grade.

Charts XIII to XVI offer quantitative comparisons of the cur-

ricular programs in all three countries. The figures for German

schools include only grades VI-VIII for proper comparability with

France and Italy. To make the charts more readable, certain subjects

have been combined! mathematics and science, history and geography,

etc. Chart XIII presents a survey of the entire curricula of the

three countries' middle level. What is perhaps most striking is the

difference in weekly school hours in the countries. All types of

German schools include considerably more school hours than do the

French or Italian schools. (The same holds true for school weeks per

yearl The German school year includes more instructional days than

the French and Italian systems.) Certain inferences and questions

arise from these differences!

1. German pupils have more hours of 'exposure" to teachers

than their French and Italian counterparts. Do they learn more?

Are the methods of teaching very different? Do the standards of

achievement differ?

2. Assumed that achievement standards are similar, at least in
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the more comparable three-branch systems of France and Germany, the

French pupils are apparently expected to learn more "on their own.'

3. In France, the instructional hours in academic branches

ere fewer than in the less academic branches, while the opposite is

rrut in Germany. This may be based on French expectations that abler

students should stuey more on their owns through homework. A corree-

/
orating fact may be added. French lycee teachers do not get training

in teaching methods but concentrate entirely on studies of their sub-

jects like university teachers.

4. The German school systems either must employ consider-

ably more teachers proportionate to the population than do France or

Italy, or they must put heavier work loads on the teachers than the

other countries do. As a matter of fact, the French professeur de

lysilL normally teaches less than eighteen hours a week, whereas the

German Gymnasium teachers carry a weekly load of between eighteen

and twenty-three instructional hours, depending on sen3ority, ClAqq

sizes on the lower secondary level are very large in both countries;

rarely less than thirty and usually near forty or more.

5. In France, the sharpest difference appears to be between

the curricula of the non-academic and the semi-academic programs in

Germany these two programs are more similar, and the sharpest dif-

ference lies between the semi-academic and the fully academic pro-

grams, in that much time is given to foreign language studies in the

latter and to practical work in the former.

6. Physical education and music are assigned more time in

all German school types than in Italian and French schools (except

for physical education in French Lon-academic schools).
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Chart IX contains three-year percentages of time allotted to
m.M...1.00.0.

subject combinations based on the total hours for the three years in

each school type, as indicated in the lowest horizontal line. Con-

cerning the subject, unational language, it appears that all French--

and Italian school types devote a larger proportion of school hours

to its study than do all German school types. To social studies,

all French schools allot less time than do the German and Italian

schools. Mathematics and sciences--interesting to note--are given

a smaller proportion of time in the academic schools (especially in

the Classical branches) than in the less academic schools in all

three countries. Foreign langugages clearly stand out as the chief

indicator of differences in the program patterns of the various

school types. In the classical schools they absorb about one-third

of the school time. Of interest are also the proportions assigned

to non-academic subjects (see the next-to-lowest of the horizontl

lines). As may be expected, the non-academic schools in the three

countries devote more time to these subjects (more than 37 per cenL

in France and Germany) than do the academic schools. But the

German semi-academic school (the Realschule) sharply differs in this

aspect from its French counterpart; the latter hardly leaves more

time to these subjects than do the Ingi branches.

Chart XV is a graphic picture of the total hours allotted an

grades VI, VII, and VIII) to the academic subject groupings in the

three countries.
104 The differences here are less pronounced than

on Chart XIII, which means that the non-academic subjects account to

104The French non-academic schools are omitted in this chart

because their different and rather unfixed subject combinations could

not well be coordinated with the general schema: e.g., music and art

are included in French, practical work is included in social studies.
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a higher degree for the national differences in total school time

than do the academic subjects. Yet the different subject emphases

are Clearly visible: To-all subject-fields-the German schQQIts.a3s1'n

more instructional time than the French and Italian schools, exce7t

to the national language, Garman. Noteworthy is also the relative

similarity in program patterns between the Italian scuola media ant'.

the French semi-academic branch (colltge d'enseignement gsriral).

The sharpest contrast between national patterns is clearly notice-

able in the French and the German classical curricula.

Chart XVI compares the national pattern in each of the three

school types as to their distribution of academic vs. non-academic

subjects, indicated for each grade. (For the non-academic schools

in France see the preceding footnote.) Here, the columns again dif-

fer more sharply due to the inclusion of non-academic subjects

(music, art, physical education, manual work). In the latter, the

French schools provide less instructional time. It is interestin,

to observe the middle position that the Italian scuola media is

holding among all the school types in the three countries. It aims

to serve the nation's entire school population (of the age level

concerned), and its program seems to balance the various patterns

of continental European school tynes.
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Nature and Objectives of Curriculum Revisions

Durin the mid-1960's, the school authorities of France,

/test Gcrmaay, and Italy issued new curriculum plans for the

middle level, which has been the focus of the structural school

reforms in these countries. The new plans do not reflect changes

in the basic characteristics of European school curricula: they

maintain the systeE of uniform ministerial directives and guide-

lines for ths subject prorams (syllabi) in each arade. dith

regard to methods of instruction, the teachers - as before - are

free to choose their own approach, but the official guidelines

of the 1960's contain more numerous and detailed recommendations

(than earlicr versions did) on modern ways of teaching.

The curriculum for each school type is designed as an

interated pattern from: the first to the last grade. This system

prevails in order to provide educational pro7trams that are

balanced and consistent with the schoolP objectives. It avoids

unintentioned repetitions or omissions in a student's progressive

learaiax. The subjects are :zenerally carried throuah - in smaller

or 1.1rger portioas - from year to year; rarely are they treated,

as is done in the U.6., as self-contained annual courses. Elect-

ives, in the .aerican sense, are, not included in the curricula

for the middle level (grades 6 - 3), but there continues to exist

a differentiation of pro rams by school type (in Germany; or

branch (in France). Italy's new scuola media has a unified pro-

gram for all children, yet includes in grade 6 two alternative
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electives (Latin and kanual work) for children of different

abilities.

In planning and revisinz the curriculum, the education

ministries of the three countries use different procedures:

France and Italy do not seem to involve teachers or persons out-

side education who have a stake in the work of the schools. But

the dest German Lander ministries do consult with classroom

teachers, interest groups, and sometimes parents to varying

degrees. (Besse toes farthest in that direction by submitting

all major plans to its Land Council of Parents.)

The social motives that guided the structural reforms of the

early 1960's in the three countries are clearly evident also in

the subsequent curriculum revisions. The desired and needed in-

crease of students who would complete advanced secondary and -

proportionally - higher education called for a reduction of the

sharp cleavage between elementary and secondary education. To this

end, the new middle level prozrams include these new policies:

a) An "observation stage" (grades 6 and 7) in France and, in

principle but less overtly, also in the German Lander (grades 5 -

7) for the purpose of offering extended chances of transition to

academic schools.

b) Greater similarity in the syllabi of the fully academic,

the semi-academic, and the non-academic schools (or school

branches) in France and Germany. Italy has gone farthest in this

direction with its unified scuola media that has only one differ-

entiating feature: Latin or manual work during the last of the

three school years. The German Lgnder continue to separate the

children in the three school types from the 5th grade on (except

Berlin with its 6 years of common school), and they show the
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least degree of similarity in programs. France holds the middle

ground with its plans of unified programs (in different school

branches); but broad implementation of the scheme will take years.

At present nearly half of the French children are not yet in

schools that can offer the new (secondary) programs. The same is

true in Italy.

(c) "Try -out opportunities" for the benefit of pupils whose

future school careers are undecided because their abilities are

not obvious or because their parents are indifferent. The try-out

opportunities center primarily on foreign language: Latin is

first introduced informally in the context of the mother tongue

for one trimester in the French system, for a whole school year

in the Italian system. In the German Hauptschule (non-academic),

the recently established pattern of more advanced "Kurse" in

major subjects, supplementary to the required core of the prozram,

is somewhat comparable; the students' performances in these

courses may lead to higher educational aspirations for some pupils

whose parents had not thought of sending them to a Gymnasium or

a Realschule after the 4th grade.

Social, economic, and cultural considerations are behind a

major goal that had a great impact on the curriculum of the middle

level, namely, the general upgrading of school programs for the

masses of children who merely complete the minimum of compulsory

schooling. Italy has set the most ambitious standards for "mass

education," since the scuola media clearly bears the character

of ''secondary, not elementary education. On the other hand, Italy

is still far from 2eneral compliance with compulsory education

(up to age 14), and has to provide more facilities for full

enrollments in the scuola media. France, too, has established the
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principle of offering at least the first two years of the aca-

demic secondary program - but minus the foreign lanTuage - to all

children of non-academic aspirations, in the "classes de transi-

tion"; the government has incorporated in its economic plans

concrete steps for the gradual implementation of the new system.-

The German Lander have set less ambitious goals that seem easier

to implement... The upper part of elementary schools

(grades 5 - 9) has been ziven an "up-graded" program of secondary

education, but this is still lamely oriented on practical aspects

of daily life. A foreign language is - or soon will be - avail-

able to all children ia these schools. An essential advance to-

ward the improvement of school programs is the gradual consol-

idation of small rural schools, a problem facing also the other

two countries.

Novel Features of Instruction on thekiddle Level

The conversion of upper elementary into lower secondary

education involves more than a change of course programs. It

includes "departmentalized" instruction by teachers with

specialized training in a subject; it also envisions a style

of teaching; that develops the children's power of thinking,

leading from perception of concrete phenomena to conceptions of

qualities, relations, and structure. This aim is an important

departure from tradition which held repetitive drill in basic

skills and a modest addition of factual knowledge sufficient

for rural and working class children. All major curriculum

reform plans refer to the need of modern society to have all

young citizens develop their intellectual powers in the best

possible way.

Last, but not least, the upgrading of popular education has



included the abolition of vocational preparation from any program

on the middle level, that is to say, within the span of compulsory

education. This concerns only France and Italy, where vocational

training formed part of the non-academic public school programs

usually from grade 7 on (in France in the centres d'apprentissaze.)

Germany did not have this feature; vocational training always

started after completion of an 8-year general education.

The reforms in structure and programs for the middle grades

have led to new emphases also in the teaching of academic classes.

These modifications of traditional styles will take time to be

realized in practice. What presently matters is the explicit

commitment to modern teaching approaches on the part of the

ministerial departments for secondary education in the three

countries. The lecture method and the "book-and-chalk" approach

are officially rejected as dominant methods of teaching. Instead,

the "inductive approach," pupil activity, class discussions,

group work, investigation and even experimentation by students

are amply explained and recommended in the ministerial guidelines.

The influence of John Dewey or comparable European progressive

educators is apparent but not mentioned in any of the documents.

In Italy and France, the switch to these modern teaching

methods is the more difficult as secondary school teachers have

no basic training in methods. In both countries, the ministriPq

have, in recent years, established study centers for didactics

and the preparation of suitable teaching materials; they also

conduct in-service training and conferences. In both countries,

the effort to modernize instruction is limited to t.1-1& cnfd' 1.P

level, while the upper secondary classes continue in the

traditional style.
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In Germany, the modern emphases in secondary instruction are

less reminiscent of "pro7ressive education" but resemble - to a

degree - the present A -ivbican concerns with curriculum and

instruction: they center on judicious selectivity in subject

content, and especially recommend the use of model cases to teach

generalizations and concepts (in German: "exemplarisches Lernen").

Team teaching and programmed instruction have not yet

entered the curriculum of public schools in the countries

examined. But experiments with programmed instruction have

ministerial support in all three. They are more amply found in

Germany than in France or Italy. One field in which (in German
Lander) the use of up-to-date methods and technical aids seems
most advanced is that of modern foreign languages; imaTinative

approaches and laboratory equipment are increasingly employed in
the lanzuage courses.

Program Revisions in IndividualSubl!cts

Course pro; rams have changed more drastically in Italyls new

scuola media than in the corresponding classes of French and

German schools. koreover, the Italian ministerial plans and guide-
lines leave greater flexibility and responsibility to the teacher
in structurin his own desi3n of content coverage. Both these

facts are obviously related to the still experimental character of
the unified school. (see, for example, the novel combination of

Italian-Latin and the introduction of science, hitherto not taught

at this school).

The syllabi for the instruction in the national language show

the typical differences in the degree of prescribed requirements:

In Italy, reading materials are broadly suggested, the teacher
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has to make his own selections (usually chosen from an anthology ).

For French classes on the same level, only teachers in non-academic

classes are accorded this degree of latitude. For the academic

and semi-academic classes, the reading materials (mainly from

classical literature) are specified in detail, with a few alter-

native choices. In Germany, tae guidelines present lists from

which the teacher must choose a certain number and is expected to

add his own (or the pupils') selections.- France places the

greatest emphasis on formal training in the style of linguistic

expression, in addition to regular "explications du texte" in

the traditional manner. The Italian and German directives recom-

mend quite contrasting practices in stressing the value of self-

expression and imagination, with only minor differences In the

provisions for the different German school types.

Foreign language studies continue to form the backbone of

French and German academic curricula. The sequence of languages

taught is the foremost criterion of differentiation among the

types of secondary school pro ;rams.- Latin, still the language

of greatest presti3e,plays a greater role in France and Italy

than in Germany. In Italy, however, Latin has ceased to dominate

the scuola, media. Of the French children entering academic

secondary classes, many are enrolled in the classical branches

which begin Latin and a modern3anguage simultaneously. The Ital-

ian middle school now begins with a modern language and introduces

Latin the following year. In Germany, a minority of academic

students enters the classical gymnasien where Latin is started

from grade 5 on, kost students (enrolled in other gapasium types)

begin with a modern language and add the second and third language

(including Latin) in grades 7 and 9.
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A significant innovation is the expansion of modern language

offerings to much larger segments of the school population, a

feature that helps to reduce the sharp differences between aca-

demic, semi-academic, and non-academic prozrams at least during

the early stave of secondary education. Italy - in theory - plans

to give all children this opportunity, since the scuola media is

designed to receive, at a future date, all children of the acre

group. The French plans do not include (in foreign lanzuage

instruction) the lowest achievement group, which is expected to

comprise 30 tv 40A,. The German plans made a modern language

available in all Hauptschulen (non-academic), with the usual

prerequisite of at least average achievements in the mother tongue.

The social studies, while given much attention in the curric-

ulum reforms of the three countries, occupy only a minor portion

of instructional time, compared to American curriculum practices.

The official guidelines present elaborate recommendations for the

updatinl and broadening of approach in the teaching of history

and geography, with the focus placed on the human and social

aspects of the two subjects. Sozewhat different accents mark the

officially stated objectives of history teaching: in Germany the

accent is on political education, in Italy, on socialization, in

France, on humanist orientation.

Civic instruction has been added to the Italian curriculum

by government decree in 1958; but it is taught on a very limited

scale in the middle zrades, as is also the case in France. The

German Lander, concentrate on this subject in higher grade levels

and have in most instances removed it from grades 5 and 6.- The

content of civics programs varies considerably; in general, civic

education does not seem to have progressed much beyond the
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experimental stage.

The recent historic past is treated quite differently in the

three countries: The French schools offer contemporary history

only in upper lycee classes. The German schools - after Federal

initiative in this matter in 1959 - must teach all children

(before their leaving school) the complete facts about the Nazi

past. In Italy, the Fascist era is completely ignored in all

school programs and official guidelines.

The mathematics programs for the middle level reflect few

if any elements of the "new math" in France and Italy. The Germans

have introduced considerable revisions of different kinds in the

different school types. The Gymnasium programs - geared to train

in abstract thought and concept formation - have been accelerated

and enriched, with some features of the "new math" starting in

grades 5 and 6. The Hauptschule programs, in comparison, stress

the training in quantitative operations in the context of prac-

tical (or technical) life situations; they no longer demand

exorbitant drill in mechanical number manipulations. Geometry is

taught in similarly different fashion for the two school types:

stressin: the concrete approach in the Hauptschule, the formal

abstract approach in the Gymnasium. The Realschule holds a middle

position between the two styles, usually with closer affinity to

the Hauptschule than to the amaasium.

The instruction in natural sciences reflects similarly graded

approaches in the German school systems. In the Hauptschule the

middle level grades venture into elementary physics and even

chemistry rather early, through purely inductive studies of

individual phenomena, while the aymnasium starts systematic physics

in grade 8 and chemistry two years ]ter. Experiments by pupils
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are highly recommended. Biology (or nature studies) is tau2ht in

all grades of all schools.- Italy introduced science instruction

in the scuola media as "studies in scientific observations."

Formerly it was not taught before grade 11 of the liceo.- France

continues its traditional science program (biology and geology

on the middle level), but has introduced, as a separate subject,

a course in " experimental scientific method." No content require-

ments are given for this course to leave the teachers free to

experiment with new approaches and adapt to local conditions. As

is done in other major subjects (but not in history and geography),

the usually oversized classes are subdivided for part of the

scheduled hours to enhance the opportunities for individual work

and pupil activities.

The curricular programs as a whole show remarkable differences

in the quantity and distribution of weekly instructional time.

The more academic schools have a heavier schedule of school hours

than the less academic schools in Germany, while in France the

reverse is true: the lyce schedule includes fewer hours than that

of other school branches (counting obviously on proportionately

longer homework hours). The weekly Gymnasium schedules in some

cases exceed 34 hours, with added hours for homework. A trend to

reduce the overload of school work is reflected in the 1966

resolution of the German education ministers, who set the weekly

maximum at 34 hours.

Italy's scuola media holds a medium position in quantity of

weekly hours, and it also has the most balanced distribution of

subject groups. German schools provide more instructional time

than the other countries in all subjects except one: the national

language (in this case German).
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Evaluation

The recent curriculum revisions of the three major conti-

nental nations shod the direction in which the Zuropeans are

moving in implementing their versions of school provisions for

modern society. All three systems started their reform process

from very similar backgrounds: Common primary classes were

followed by an essentially dual structure, consisting of terminal

schools for the masses, with modest goals and limited programs,

and schools for the social elite that were oriented on humanistic

ideals and the preparation for university studies. Today, the

primary school level in the three countries still shows much

similarity in basic features (common attendance of all children,

relizious orientation in Italy and Germany, emphasis on child-

oriented teaching in the better schools, inadequacy of small

rural schools). The upper secondary school levels with their

unquestioned academic objectives also have retained their essential

character, except for minor modification of the terminal years

in France and Germany.

However, on the middle level, the lower secondary stage,

the three countries have embarked upon ventures that range from

complete unification of school type and pro; ram (Italy) to the

amplification of the former two-track to a three-track system of

schools (Germany). And yet, these apparently diverse patterns have

resulted from social and educational motives that are basically

identical in the three countries. (See above)

dhether children of different abilities should, for the sake

of democratic equality, attend the same school and follow the same

programs not only on the primary but also on the secondary level
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is a question much debated throughout the Western world. The

modern trend seems to favor an affirmative answer. (examples:

New York's recent re-emphasis of comprehensive high schools, the

English comprehensive secondary schools, the bcandinavian post-

war school reforms). But some differentiation of programs is

usually begun on the 8th or 9th grade level.- Italy has undertaken

the radical change-over to the common middle school in the form

of a national political decision that now has to prove its educa-

tional merits. In France, too, the common lower secondary school

(but with diversified branches) was politically decreed but with

plans of more .:radual implementation. dest Germany, on the other

hand, retained the less "democratic" parallel school types.

All three countries indicated the objective to replace the

traditional upper-primary school style of education with an

upgraded, secondary-school type education. France and Italy

obviously regarded the transfer of upper-stage mass education to

secondary school establishments as the best way of achieving this

end. Germany instead has begun to upgrade and enrich this type of

schooling at separate establishments (die Hauptschule). Three

factors may explain the different courses of action. One is the

level of teacher training. French and Italian elementary school

teachers have less academic and professional training than their

German counterparts105 If training is assumed to be related to

teaching standards, it may seem more feasible to expect an upgraded,

105 The traditional "normal school" education is still the pre-
valent form of preparation in France and Italy, while in
Germany, future Volksschule (Grund- and Hauptschule) teachers
need the full Abitur !,raduation, six or more semesters at a
Pgdazo.rische Hochschule, which may include regular university
courses, e.g. ,rin the major aad minor subject of teaching,
and usually one year of probationary work (Probe-Jahr) ,
before they are certified. Certification rarely occurs
before age 23.
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secondary-type instruction from German teachers assigned to

alutschulen than may be expected from French or Italian element-

ary school teachers.

The second factor concerns the past history of upper element-

ary education in the three countries. Before the 19501s, in

France and Italy this school level (grades 6-3) was neither

precisely structured nor widely attended. (Both countries also

maintained semi-vocational schools at this level). Of those

children who remained in. the primary schools, many dropped out

before having finished grade 8, either because they reached age

14 in some earlier grade (having repeated a grade once or twice),

or they left to begin a form of job training if not paid work

outright.- The official guidelines in both countries indicated

merely broad pro Tram suggestions for instruction in these terminal

classes, mainly stressing the three Rts106 In contrast, the German

upper Volksschule classes (grades 5-8), now Hauptschule, included

all children not enrolled in apna.sium or Realschuie. Earlier

leaving for job training or work was not possible before comple-

tion of eight years in school, and about 75% of the pupils com-

pleted grade 8. There were progressively structured curriculum

programs - including elements of science, history, geography and

physics - on which the present Iiauptschule pro7zrams could readily

be built. -

The third factor is related to basic conceptions of school

design (discussed in chapter II). The German authorities still

view the schools and their basic purposes in the light of future

106 In a reprint of the French elementary school syllabus of
1965 the commentator deplores the absence of program
definition for the "fin d' etudes" classes. See i..Lebettre
and Vcrnay, Pro rammes et instructions commentees. EnseiTne-
ment 616entaire degi-g77 Faris: Librairie a. Colin, 1965,
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work functions which the children may later perform on the basis

of their abilities (theoretical-professional, technical-commercial-

administrative, practical). These outdated artificial constructs

of an occupational spectrum meet with growing opposition among

modern-minded Germans, especially social scientists, but they

are still used in official declarations and school guidelines.

The French documents also refer to different levels of work in

explaininl the different characteristics of instruction, but such

occupational considerations enter only subsequent to the obser-

vation stage (grades 6-7). For the observation stage, the

justification given for the differences in program and teaching

approach is only the variation in ability and interest of the

students. The desi3ners of the observation stage intended to

create a phase of suspended career planning, where the school

acts as a neutral catalyst for the child's potential talents and

interests. The evidence of achievements and interests should

then - in theory - lead the parents to more soundly based career

decisions for their children. The Italian reform plans and policy

statements make no reference to future occupational functions, but

stress the factors of social equality and development of abilities.

A major objective of all the reforms in school structure

and pro trans is that of attracting larger segments of the abler

students to proceed toward advanced education. Students who were

not enrolled at the regular points of transition should have

broader chances of later transfer from the less academic school

types. Thz Italian system has all but eliminated this problem

for the middle level by offering all children the saLe curriculum.

The French and German adjustments toward :la-eater similarity in

programs of the parallel school tracks will ease the belated
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transfer of students. The French system has even introduced

special reception classes, called "classes d'accueil", for such

students. The German Lgnder have begun to offer free after-school

help with homework and tutoring given by teachers (for additional

salary) to children who have difficulty adjustin2 to the

Gymnasium. In effect, all three countries have rising percentages

of initial enrollments in academic classes or schools. This

progress can be larzlj attributed to the school authorities'

"open-door policy" But the statistics also show a considerable

rate of failures and drop-outs during the early years of academic
107

training, aside from " non-enrollment" cases of talented children.

A major cause of this situation must still be sought in the

nature of the academic curriculum. Its undiminished heavy- demands

in foreign language studies are keeping out or screening out able

but linguistically " disadvantaged" children from lower social

strata. The new plans continue to require that every seventh-

and eigth-grader enrolled in an academic class must cope with two

foreign languages. It seems astonishinT that not any of the

curriculum revisions for the middle level have provided oppor-

tunities for as early academic training that emphasizes mathe-

matics and sciences and leaves a heavier language program for

later years. Although the adherence to the preferential treatment

of languages over sciences must be assumed to work against the

objective of equalizing the social chances for advanced education,

no evidence of attempts to modify the deep-rooted tradition was

found in the official statements and guidelines.

Not only in the light of the social reform objectives, but

also if assessed in view of the proclaimed intellectual goals of

107 The German problems in this respect have been cogently
discussed by Ralf Dahrendorf in BildunT ist Bar errecht,
Hamburg, Nannen-Verlag, 1965, p.



emphasizing the training in scientific thought and knowledge,
108

the curriculum revisions appear wanting in consistency. While

it is true thqt all the new plans and guidelines mention the

importance of training in reasoning, in "scientific method" , in

critical assessment of hypothesesithere has apparently been no

major reexamination of content matter (that would include the

programs of the preceding and the subsequent stages of schooling)

in the traditional subjects. The new program directives advo-

cate concenecration on essentials of content and - especially in

Germany - the use of exemplary paradigms. But it is mainly

through modernization of methods that the new objectives are

expected to be attained. This is most clearly apparent in the

Italian and French guidelines. In some subjects, the traditional

schemes saw entirely unchanged; for example, the French programs

for the native language and literature in grades 6 and 7, now

expanded as norms for all observation classes, are the same as

those formerly applied only to the lycee classes.

The feature that is most consistent with the goal of

teaching scientific method is the novel course in "scientific

experimental work" (France) or "scientific observations" (Italy).

But the brief time allotted to it in the schedule as well as its

separation from the ordinary science courses raise doubts about

an effective modernization of the schools' science teaching

program as a whole.

108 In a c,celA policy statement, these goals were emphasized
by a 1igh French educational official, Marcel Leherpeux,
who stated "the intellectualization of the life of society
will represent one of the most noticeable transformations
of the human condition in the last third of the 20th
century" . In "L'enseignement franca's aujourd'hui", Lssai
d'ixplication de la Situation pr6sente. Collection &Judea
et £iapports, harch 1966.
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The treatment of the social science subjects invites some-

what parallel comments. The importance accorded, in the broad

declarations of objectives, to stron7er found.tions for under-

standing of modern society in political, historical, and geo-

:zraphic contexts does not appear properly reflected in the

program dasignE or in the time allocated for these studies. For

example, the new civics courses in France and Italy seem little

more than a gesture in the desired direction: what effects can

be expected from courses allotted a half or one hour a week: On

the other hand, the new recommendations for methods and approach

in handliaz the content seem to respond more closely to the new

general objectives.

The present disparity between emphases on modern methods and

the limited modernization of instructional content is understand-

able in as much as the middle levelretbms mainly focus on the

adaptation of broader strata of children than ever before to the

existing IcadeiLic programs. hajor changes in curriculum content4,

however, face the dilemma of either waiting till the upper aca-

demic schools (lycee, Gymnasium, liceo) are ready for coordinated

reforms (which do not seem imminent), or advancinz independently

at the peril of even greater antagonism on the part of the aca-

demic community than already exists. A discrepancy in programs

could also be a disservice, especially to the children from less

favorable family background who traditionally have had difficulty

bridging the gap between primary and secondary education.- In the

three countries, the first alternative prevails, although in

Italy the inroads on the preeminence of Latin and the novel

addition of science represented a sort of "declaration of
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independence" from the acadeciiic establishment, which reacted

with eloquent protest.

Concludin7 Thoughts

This study of the characteristics and recent devel6pments

in the curricula of French, Pest aerman, acid Italian schools has

assessed the official policies and desizns of programs and sched-

ules. The main purpose was to acquaint .1merican educators with

what the Zuropean school authorities consider good school pro-

zrams, and with the directions in which the authorities are

movial- to adjust the schools to the needs of modern society. In

other words, the focus is on the aims and the broad characteris-

tics of the instructional plans; it is neither on the practical

reality of the classroom nor on the many ways of implementing

the official plans. A careful reading of the directives and

guidelines, however, reveals glimpses of the reality and the

problems that teachers face, especially when explicit warnings

of outmoded practices or strong suggestions regarding desired

emphases are expressed in the documents.

In view of the limitation of this project to the middle

grades of the school systems concerned, it would be improper to

draw conclusions from it about the total curricula in these

national systems. huch of tIle excellent work for which Americans

usually respect the European schools goes on in the upper grades

of secondary schools where the student body represents a select

numbor of able and often hard-working young people. To obtain

a complete picture of the present curriculum developments, three

additional research projects ought to be undertaken. One
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should cover the prime j schools
10% 9

another the upper academic

and semi-academic levels, and a third should examine the programs

of terminal classes for the many young people who, after com-

pleting compulsory schooling, enter the work force-or vocational

training programs. Durin2 the past few years, in France and

nest Germany (as also in some north gliropean countries) much

thoughtful planninT and experimentation, usually in consultation

with industry and labor, has gone into designin.: meaningful

school programs for the recently added ninth (and in some cases

tenth) year of general education. The resultin patterns and

experiences mi'lht prove interestin3 and perhaps useful for

American curriculum planners.

Further research should concentrate entirely on the many

experiments and novel features that are not part of the general

curriculum patterns. It was not feasible to include these exper-

iments in the present report. Numerous school experiments are

devoted to novel instructional patterns, others to compensatory

programs for underprivileged children, some to all-daj school

schedules, and some to fully comprehensive schools (for example,

in Berlin and Hesse). These experiments usually have the full

support of the school aut.s.orities, provided the procedures are

handled in resoonsible manner, and the financial demands remain

within acceptable limits. (In the German Lander, the communities

are sometimes expected to bear part of the costs.)

All in all, the interviews with ministerial officials in the

three countries have ziven the impression that the era of enforced

conformity to traditional ways - long regarded typical of

109 This project could build on the excellent study by the
swiss scholar, Professor Aobert Dottrens, The Primau
school Curriculum, a UDLICO konograph of 17n; which
includes school data from nearly 60 countries.
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centralized control over the schools - has passed or is passing.

Some of the curriculum innovations in the present plans

indeed have a background of years of experimentation. For example,

the French classes d'observation (Trades 6 and 7) have inherited

major features from the classes pilotes of the 1940's and '50's:

The emphasis on pupils' individual work under guidance in classes

of reduced size, the stress on the "active method" and the

inductive approach that has even led to the introduction of a

course purely devoted to trainin:: in experimental scientific

method.- Sxamples in Italy include the work of the Centro

Didattico_per la Scuola iyedia (and the other didactic centers)

during the 1950's, which invited and supported the efforts of

teachers devoted to modern approaches, .)..ktlid the concept of

"child-centered teaching" and as in France the "active" and in-

ductive method in classroom teaching.- In Germany, experimentation

durin::. the 1940's and '50's with a "differentiated middle level,"

especially carried on in Lower Saxony, preceded the now nation-

wide introduction of elective courses - graded for different

ability levels - that supplement and enrich the common core of

subjects in the Hauptschule.

The earlier experiments and their positive results were, of

course, no guarantee for success when they were translated into

broad-scale innovations in the entire school system. The problem

hinges on nothing as much as on the teachers' competence and

their support of the innovations. If the mass of teachers, when

confronted with novel designs and instructional guidelines, is

not adequately prepared and persuaded to follow the new paths,

the results are bound to be doubtful and may discredit the good

designs. This is presently a major problem in Italy with its most
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radical departure from the traditional middle level schools.

Teachers and principals of the old scuola d'avviamento are
dismayed over the deiliseof this school to which their careers
were geared and which many considered more useful for children
from poor families than the new middle school. The old scuola
media professori deplore the mixing and "watering down" of
standards in the new school set-up. The combining of staff from
both school types in the new common school represents a problem
in itself. Numerous in-service courses, supplementary license
examinations, and ample teaching materials are provided by the
ministry in coping with the problem of adequate staffing for the
new scuola media.

France too is facing the problem of not having sufficient

teachers who are trained to master their expanded responsibilities

in guidance and modern teaching techniques in the observation

classes. But the deviation from past practices is less drastic

in this case, and the transition more gradual, perhaps even too

slow (in the view of some observers) for a growth of "elan vital"

for the novel practices. The traditional "grands lycees" - the

highly renowned old schools in Paris - have as yet barely been

touched by the reforms on the middle level.

The ministry of education goes to some length in securing
the cooperation of teachers. For pcample, appointments to
positions in (comprehensive) colleges d'ensei2nement secondaire
are made on a voluntary basis. When the added duties of essential
reform features involve extra time, such as the regular meetings
of the "class councils" (comprising all staff members who deal
with a particular class), the school authorities give out
special payment for the required attendance.

In Germanj, the severe teacher shortage on the elementary

level is in itself a factor that impairs the progress in reforms,

e.z., the addition of a ninth year in the Hauptschulen. end the

introduction of Zn2lish in all hauptschulem naturally depends

on the supply of sufficient teachers trained and certified to

teach that subject.

The modern methods advocated in the new guidelines represent
less problems in German teaching practices, which had been more
affected (than the French and Italian systems) by the "progressive:;

education" concepts since the 1920's. The recent minor curriculum
revisions, with their focus on streamlining the mass of content,
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on teaching through exemplars and emphasizing structure, are
bound to be generally accepted by the techers even if the latter
may note capable of masterin3 the proposed approaches.

The new features outlined in the ministerial directives are

elements of what the Germans call "innere bchulreform," in con-

trast to organizational changes which belong to the "outer school

reform." &Ile the latter has met with broad opposition by

conservative forces throughout the post-war decades, the "inner

reform" of the schools was advocated by all sides. But there was,

of course, little agreement on, and clarity of, the zoals, direct-

ives, and criteria of the desired changes, beyond the general

claim that the schools should be more democratic, more effective,

and more coordinated in their programs. The changes recently

introduced have not provoked opposition among conservatives,

except for some rural communities which resist the consolidation

of tiny village schools into central Hauptschulen.
110

Still, the small advances now underway can hardly assuage

the widespread discontent with the schools, a characteristic

public phenomenon in Germany since the end of dorld ,tar II. Aside

from the popular opinion that the schools are not doing their job

properly, the more profound critics point to the basic inadequacy

of the structure and programs in view of the present and future

conditions of life in modern society. These critics, which

include some of the country's most knowledgeable scholars in

education and the social sciences,
'11 call for a total reassess-

meet of the functions of the schools today and, starting from

110 :Nen the Catholic circles which formerly opposed this change
have no* generally come to support the rural school reform,
after statistical evidence showed the "educational lag" of
Catholics compared to Protestants in Germany. See earl
Erlinghagen 5.J., hatholisches Bildunlsdefizit in Deutschland
Frdburg: Herder, 1965.

111 Such as dalter Schultze, Saul Robinsohn, Hartmut von Hentig,
Ralf Dahrendorf (sociologist), and Friedrich madding (economist)
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there, imaginative new patterns of programs and teaching

approaches within an elastic, comprehensive, diversified system

of public education.

None of the Land ministries of education has come forth

with any reform approaching such far-reaching modernization. In

fact, the latest Declaration of the Conference of Zducation

Linisters (in July, 1966) on the Gymnasium programs reaffirmed the

traditional structure and curriculum, while outlining agreed -

upon (and familiar) sequences of subjects, based largely on the

unquestioned theories of child development and the equally un-

questioned "Bildunzs:rut" (content of school subjects). hodern

elements were confined to the suggested methods and to didacting.

There is one desitzn, however, that reflects a broad, radical

approach: the draft, of the Berlin school authority, an unpub-

lished working paper for the committee preparia7 long-range plans

for school reform (See above, Ch. IV). The future will show its

prowess.

The situation in France and Italy is not different in this

respect. Neither of them has begun to undertake a comprehensive

modernization of the public school system. For socio-political

reasons, the ooportunities for access to advanced schooling were

broadened and teminal mass education will be improved. But in

both countries, the new measures amount, in essence, to an

extension of traditional academic school programs to more chil-

dren than before, with some adjustments and more emphasis on

modern teaching methods.

In broad perspective, the revisions and reforms of the

middle level curriculum in the three countries here examined do,

no doubt, represent the most advanced steps in the slow process
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of updatinz the school systems. Their value goes beyond the

social (and economic) benefits for which they were designed. They

are enzenderin3 wide-spread occupation, in thou2ht and practice,

with new teaching approaches. Above all, they lead numerous

educators to critical assessment of their work and to experiment-

ation within the sanctions of the system. They habituate teachers

to the need of in-service traininG:They brin? school issues to

the public forum, thus actin as catalysts for popular interest

in education. And they force the notoriously rigid school admin-

istrations to cope with change and improvisations.

Some of these overt effects will be quite positive. On the

other hand, there are some negative results which tend to dis-

credit the reform enterprise as a whole. These are largely caused

by age-old shortcomings in the planning and implementing of

school provisions: besides insufficient teacher preparation it is

mainly the lack of factual information gained from research. Too

little is known about the workings of the schools, about the

efficacy of teaching methods, and, basically, about the whole

complex of what should today be taught in the schools. Empirical

research in education is still in its infancy. The universities

in the three countries are not producing factual research in

education. But some valuable contributions in this area have been

made in recent years by the Institute for International Pedagogi-

cal Research in Frankfurt and the kax Planck Institute for

Lducational Research in Berlin, both well staffed and soundly

financed. At the latter, a long-range project, guided by

Professor Saul Robinsohn, is presently underway: a comprehensive

study of curriculum design, based on theory and empirical

assessments. The findinzs should be of great inters3t to fliture
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planning of school programs. Other significant research contri-

butions are the International Achievement Testin Projects
112

s?onsored by the UNZaCO Institute for Zducation in hamburg.

To what use the recognitions from factual evidence will be

put remains a matter of political decisions. As the recent

decades have shown, the impetus for reforms can no longer (as in

the '20's aad '30's) arise from the professional educators; the

school has become too much of a politicum today. In the ;European

systems, it is the governments, and lastly the public, that need

to be persuaded that truly modern schools are a necessity in our

times. It falls to the pedagogues to do much of the groundwork

and of the persuading. They bear the chief burden in implementing

the changes and adjusting their own daily work according to the

officially adopted plans. In this light, the present revisions

of the middle level curriculum are test cases for further, more

complex reforms. From their successes and failures, the educators,

zovernments and public alike may learn how better to proceed in

the arduous task of updatin3 the work of their schools.

112 The most recent study, International Study of :achievement
in lathematics, based on data gathered in 12 nations, will
soon be published in two volumes by John Jiley, New :fork.
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Note.

Countless reports and articles have been published in the three
countries on the recent reforms, modern teachiaz methods and .

experimental features. A complete bibliozraphy with annotations
could constitute a project in itself. The selection here
presented merely serves to illustrate the variety of topics
discussed. For the present study, particular use was made of
those periodicals which are published under official auspices:
In. France, L'Aducation Nationale, Le Courrier de la Recherche
P4aagoziciu6TTErgaliarETT5TIEutMED3ique
in Italy, La ocuola 1%.edia e i Suoi froblemi, Ricerche Didattiche
(published by Centro Didattico per la ..)cuola iledia); in Germany,
Bildunz and Zrziehun7 (published by Inter Nationes, Bonn - Bad
Godesberg.

Enzlish translations of many of the pertinent articles and news
on reform developments are available in zAucation in France
(published by French Cultural services, 972 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10021) aad Zducation_in Germany (available through
German Information Center, 0 ParkAvenue, New York, N.Y. 10022).
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FRANCE, WEST GERMANY, ITALY ALL SCHOOL TYPES

DISTRIBUTION OF ACADEMIC AND NON-ACADEMIC SUBJECTS
IN TOTAL HOURS FOR GRADES 6, 7, AND 8
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MFRANCE WEST GERMANY ITALY ALL SCHOOL TYPES

DISTRIBUTION Of ACADEMIC SUBJECT GROUPS IN TOTAL HOURS
FOR GRADES 6, 7 AND 8
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